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Lot 14

MARILYN MONROE SWIMSUIT COSTUME MADE FOR
THERE’S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS

SESSION I | FRIDAY, JULY 17, 2020
10:00AM PACIFIC TIME | LOTS 1–259
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1

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE COLLECTION 1956-1971
A collection of approximately 101 issues of Playboy magazine, from 1956 to 1971.
The magazines are enclosed in chocolate- or caramel-colored folios with Playboy
gilt-stamped to the front cover and spines. The magazine, which launched in
December 1953, sold for 50 cents a copy.
Folio, 12 by 10 by 3 inches (each)

$1,000-2,000

8

2

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED THE
PLAYBOY BOOK: FORTY YEARS
A hardcover copy of The Playboy Book: Forty Years
(Santa Monica: General Publishing Group, 1994)
signed on the loose endpaper by Hugh Hefner.
Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity from
JSA.
12 by 9 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

3

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
A copy of Playboy magazine featuring Pamela Anderson on the
cover, dated November 1994. Signed by Hugh Hefner in blue
marker on the cover.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800
9

4

HUGH HEFNER GROUP OF SIGNED ITEMS
A group of three typed letters, written by Hugh Hefner to longtime
friend Harry Reems, dates ranging from 1989 to 1992. Together
with a card that reads “I’m sorry to hear you’re feeling poorly.
Getting older can be a bitch, but it’s better than the alternative”
and a color photograph. All items signed “Hef” in black marker.
Larger, 11 by 8 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

10

5

PLAYBOY BUNNY 1966-2019 LIMITED EDITION COLOR
PHOTOGRAPH BY BERNARD OF HOLLYWOOD
A 2019 print with a semi-gloss ﬁnish; depicting an image of an orange-clad Bunny serving
guests poolside at the Playboy Club in Jamaica in 1966; estate-signed in black felt-tip ink
on the lower margin "1/30 From the Estate of Bernard of Hollywood;" only the second
time this image has ever been offered by the Bruno Bernard family.
20 by 16 inches

$200-400

11

6

PLAYBOY BUNNY COSTUME
A Playboy Bunny costume worn by Denise Phillips at The London
Playboy Club circa 1969. The costume consists of a strapless boned
bodysuit with a plunging neckline and cut high with lacing to the
thighs; a ﬂuffy white tail that snaps to the back of the costume; white
cotton faille collar and cuffs; a clip-on bow tie; a pair of Playboy Bunny
cufﬂinks in a branded jewelry box; a pair of bunny ears attached to a
headband; and a ribbon that reads “Dixie.”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Denise Phillips

$1,000-2,000

12

7

PLAYBOY COLLAGE GRAPHIC GUITAR
A Playboy Covers Collage Graphic guitar, designed by Steve
Clayton. Serial number PBE-CC00475. Together with Playboy
Collage guitar strap, Playboy Covers pick, and the original
Playboy soft case. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$2,000-4,000

13

8

PLAYBOY “PRETTY IN PINK” ELECTRIC GUITAR
A Playboy “Pretty in Pink” electric guitar designed by Steve
Clayton. The guitar features a pink design to the body with
rhinestones and the Playboy rabbit head logo to the headstock.
Serial number PBE-PP 00703. Together with Playboy pick, cord
and original Playboy soft case. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of
authenticity.

$2,000-4,000

14

9

PLAYBOY “BLACK SATIN” ELECTRIC GUITAR
A black satin Playboy electric 6-string guitar designed by Steve Clayton.
The guitar features a Rabbit Head design and the Playboy bow tie to
the headstock. Features EMG-HZ pickups and Grover tuners. Serial
number PBE-BG 00570. Together with Playboy pick, guitar strap,
original Playboy soft case, hex wrench, and cord. Accompanied by a
certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$2,000-4,000

15

10

PLAYBOY “MIDNIGHT PEARL” ACOUSTIC GUITAR
A Playboy “Midnight Pearl” limited edition acoustic guitar, model number PBE-AC1.
This was the ﬁrst acoustic guitar sponsored by Playboy magazine, designed by
Steve Clayton and authorized by Hugh Hefner. The body of the guitar is
constructed of mahogany, with a spruce top and rosewood fretboard. To the
headstock is the Playboy logo in rainbow in mother of pearl, with the classic bunny
logo on the 12th fret, and mother of pearl bunny and bow tie inlays around the
sound hole. Serial number PBA 00492. Together with a Playboy pick and the
original Playboy soft case. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$2,000-4,000

16

11

HUGH HEFNER SIGNED PREMIERE ISSUE OF PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
An original ﬁrst issue copy of Playboy magazine (HMH Publishing, 1953) featuring Marilyn Monroe
on the cover and signed by Hugh Hefner. The magazine, which launched in December 1953, sold
for 50 cents a copy. Housed in a protective plastic case and graded 8.0 by Certiﬁed Guaranty
Company (CGC).
14 by 9 1/2 inches, overall

$20,000-30,000

17

12

MARILYN MONROE 1940s-ERA MUCH PHOTOGRAPHED STRAPPY SANDALS
A pair of wedge-heeled tan leather sandals with crisscrossing straps on the vamp up to the ankle, right
shoe is stamped “by Catalano,” appearing to be a modern day women’s size 6 with a 3 1/2 inch heel; in
very well-used condition as Monroe wore these in countless photo shoots during her early modeling days
in the 1940s and early 1950s.
PROVENANCE These sandals were originally offered in the Julien’s Auctions sale titled “Property from the
Estate of Lee Strasberg,” November 18, 2016, Lot 101.

$30,000-50,000

18

19

Photo Credit: Michael Ochs Archives / Stringer

20

Photo Credit: Snap/Shutterstock

21

13

MARILYN MONROE CIRCA 1949 BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
An original vintage print with a matte ﬁnish, on double weight paper, depicting the then starlet standing on a bluff above the
Paciﬁc Ocean as she wears strappy sandals (see previous lot), verso with some paper residue likely from a scrapbook page.
10 by 8 inches

$100-200

22

14

MARILYN MONROE SWIMSUIT COSTUME MADE FOR THERE’S NO
BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
20th Century Fox, 1954. A three-piece ensemble consisting of a bathing suit made of black silk
with “applied” black polka dots, spaghetti straps ending in two large bows, attached front
rounded “stomach ﬂap,” back zip-up closure, separate self-belt, lined with support boning and
nude-colored netting, label reads “1-18-3-122/ A729-41/ M. Monroe,” in fragile condition now
with areas of evident repair work; a coordinating large wrap, white cotton with the same
“applied” black polka dots as suit, trimmed in a wide panel of rose-colored cotton on one end
and light blue cotton on the other; and a bathing cap with a petal-like hem adorned with white
sequins and silver-colored bugle beads, label reads “1-25-4-4691/ A729-29/ M. Monroe.” Made
for Monroe to wear in her portrayal of Vicky Parker and designed by Academy Award-winning
costumier William Travilla, this outﬁt is quite similar to others the star wears throughout the ﬁlm,
though it is not seen in the ﬁnal cut; however, it is evident it was made for the same production
due to its style and construction.
PROVENANCE Donated by Sir Elton John to a charity auction in 1990; then sold in the Christie’s
(South Kensington) auction titled “Pop,” Sale number 4259, April 25, 1991, Lot 104; then sold in
the Julien’s (Los Angeles) auction titled “Property from the Collection of David GainsboroughRoberts,” November 17, 2016, Lot 50

$8,000-10,000

23

15

MARILYN MONROE TAN CORDUROY SHIRT
A tan corduroy shirt with cuffed short sleeves, two front pockets, and a zip front closure worn by Marilyn
Monroe in many photographs taken by Milton H. Greene. Major discoloration and tearing.
PROVENANCE Lot 114, “Property from the Estate of Marilyn Monroe,” Julien’s Auctions, June 5, 2005

$10,000-20,000

24

16

MARILYN MONROE JAX KNITTED TOP
A black sleeveless knitted top with plunging V to front and back.
A Designed by Jax label is present.
PROVENANCE Lot 295, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the
Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles,
November 17-19, 2016

$4,000-6,000

25

17

MARILYN MONROE CUSTOM-MADE EVENING GOWN
A black silk, ﬂoor-length, sleeveless, empire waist, gathered décolletage with same V-line in back, back zip-up
closure as well as back tie closure, lined with a bustier-type support garment, label reads “Bergdorf /
Goodman / On the Plaza New York / Marilyn Monroe / Date 6-22-56/ No. Matilda.”
PROVENANCE Lot 218, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216,
October 27 & 28, 1999; included are original Christie’s inventory tag and lot card

$20,000-30,000
26

18

MARILYN MONROE TWO-PIECE DAY DRESS
A midnight blue worsted wool ensemble comprising a knee-length dress with wide
shoulder straps, zip-up back closure, midnight blue silk lining, label reading “paulinetrigère”
[sic] in a repeating pattern, and original Bergdorf Goodman retail tag still afﬁxed to interior.
A matching jacket has capped sleeves and seven-button front closure, is lined in midnight
blue silk, and has labels reading “paulinetrigère” [sic] and “Bergdorf/ Goodman/ On the
Plaza/ New York.” Dress has substantial fabric loss on right side front and back hem area.
PROVENANCE This dress originally sold in the Christie’s (New York) auction titled “The
Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Sale number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999, Lot 139;
original Christie’s inventory and lot tags still included.

$10,000-20,000
27

19

MARILYN MONROE SIMULATED DIAMOND EARRINGS
A pair of simulated diamond, triple drop, mixed cut fringe ear pendants with clip ﬁtting worn by Marilyn Monroe to the world
premiere of The Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955) on June 1, 1955, in New York City. Accompanied by the Christie’s lot card.
Length, approximately 3 inches
PROVENANCE: Lot 4, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” Christie’s, New York, Sale number 9216, October 27 & 28,
1999

$50,000-70,000

28

29

Photo Credit: Ewing Galloway\Uig/Shutterstock
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MARILYN MONROE WEISS COSTUME
NECKLACE
A rhinestone necklace featuring a continual strand of
alternating and round prong-set stones set into plated
rhodium with hood and chain clasp. Founded in New York
City in 1942, Weiss was created by former Coro employee
Albert Weiss. Weiss, whose height was during the 1950s
and 1960s, offered high-end costume jewelry featuring
high-quality Austrian rhinestones with exceptional clarity.
Adjustable 15 3/8 inch maximum length
PROVENANCE Lot 230, “Marylin Monroe: Property from
the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles,
November 17-19, 2016

$20,000-30,000

21

MARILYN MONROE HOBE PARURE
A vintage costume parure, signed “Hobe,” including wide
costume bracelet, ear clips, necklace and brooch featuring
fuchsia oval cabochon and emerald and round cut
rhinestones. Hobe et Cie was founded in Paris in 1887 by
Jacques Hobe. Brought to America in 1915 by Hobe’s son
William, Hobe jewelry was popular not only with everyday
customers but also with the Hollywood stars.
Necklace, 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 458, “Marylin Monroe: Property from
the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles,
November 17-19, 2016

$8,000-10,000

30

22

MARILYN MONROE SPARKLY BROOCH
A silver-tone metal brooch with crystal drops, each terminating in a prong set pear-shaped rhinestone,
bar closure featuring rhinestone rhondelle, marked on the back “Eisenberg/ Original.”
3 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE. This piece was originally offered in the November 18, 2016, Julien’s Auctions sale
titled “Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg” and was Lot 239. It has since been professionally
cleaned and repaired to its original state.

$4,000-6,000

31

23

MARILYN MONROE POWDER CONTAINER
A small, pale yellow, oval-shaped cardboard container with a
yellow tassel on its lid that once held Caron brand loose face
powder; stained due to age.
2 by 4 by 1 1/3 inches

$400-600

32

24

MARILYN MONROE CAST METAL AND STAINED GLASS TABLE LAMP

A table lamp from the early 20th century with a circular base cast with drapery swags and anthemion and supporting
a round tapering stem with patera and opposing bellﬂowers. The paneled shade has pierced beaded lattice work
framing. Two panels of the shade have large cracks, and the lamp was rewired in the last 20 years.
Lamp Base, 27 by 9 1/2 inches; Lamp Shade, 9 by 22 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 395, “The Personal Property of Marilyn Monroe,” originally sold in the Christie’s (New York)
auction, Sale number 9216, October 27 & 28, 1999; included are the original Christie’s auction catalogue, its lot tag,
an invoice, and a Purchaser Shipping Form.

$3,000-5,000

33

25

MARILYN MONROE SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
An original print with a matte ﬁnish depicting a circa 1950 glamour shot of Marilyn Monroe with her blue
fountain pen ink inscription on the left side reading “To Eline,/ Keep safe for me/ Marilyn Monroe.”
10 by 8 inches
34

$4,000-6,000

26

MARILYN MONROE TYPED 1943 NOTES
A group of six pages of typed thoughts and feelings from a very young Norma Jeane Dougherty expressing her thoughts on her marriage to James
Dougherty as she confronts her fear that her husband has been unfaithful with his former girlfriend, Doris Ingram. She writes the letter after a night
apart from Dougherty and examines her feelings with great depth of understanding and maturity, “[I]n the beginning I would/ never have stayed
with him but for his love of classical/ music his intellect which made a pretense at being more/ then [sic] it was.” She continues, “I was greatly/
attracted to him as one of the few young men I had no sexual repulsion for.” She comments that despite steady modeling, “to an outsider it might/
not be conceivable that I had taken my small insecurities/ and built them up into a nervous tension which although it/ had outlets was always
present.” After discovering that Dougherty “had spent the evening & most of the morning hours with the other woman,” she says she “now would/
like a chance at a third act - the unsuspecting male and/ the vengful [sic] female, but now I’m only fooling my-/ self if I do get my last act I will portray
the heroine/ who bravely suffers tucking it all away to use as barage [sic]/ some now unknown man.” Pages have been stored folded together and
are brittle with some separation along crease lines of first page.
LITERATURE Monroe, Marilyn, and Bernard Comment. Fragments: Poems, Intimate Notes, Letters. Pages 5-11. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2010. 1-237. Print.
10 1/4 by 7 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 159, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19, 2016

$4,000-6,000

35

27

MARILYN MONROE-CREATED WATERCOLOR STILL LIFE
“Viewed from a night table,” watercolor on paper sheet, a monochromatic sketch showing a bedpost
and assortment of objects on a bedside table, including a glass of water and book of poems. The
painting is unsigned and unframed with a rough spiral tab, top edge.
12 by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 523, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s
Auctions, November 17-19, 2016

$1,000-2,000

36

28

MARILYN MONROE HANDWRITTEN AND SIGNED
CHECK
A blank counter check written entirely in Marilyn Monroe’s hand, in black
ink, dated August 14, 1954, paid to Jax in the amount of $800. Monroe
has listed her address as “508 N. Palm Dr.” and her phone number as
“CR62211.”
3 3/8 by 8 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 297, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee
Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19, 2016

$2,000-3,000

29

MARILYN MONROE 1952 CANCELED BANK CHECK
A check written entirely in Marilyn Monroe’s hand, in black ink, dated July
25, 1952, and paid to Vic Massy [sic] in the amount of $70. The check is
drawn on Monroe’s Bank of America account. Vic Masi was a friend of Joe
DiMaggio’s. Monroe and DiMaggio were friendly with the Masis during
their relationship.
5 3/4 by 2 5/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$2,000-3,000

30

MARILYN MONROE 1958 CANCELED
BANK CHECK
A Marilyn Monroe Productions Inc. business check dated
January 19, 1960, and signed by Marilyn Monroe. The
check, drawn on the Colonial Trust Company of New York,
is made out in the amount of $74.45.
8 1/4 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$1,500-2,500

37

31

MARILYN MONROE USED CHECKBOOK
The remains of a 1959 checkbook from a Marilyn Monroe
account with checks having been written to Cash, Inez
Melson, Arthur Miller, Dr. Rodgers, Pollack-Bailey, and Paula
Strasberg.
2 3/4 by 2 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$500-700

38

32

MARILYN MONROE SIGNED TAX FORM
A Form 1096 tax form from the U.S. Treasury Department Internal Revenue Service dated 1960 and addressed to Marilyn Monroe Productions in
New York, signed in black ink “Marilyn Monroe.”
3 1/2 by 7 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 475, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19, 2016

$2,000-3,000

33

MARILYN MONROE LETTER TO HER STEPCHILDREN
FROM THE CAT
An unsigned file copy of a letter composed by Marilyn Monroe in the voice of
the family cat Sugar Finney, clumsily typed with misspellings, reading in part,
“I’m having fun driving old Rocky and that old grumpy maid of yours nuts. ...
Thers never a dull moment in this shack. ... Love, Sugar Feeny.”
7 3/4 by 5 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 318, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee
Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19, 2016

$600-800

39

34

MARILYN MONROE CARD FROM HER MOTHER
A small greeting card featuring a charming representation of a lady wearing a feather hat and veil, constructed using a
button. The autograph note in pencil reads in full, “Dear One; I am very grateful for all the kindness you’ve shown me and as
a Loving Christian Scientist (my pencil broke) I hope our God will let me return some goodness to you with out doing myself
any harm. For I know good is reflected in goodness, the same as Love is reflected in Love./ As a Christian Scientist I remain
very truly your Mother.” The undated note is in an unpostmarked envelope addressed to “Miss Norma Jeane Dougherty,
6707 Odessa Ave., Van Nuy’s, Cal.” with return address for her mother listed as “From - G. P. Eley, 2713 Honolulu Ave.,
Verdugo City, Cal.”
5 by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 98, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles,
November 17-19, 2016

$2,000-4,000

40

35

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM ANA LOWER
A four-page letter on two leaves, written by Ana Lower to Marilyn Monroe, dated “Monday 6:45 pm Oct 23, 1944.” This early letter was
written to Monroe while she was on her trip to Detroit to meet her half-sister for the first time in person. The letter reads in part, “How nice
for you to have found such a lovely sister and family. I hope they will be out here too later on./ Love arranged this trip for you dear, and
Love will bring Jimmie home at the right time. Now stop this nonesense [sic] about car sickness. God does not cease to be because you
board a train, nor do you cease to be his perfect child because you take a car ride or a ship ride. You just forget to put your armour [sic]
on.”
6 3/4 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 93, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19,
2016

$1,000-2,000

36

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM
ANA LOWER
A single-page letter written by Ana Lower to Marilyn Monroe on recto and verso, dated October 10, 1944. Lower, “Aunt Ana,” as Monroe
called her, was actually Grace Goddard’s aunt but was a mother figure for Monroe and by all accounts one of the most important figures
in her life until Lower’s death in 1948. This early letter reads in part, “My precious Girl, You are outward bound on a happy journey. May
each moment of its joyous expectations be filled to the brim./ New places, faces and experiences await you. You will meet them all with
your usual sweetness and loving courtesy./ When you see your sister you will truly both receive a blessing.” The letter was written by
Lower as a send-off to Monroe as she left Los Angeles, headed to Detroit to meet her half-sister, Berniece Miracle, for the first time face-toface in 1944.
7 1/4 by 6 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 90, “Marylin Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19,
2016

$1,000-2,000
41

37

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED NOTE FROM
PAULA STRASBERG
A single sheet of light blue paper that is actually an ofﬁce memo
slip from Time Inc., penned in black ballpoint ink, in part, “Marilyn
darling -/ Relax - rest/ and go over the/ scenes we worked on/ last
Saturday.” Unsigned but written by Marilyn Monroe’s acting
coach, Paula Strasberg.
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches

$400-600

38

LEE STRASBERG ADDRESS BOOK
A cream leather six-ring binder of alphabetically indexed lined notebook pages containing
hundreds of names, addresses and telephone numbers written in multiple hands. The book
contains strikethroughs and checkmarks throughout, as the information was likely being transferred
and updated into a new book by a secretary. The book dates to circa 1960 and contains the names
of celebrities such as Shelley Winters, Marlon Brando, Eli Wallach, and Maureen Stapleton, among
others. Of note is a page listing multiple numbers for “MM” as well as Marilyn Monroe’s New York
City address. The book also has more administrative contacts.
9 1/8 by 8 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 433, “Marilyn Monroe: Property from the Estate of Lee Strasberg,” Julien’s
Auctions, Los Angeles, November 17-19, 2016

$2,000-3,000

42

39

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER
FROM NORMAN ROSTEN
A one-page handwritten letter to Marilyn Monroe from poet
and friend Norman Rosten reading “Mother Dear, Just a
reminder not to forget to see Cheryl when you have a free
hour. I know she is very much interested - I mean genuinely in you and your work. No hurry - but make a mental or
mystical note.” The letter is signed “Claude.” The original
envelope addressed to Monroe at 2 Sutton Place South in
New York is included and is postmarked January 11, 1956.
8 by 5 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$500-700

40

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED CHRISTMAS
CARD
An undated card with a message reading “Christmas
Greetings,” hand signed with the names of members of the
Rosten family: Hedda, Norman, Patty, and “+Candy, +Couple
of Ghosts.”
5 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$300-500
43

41

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
CORRESPONDENCE FROM JACK BENNY
From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A one-page typed
letter to Monroe from television personality Jack Benny, dated
July 13, 1961. The letter reads in part, “This little note is merely to
say that I do hope you will be feeling much better and that I miss
seeing you - even though it is on rare occasions.” The letter is
signed “Love - Jack” in his own handwriting. Also, a holiday card
from Mary and Jack Benny from 1954. Monroe’s ﬁrst-ever
television appearance was on The Jack Benny Show on
September 13, 1953. They remained friends throughout her
entire life.
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

$600-800

42

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED
HANDWRITTEN NOTE FROM JOSEPH
SCHENCK
From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An undated,
handwritten note from Joseph M. Schenck to Monroe, reading
simply, “Dear Marilyn, I am with you. I know you are right. Joe
Schenck.” Schenck was co-founder of 20th Century Pictures in
1933. When his studio merged with Fox Film Corporation in
1935, Schenck was named chairman. He was an important ﬁgure
in Monroe’s early career, helping her get a small part in Scudda
Hoo! Scudda Hay!, released in 1948. He also convinced Harry
Cohn at Columbia Pictures to sign Monroe after Fox dropped
her.
3 3/4 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

$500-700

44

43

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM PATRICIA NEAL
An undated, handwritten letter from fellow Actors Studio member and Academy Award
winning actress Patricia Neal. The letter reads, “Marilyn, Someone was kind enough to
call about my baby yesterday. He was admitted again today. He is on the 9th ﬂoor. If you
or Paula want to visit him - it is perfectly alright as far as I’m concerned. I hope you are
much better. Thank you for your interest in Theo.” The letter is signed “Patricia Neal Dahl.”
8 1/2 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$700-900

44

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM DORIS
DAY’S SECRETARY

A one-page typed letter on Arwin Records letterhead, dated February 6, 1959.
The letter reads in part, “I had the very good fortune of seeing the preview of
your picture, “Some Like It Hot” last night and just couldn’t put off dropping you
a little note of appreciation. As a rule, I feel a little self-conscious doing this, but
then I realized how wonderful and important [it] is for an artist to receive a word
of cheer!” The ﬁnal paragraph reads, “I really think that you have a ‘long run’ in
store for you. You certainly deserve every bit of praise as you are worth of it. Not
just being a warm and wonderful person, you have a lot to offer in talent. I am
proud of you!” The letter is signed “Kay Vance / Sec. to Doris Day - Marty
Melcher.”
8 1/2 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

45

45

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED NOTE FROM MRS.
YUL BRYNNER
A handwritten note on a Beverly Hills Hotel notecard reading, “Dear
Marilyn, These are yours, the ones you brought over to the bungalow the
other night. Do call us!! Hope to see you soon again. Love Doris (Yul).”
Considering the name “Yul” in parentheses at the end of the message,
this note is likely from Doris Brynner, second wife of Academy Award
and Tony Award winning actor Yul Brynner.
5 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

46

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM PUBLICIST
A one-page typed letter on Rogers & Cowan Inc. letterhead dated February 9,
1959, from Marilyn Monroe’s publicist, Joe Wolhandler. The letter reads, “This is a
rough proof of the Whitcomb cover due in March Cosmopolitan. Jon Whitcomb
would like to present his original drawing to you and requests that a picture be
taken for the magazine. If you would like such a picture taken, may I suggest that I
get Jon Whitcomb to come over when you are shooting color with Avedon and we
can take one quick picture? If you are not interested, let’s forget it.” The letter is
signed “Best Regards, Joe Wolhandler.”
8 1/2 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

46

47

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED CORRESPONDENCE FROM VERVE RECORDS

From the personal ﬁles of Marilyn Monroe: Two letters from Norman Granz of Verve Records. In the September 5, 1957, letter, Granz writes,
“I’ve been thinking about our album project and I should like to do the kind of tunes that would lend themselves to an album called
‘MARILYN SINGS LOVE SONGS’ or some such title.” In the December 30, 1957, letter, Granz writes, “... I wonder too if you are ready to do
any recording. I shall be in New York January 20th for about a week and the Oscar Peterson Trio is off at that time, so if you felt up to it
perhaps we could do some sides with the Trio during that period.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Lee Strasberg

$500-700

48

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER FROM BALLERINA
A handwritten letter on Harkness Pavilion letterhead dated April 23, 1961 from famed Italian-American ballerina and actress Maria
Gambarelli. The letter reads in part, “I’ve just entered the Columbia Medical Center, and although I am usually a valiant soul, just now I’m a
little scared! Remember in Strasberg’s class - the 11 o’clock class which you also attended - I was struggling with a painful pulled ligament in
my leg, which precluded me from ﬁnishing my excersises [sic] completely. Well it got worse and the hip went out of place, and I have to
have surgery.” The letter closes with “Say a little prayer for me as I keep you always in mine. Love, Maria Gambarelli.”
5 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$500-700
47

49

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED NOTE

A handwritten note on personalized stationery under the name
“Amelia Filenschmidt.” The note reads in part, “Since receiving your
book, ‘The Lost Lady,’ my thoughts have been with you. Thank you for
a kind consideration and a promise well-kept.” The note is signed
“Fondly, Sonny.” The original envelope is included, addressed to
Marilyn Monroe at 436 N. Roxbury Drive, Beverly Hills, California,
which interestingly is the address of Dr. Ralph Greenson, Monroe’s
psychiatrist.
6 by 4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

$300-500

50

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER
A one-page handwritten letter dated May 25, 1961, reading “Dear Mari [sic], Was so sorry to hear you
were in the hospital. Please take care and don’t stay there any longer than you must ... . I honestly worry
myself sick over you when you aren’t well or when I see that you’re working too hard. I hope you’ll be
coming back to New York soon ... we honestly miss you. Love, Jo-Jo.” Included is the original envelope
addressed to “M. Monroe, c/o Cedars of Lebanon Hospital, Hollywood, California.” The return address
on the envelope reads “Gracie Terrace, New York, NY.”
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

51

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER
A one-page typed letter dated May 4th (no year) reading, “Dear Marilyn, We live on the hill straight
above you. Give us a ring if you are free for dinner some night. The number is HO 7 6361. Regards,
John T.” A handwritten PS reads, “Izadore has asked from time to time that I relay his regards to “Maz
Marilyn.” Included is the original envelope addressed to “Miss Marilyn Monroe, Chateau Marmont.”
8 1/2 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

48

52

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER
A handwritten letter on Beverly Hills Hotel letterhead
reading in part, “Dear Cousin, Many thanks for a wonderful
evening - I seem to have developed a happy craving for
‘bubbley [sic] over ice’ or maybe its [sic] just your company
- If you aren’t busy this evening how about a glass or two
or three - ?” The letter is signed “Cheers no tears, Love,
Dick.” Interestingly, Marilyn Monroe is known to have used
this same phrase. Included is the original envelope,
addressed to “Miss Monroe, B. #1.”
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$300-500

53

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED LETTER

A typed letter dated September 8, 1958, from Jim Henaghan. The letter
reads, “I’ve had this thing hanging on a wall for a few years now and lately
I’ve had a feeling it would like to go home. At any rate, I think you should
have it. I believe it is the ﬁrst plaque, or whatever it is called, you were
ever given -- and I suspect you might like to have it around when you are
older and spend much of your time remembering. I return it with some
regret, because I have cherished it and guarded it. As a matter of fact, as
you can see, I’ve done everything but polish it. Frances joins me in
wishing you the best.” The letter is hand signed “Jim.” It is unclear exactly
what was returned to Marilyn Monroe, though it obviously was some type
of award she had received that he possessed. The original envelope is
included, addressed only to “Marilyn Monroe.”
8 1/2 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

49

54

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED INVITATION AND PHOTOS
From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A typed form letter from Dorothy Frooks,
publisher of The Murray Hill News, inviting Monroe to the annual Pro-American Rally on
September 25, 1959, that would take place “between 37th and 38th Streets.” Included is
a handwritten letter from Cowboy Tex Weinstein asking Monroe to attend. Weinstein
included three photos of himself with his letter; those photos are included in this lot.
11 by 8 1/2 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$200-400

55

MARILYN MONROE RECEIVED MESSAGES
From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A group of four handwritten telephone
messages from various individuals, one of whom was film director George Cukor,
“pertaining to test, makeup, etc.” Two of the messages are on Beverly Hills Hotel
notepaper. Included is an envelope from the hotel addressed to “Miss Marilyn Monroe.”
Largest, 5 1/2 by 4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$200-300

56

MARILYN MONROE BEVERLY HILLS HOTEL
TELEPHONE MESSAGES
A group of 15 hotel telephone message slips for Marilyn
Monroe. Messages date from May 1 to May 6, 1961 and
include messages from George Chasin, Norman Brokaw, J osé
Ferrer, Frank Rosenberg, Henry Rosenfeld, and George Masters,
among others. Accompanied by two Beverly Hills Hotel
envelopes that the message slips would have been placed in
and then hung on her hotel door.
PROVENANCE From the Lost Archive of Marilyn Monroe

$800-1,200

50

57

MARILYN MONROE RECEIPT FOR CHANEL NO. 5 PERFUME
A receipt from I. Magnin & Co. addressed to Mrs. Arthur Miller and dated January 8, 1960, for the purchase of
“Chanel 5 Spray” in the amount of $5.00. The receipt is addressed to Marilyn Monroe at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
6 1/4 by 4 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$500-700
51

58

MARILYN MONROE CHAMPAGNE RECEIPT
A receipt from Jurgensen’s dated January 8, 1960, for 12 bottles of Piper-Heidsieck champagne
for a total of $26.20. A handwritten annotation reads “ordered by phone.” The receipt is addressed
to Marilyn Monroe at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
7 3/4 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$200-300

52

59

MARILYN MONROE LIQUOR RECEIPTS
A pair of receipts from Sutton Wines and Liquors located at 405 East 57th Street in New
York, just down the street from Marilyn Monroe’s apartment at 444 East 57th. Both are
dated 1958.
8 1/2 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$200-300

60

MARILYN MONROE JAX RECEIPTS
A pair of receipts from one of Marilyn Monroe’s favorite lines of clothing. Both appear to be
receipts for alterations, and one receipt mentions “Red Arrow.”
6 by 4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$200-300

53

61

MARILYN MONROE RECEIPTS FROM SAKS FIFTH AVENUE
A pair of receipts (one with a carbon copy included) from the famed department store Saks Fifth Avenue.
One receipt is from the New York location, the other from the Beverly Hills location.
6 1/2 by 4 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$200-300

54

62

MARILYN MONROE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
An image of the star holding a fur stole with a Saks Fifth Avenue box evident in the background while a man “helps”
her; Eye Magazine stamp on verso with additional annotations.
10 1/4 by 8 inches

$1,000-2,000

55

63

MARILYN MONROE FUR STORAGE RECEIPT
FROM MAXIMILIAN
From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: An October 19, 1959,
invoice for the storage of several of Monroe’s furs, including a
white ermine coat, a black fox stole trimmed with silk, a ranch mink
coat, a white beaver coat, a white fox stole, a black fox stole, and a
white fox stole and muff, among others. Nearly all of the furs listed
on this receipt are instantly recognized in photos of Monroe at
publicity and red carpet events.
8 3/8 by 5 5/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal
Property

$600-800

64

MARILYN MONROE BLOOMINGDALE’S RECEIPTS AND INVOICE
A collection of ﬁve items including shopping receipts and statements from
Bloomingdale’s in New York. Items purchased by Marilyn Monroe include rolls of paper,
cards, and two uniforms. The receipts are made out to Marilyn Miller. The Bloomingdale’s
statements included in this lot are addressed to Monroe at her East 57th Street apartment
in New York.
Largest, 7 1/2 by 6 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

65

MARILYN MONROE 1960 RECEIPTS FOR VARIOUS EXPENSES
A group of seven slips of paper with handwritten annotations (secretarial) recording
various expenses, all of which are from February 1960. Expenses recorded include $5.16
to Rudy (presumably Kautsky, Marilyn Monroe’s limousine driver from Carey Cadillac
Limousine Service); $20.00 to Hazel Washington (Monroe’s maid) to buy toilet water;
$2.10 to Allan Snyder (Monroe’s friend and makeup artist) for “supplies”; and $20.00 to
“MM” for “pocket money”; and others.
3 1/4 by 2 1/8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$300-500

56

66

MARILYN MONROE INVOICES AND
RECEIPTS
A grouping of seven various receipts and invoices
including a September 23, 1958, receipt from the
Gramaphone Shop addressed to Marilyn Monroe at the
Beverly Hills Hotel; a November 29, 1955, receipt from
Turner’s Cut Rate Store addressed to Inez Melson
(Monroe’s longtime business manager); an invoice with a
carbon copy of the same from Bloomingdale’s; a receipt
from Home Silk Shop Inc. for “felt for X-mas stockings”;
and two Yellow Cab Company receipts dated December
22, 1959.
Largest, 8 by 5 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$100-200

67

MARILYN MONROE AND ARTHUR MILLER
RECEIPTS
A collection of eight receipts and invoices from the F.A.
Bartlett Tree Expert Company and Woodstock Nurseries
Inc., together with a handwritten letter, all related to the
care and maintenance of trees on the farm where Marilyn
Monroe and husband Arthur Miller lived in Roxbury,
Connecticut.
8 1/2 by 7 inches
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s
Personal Property

$100-200

57

68

MARILYN MONROE DOCUMENTS RELATED TO 1957 DISSOLUTION OF PARTNERSHIP
From the Personal Files of Marilyn Monroe: A two-page typed memo from Robert H. Montgomery Jr. to John F. Wharton regarding
“Proposed settlement of dispute between Milton H. Greene and Marilyn Monroe.” The document clariﬁes that Monroe will pay Greene
$50,000.00 for his stock in Marilyn Monroe Productions Inc. in ﬁve equal annual installments, and also that she will sell to Greene her stock
in Milton Greene Studios. The document further states that “all agreements existing between them are cancelled and of no further force
and effect.” A second two-page original document outlines the distribution of furniture and equipment, including paintings, rugs, a
vacuum cleaner, a lamp, a chair and a sofa, typewriters, and other items. Overall, an undeniably interesting look into the breakup of
Monroe and Greene.
11 by 17 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE From the Archives of Marilyn Monroe’s Personal Property

$600-800

58

69

MARILYN MONROE SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH
A black and white photograph of Marilyn Monroe as she boarded a plane for Hollywood at Idlewild Airport in New York on February 25, 1956. The image
is signed in blue ballpoint pen over a photographer’s arm, “To Frieda Love & Kisses,” and below along the line of the white railing, “Marilyn Monroe.” In the
photograph, Frieda Hull is pictured with her camera.
8 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$4,000-6,000

59

70

MARILYN MONROE PHOTOGRAPHS SOLD WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of five color photographs of Marilyn Monroe taken on May 19, 1962, at the birthday gala for President John F.
Kennedy at Madison Square Garden in New York City. Three of these images show Monroe singing “Happy Birthday”
on stage and are likely the only known color photos taken of Monroe during this performance. From the collection of
Frieda Hull.
This item sold with copyright but not sold with copyright documentation. It is the responsibility of the winning bidder to
apply for copyright. While the seller confirms that this property is sold with copyright, Julien’s can accept no liability in
relation to any matters arising as a result of any imperfection in copyright given.
Largest, 5 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$4,000-6,000

60

71

MARILYN MONROE ORIGINAL CANDID PHOTOGRAPHS SOLD WITH COPYRIGHT
A group of seven black and white original photographs of Marilyn Monroe on the set in Phoenix, Arizona, during the ﬁlming of
Bus Stop (20th Century, 1956). Six of the images have handwritten annotations on verso, “MM sitting in stands waiting for
ﬁlming to start”; “MM walking to stands to start working. Reminds me of her walk in ‘Niagara’ “; “MM with rodeo ofﬁcial”; “MM
talking to director Josh Logan”; “Boy shaking hands with MM. He was also at the airport when she arrived. She picked him up
and held him. When she saw him again, she remembered him from the airport”; and “Filming ﬁnished, MM and Milton H.
Greene walk to her car. That evening she left Phoenix for Calif.” All images are likely never before seen.
This item sold with copyright but is not sold with copyright documentation. It is the responsibility of the winning bidder to apply
for copyright. While the seller conﬁrms that this property is sold with copyright, Julien’s can accept no liability in relation to any
matters arising as a result of any imperfection in copyright given.
Largest, 4 1/2 by 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$3,000-5,000

61

72

MARILYN MONROE ORIGINAL CANDID
PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of 20 original color and black and white photographs of Marilyn
Monroe that document her 1956 travels to and from Los Angeles to film Bus
Stop (20th Century, 1956). Several of the photographs show Monroe walking
across the tarmac to a plane among a sea of fans and photographers, then
posing for photographs at the top of the stairs leading to the plane. One
photograph shows the crowd on hand at the airport to see Monroe. This lot
includes eight color and 11 black and white photographs, many that have
never been seen.
Largest, 5 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$1,000-2,000

73

MARILYN MONROE ORIGINAL CANDID PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of 10 original black and white photographs taken on June 1, 1955, at the
premiere of The Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955). Seven of the photographs
show Marilyn Monroe with her date for the evening, husband Joe DiMaggio. Two
photographs show the theater marquee with large cutout images of Monroe in the
now famous skirt- blowing scene from the film. Some images in this lot are likely
never before seen.
Largest, 5 by 7 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$1,000-2,000

62

74

MARILYN MONROE VINTAGE THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH
PHOTOGRAPH
An archive of approximately 110 vintage photographs related to The Seven Year Itch
(20th Century, 1955), including 40 publicity photos, 60 movie stills, and 10 sheets of
photo reproductions of various photographs taken on the set of the ﬁlm, collected
by Frieda Hull.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$2,000-4,000

75

MARILYN MONROE COLOR SLIDES
A group of ﬁve slides of Marilyn Monroe, from various
events, circa 1955.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$800-1,200

76

MARILYN MONROE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
RELATED TO THERE’S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
A photograph depicting Marilyn sitting in the back of a screening room at 20th
Century Fox surrounded by numerous audience members during a special
screening of the ﬁlm; according to a handwritten note on the back, A Listers also in
attendance that night included Jack Benny, George Burns, Gracie Allen, Bing
Crosby, Olivia DeHavilland, Judy Garland, Milton Greene and Ann Sothern, though
they do not appear in this image.
11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$600-800

63

77

MARILYN MONROE PORTRAITS
A pair of chalk on paper portraits of Marilyn Monroe signed “Charles Presto,”
one dated 1958.
20 by 15 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$400-600

78

MARILYN MONROE-RELATED 35MM CAMERA
OWNED BY 'MONROE 6' MEMBER FRIEDA HULL
A Mercury II camera; model CX, serial number 164404, with a
Universal 2.7 Tricor lens, an external ﬂash, a reﬂector, an unrelated
lens hood, and a telephoto lens accessory; together with its original
leather case; used by one of Marilyn's most obsessed fans to take
candid snapshots of the star.
Largest, 4 1/4 by 6 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$2,000-3,000

79

“MONROE SIX” BADGE
A small aluminum badge made with an automated vending machine allowing custom
messages to be stamped around the outer edge. The center is stamped with a star and
the word “Lucky.” The edge is custom stamped “The Monroe Six Frieda Hull.”
1 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$1,000-2,000

64

80

PROGRAM FROM PRESIDENT KENNEDY’S 1962
BIRTHDAY GALA
A program from the fundraising gala titled “Happy Birthday Mr. President”
that took place at Madison Square Garden in New York City on May 19,
1962. The event featured Marilyn Monroe’s now legendary performance of
the song “Happy Birthday” to President John F. Kennedy in her form-ﬁtting
Jean Louis gown. The program lists the other performers that night and is
being sold together with Frieda Hull’s ticket from the performance. The
ticket cost $10, is numbered 827, and is listed as General Admission and
additionally stamped “Standing Room” with right side of ticket torn off.
Program, 10 1/2 by 8 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Frieda Hull

$8,000-10,000

65

81

MARILYN MONROE AND JFK-RELATED LIMITED EDITION
PRINT SIGNED BY LEROY NEIMAN
A colorful oversized piece with black text in the lower left corner reading “The
President’s Birthday Party/ 1962/ Madison Square Garden,” penciled on the lower
margin “41/600 LeRoy Neiman.”
Matted and framed, 47 by 42 inches; Print only, 38 by 34 inches

$2,000-3,000

66

82

MARILYN MONROE ORIGINAL VINTAGE
PHOTOGRAPH BY BERNARD OF
HOLLYWOOD
An original vintage photograph of Marilyn Monroe taken by
Bruno Bernard in 1946. The photograph is titled “Mistletoe” and
is part of the Discovery Series. Signed on verso “Bernard of
Hollywood.” The photograph is accompanied by a copy of
Monroe’s model release signed “Norma Jeane Dougherty” on
July 24, 1946. This image was among the photographs that
Bernard gave to Twentieth Century Fox.
11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Bruno Bernard

$2,000-3,000

83

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVE
CIRCA 1947
A black and white negative of Marilyn
Monroe, believed to have been taken on the
Fox Studios backlot set by Joseph Jasgur
circa 1947. Accompanied by a black and
white photograph recently printed from this
negative.
Negative, 2 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches; Print, 14 by
11 inches

$1,000-2,000

67

84

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVE TAKEN BY
G. FRED LUKENS
A negative image of Marilyn Monroe taken by G. Fred
Lukens at the Miss America pageant and opening of
Monroe’s ﬁlm Monkey Business
(20th Century, 1952) in Atlantic City, New Jersey, on
September 2, 1952.
The negative was sold as part of the photographer’s estate
and is believed to have been unpublished previously.
Accompanied by two black and white prints.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$600-800

85

MARILYN MONROE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of three black and white photographs of Marilyn Monroe on the beach. Not signed or stamped.
8 by 10 inches, each

$800-1,200

86

MARILYN MONROE RARE COLOR
TRANSPARENCY FROM 1950
A small piece depicting a beautiful headshot of Marilyn
Monroe during her All About Eve era as she wears a low-cut
black evening gown.
2 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches

$300-500

68

87

MARILYN MONROE RARE “PIN-UP” COLOR SLIDE CIRCA 1948
A color slide depicting Marilyn Monroe in a red bathing suit looking over her shoulder as
she stands on the beach, housed in its original cardboard frame noting “Kodachrome” and
“Made in U.S.A.”
2 by 2 inches

$300-500

88

MARILYN MONROE “PIN-UP” COLOR SLIDES FROM THE
EARLY 1950s
A pair of color slides; one depicting Marilyn Monroe in a white one-piece bathing
suit, housed in its original cardboard frame noting in part “Kodachrome” with a date
stamp of “May 22 1952,” and one depicting Monroe in her famous red bathing suit
from the 1953 20th Century Fox ﬁlm How To Marry a Millionaire, also in a like vintage
cardboard frame but not dated.
2 by 2 inches

$300-500

89

MARILYN MONROE 1952-1992 BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH BY AN UNKNOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
A 1992 print with a semi-gloss ﬁnish, on double weight paper, depicting
Marilyn Monroe resting against a helicopter when she was the guest of honor
at band leader Ray Anthony’s August 1952 party in Sherman Oaks, California.
Verso with black ink credit stamp reads in part, “Edward Weston Fine Arts/
1992.”
14 by 11 inches

$300-500

90

MARILYN MONROE RARE BLACK AND WHITE CONTACT SHEET OF
OUTTAKE IMAGES FROM 1953 LOOK MAGAZINE PHOTO SESSION
An original print with a glossy ﬁnish, depicting 11 separate images of Marilyn Monroe posing with
two unidentiﬁed men wearing suits and one image of Monroe with Milton Greene, all being
outtakes that didn’t appear in the November 1953 issue of LOOK magazine.
10 by 8 inches

$300-500
69

91

MARILYN MONROE ICONIC BLACK AND WHITE “SUBWAY GRATE”
PHOTOGRAPH SIGNED BY BERNARD OF HOLLYWOOD
An original silver gelatin print with a matte ﬁnish, depicting Marilyn Monroe on the set of The
Seven Year Itch (20th Century, 1955) in one of the most instantly recognizable images of the
20th century: that of Monroe in a white dress standing over a subway grate. Though now
matted and framed, the verso is signed in pencil “Bernard of Hollywood” by famed Golden Era
photographer Bruno Bernard.
Matted and framed, 20 by 15 inches; Photograph only, 13 by 7 1/2 inches

$50,000-70,000

70
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MARILYN MONROE RARE BLACK AND WHITE LIMITED
EDITION PHOTOGRAPH
A recent print with a semigloss ﬁnish, on double-weight paper, depicting an
image of Marilyn Monroe on the set of her 1956 20th Century Fox ﬁlm Bus
Stop, signed in silver paint pen on the lower margin “1956 -- 06 / 15.”
10 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches

$300-500
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MARILYN MONROE 1956 ORIGINAL COLOR
PHOTOGRAPH/STILL FROM BUS STOP
An original print with a glossy ﬁnish, on single weight paper, depicting
Marilyn Monroe and some extras in a scene from Bus Stop (20th Century,
1956). Bottom margin has various text related to the ﬁlm, including a date of
“1956.”
8 by 10 inches

$25-50

94

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVE TAKEN BY
MILTON GREENE
A black and white negative of Marilyn Monroe wearing her
costume from Bus Stop taken by Milton Greene on the 20th
Century Fox backlot in 1956. The negative is numbered Kodak
TMY 6053. Accompanied by a small black and white print of the
negative.
2 1/2 by 2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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MARILYN MONROE RARE LIMITED EDITION BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
A recent print with a semigloss ﬁnish, on double-weight paper, depicting Marilyn Monroe wearing an all black
ensemble with a fur coat draped over her shoulders, handwritten in black felt-tip ink on the lower margin
“LaGuardia 1956 -- 06/15.”
12 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500
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MARILYN MONROE AND ARTHUR MILLER AT PREMIERE NEGATIVES
A group of six sleeves of black and white negatives taken at the premiere of Some Like It Hot (UA,
1959), including two sleeves of negatives featuring Marilyn Monroe and Arthur Miller taken by
Manfred Kreiner accompanied by copyright.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$3,000-5,000

97

MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF
MANFRED KREINER PHOTOS
A group of eight sleeves of black and white
negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken by Manfred
Kreiner accompanied by copyright. Many of the
images are of Monroe being interviewed by
reporters.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$1,000-2,000
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MARILYN MONROE NEGATIVES OF MANFRED KREINER
PHOTOS
A group of ﬁve sleeves of black and white negatives of Marilyn Monroe taken
by Manfred Kreiner accompanied by copyright. One sleeve is labeled “Venus
in Furs.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$1,000-2,000
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THE MISFITS STILL PHOTOGRAPHY CONTACT SHEET
A contact sheet of 12 images from the set of The Misfits (Seven Arts, 1961). The
sheet contains candid and behind-the-scenes images of Marilyn Monroe, her
longtime makeup artist Whitey Snyder with what appears to be a birthday cake,
Arthur Miller, Eli Wallach and Clark Gable. One image of Gable seated with two
other men has a red X drawn through it.
14 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the lost archive of Marilyn Monroe

$400-600
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THE MISFITS STILL PHOTOGRAPHY CONTACT SHEET
A contact sheet of 20 images from the set of The Misfits (Seven Arts, 1961). The
sheet contains four images of Marilyn Monroe with makeup man and friend
Whitey Snyder. Other images are of the cast and crew on location. Marked “203”
on verso.
14 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the lost archive of Marilyn Monroe

$400-600
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MARILYN MONROE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM THE MISFITS
United Artists, 1961. A set of two, both later prints with a glossy ﬁnish; the ﬁrst
depicts Marilyn Monroe with Clark Gable; the second depicts Monroe wearing
her cherry dress on the set. Beautifully matted and framed.
Matted and framed, 16 3/4 by 13 3/4 inches; Photographs only: 13 by 10 inches

$2,000-3,000
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MARILYN MONROE LIMITED EDITION PRINT NUMBERED AND SIGNED BY BERT STERN
A stunning blue duo-tone image of Marilyn Monroe holding fabric roses, signed in pencil on the lower margin “239/300/ B Stern.”
40 by 32 inches

$1,000-2,000
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MARILYN MONROE COLOR SLIDES FROM 1962
A group of three color slides: one depicting Marilyn Monroe wearing a green Pucci dress at a press
conference in Mexico City as her champagne glass sits on a table, housed in its vintage cardboard frame
noting “Kodachrome/Transparency” and “Made in U.S.A.”; one depicting Monroe standing at the end of her
driveway at 12305 Fifth Helena Drive in Brentwood, California, similar cardboard frame as above; and one
depicting Monroe in her “multi-color print” Pucci dress as she ﬁxes her hair, same cardboard frame.
2 by 2 inches

$300-500
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MARILYN MONROE LIMITED EDITION ARTIST’S PROOF PRINT SIGNED BY MEL RAMOS
A compelling image of a nude Marilyn Monroe as seen through a keyhole, penciled annotation on the lower margin reads “A.P. 35/50
Mel Ramos.”
31 1/4 by 23 inches

$800-1,000
79
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MARILYN MONROE SCREEN PRINT BY STEVE KAUFMAN
An embellished screen print on canvas portrait of Marilyn Monroe by Pop artist Steve Kaufman titled Marilyn Series I (Red) from 1995. Signed by the artist on
verso, numbered “TP 18/25.” This edition is a trial proof. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity and triage from Martin Lawrence Limited Editions Inc. stating
that the total edition size is 1111 and was printed at Art Studio, Los Angeles, and by additional promotional material.
40 by 39 inches
PROVENANCE Martin Lawrence Gallery, Los Angeles

$1,000-2,000
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MARILYN MONROE “A LOSS OF ROSES” COSTUME
SKETCH
A pen on paper with watercolor embellishment inscribed in pen
“Marilyn Monroe A Loss of Roses, 1960.” The sketch is mounted on a
piece of paper that is printed “Donfeld.”
17 by 11 inches

$800-1,200
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MARILYN MONROE EULOGY FROM JOE DiMAGGIO
A copy of a ﬁve-page eulogy and funeral service program that belonged to
Joe DiMaggio includes two pages of Lee Strasberg’s eulogy and a page with
the funeral guest list. The ﬁrst page lists the information for the funeral services
at Westwood Memorial Park on Wednesday, August 8, 1962, at 1 p.m. This
was DiMaggio’s copy that he gifted to his neighbors in Martinez, California.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000
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JUDY GARLAND BROOCH

2 1/2 by 2 inches

$100-200

82

Photo Credit: Photofest

A gold-tone brooch in an abstract leaf/feather design with one part of it a “trembler” where that section “moves,”
a popular trend in costume jewelry in the 1950s, marked “Lisner,” clasp on back now not in working condition.
This brooch was left by Judy Garland at John Meyer’s New York City apartment in 1968 after the two had a brief
but intense affair which is outlined in his 2006 book, Heartbreaker: A Memoir of Judy Garland, published by
Citadel Press. Included is a signed “Letter of Provenance” from Meyer noting background information on this lot.

109

JUDY GARLAND “SUPER
SIXTIES” MAKEUP BAG
A cotton and burlap cosmetic bag with a
pink and yellow polka dot pattern in the
shape of a ‘girl turtle’ with long ‘eyelashes,’
a white fabric ﬂower at her neck, and a
carrying strap to the right, the bottom zips
open to reveal a large compartment for
toiletries. This piece was left by Judy
Garland at John Meyer’s New York City
apartment in 1968 after the two had a
brief but intense affair outlined in his 2006
book, Heartbreaker: A Memoir of Judy
Garland, published by Citadel Press.
Included is a signed “Letter of
Provenance” from Meyer noting
background information on this lot.
Approximately 10 by 18 by 9 inches

$300-500
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JUDY GARLAND TOILETRIES
A group of items that were contained in
Judy Garland’s ‘girl turtle’ makeup bag
(see previous lot): a jar of Alo-V skin
cleanser; a jar of Herbessence eye pads
by Helena Rubinstein; eight hair curlers;
a number of black curler/roller pins; a
small plastic travel-size box of Bufferin
with a “1965” date noted on its back
label; a nickel from 1941; and a used
piece of tissue paper with pink lipstick
marks on it; these toiletries were left by
Garland at John Meyer’s New York City
apartment in 1968 after the two had a
brief but intense affair which is outlined
in his 2006 book, Heartbreaker: A
Memoir of Judy Garland, published by
Citadel Press. Included is a signed
“Letter of Provenance” from Meyer
noting background information on this
lot.
Various sizes

$200-300
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JUDY GARLAND SHORT HANDWRITTEN NOTES
A set of two separate pages, each with the star’s scrawls; the ﬁrst is
penned in black felt-tip ink on a piece of folded cardboard and
states how “Ben Freeman” [her Boston lawyer] will guarantee “Tom
Green’s [her former boyfriend] / bill;” the second is penned in both
blue and black felt-tip ink on a single sheet of Hilton [Hotel]
Rockefeller Center notepaper reading “tape rec. mike / copper
panty hose/ black bra;” the rest is handwritten by John Meyer and
comprises a list of items Garland needed for a performance,
including “Make up Mirror” and “Pills - Nembutol [sic]” among a few
other things. Both documents were left by Garland in Meyer’s New
York City apartment in 1968, when the young songwriter had a brief
but intense affair with Garland that he outlined in his 2006 book,
Heartbreaker: A Memoir of Judy Garland, published by Citadel Press.
Included is a signed “Letter of Provenance” from Meyer noting
background information on this lot.
12 1/2 by 8 inches and smaller

$300-500
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JUDY GARLAND-ASSOCIATED DATEBOOKS FROM 1968 AND 1969
A pair of datebooks owned and annotated in various colors and types of ink or pencil by John Meyer, the
young songwriter who met Judy Garland in 1968 and embarked on a brief but intense affair with the star
that is outlined in his 2006 book, Heartbreaker: A Memoir of Judy Garland, published by Citadel Press.
Unfortunately, both books are now heavily water damaged and dirtied with many pages illegible, but a
number of Meyer’s notes about Garland can still be seen, such as “Thursday, October 24/ Met Judy/ at/
Richard Strykers/ !” and “Wednesday, October 30/ Judy singing wrong melody” and “Friday, November 29/
Judy calls & calls/ threatens/ suicide/ Yellow Submarine” in addition to a number of other similar entries
illustrating what Garland was doing day to day. On the “Monday, December 30” page, Garland herself
writes in black felt-tip ink “London opening / Town & Country.” Included is a signed “Letter of Provenance”
from Meyer noting background information on this lot.
8 by 5 1/2 by 1 inches

$100-200
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JUDY GARLAND RELATED PAPER EPHEMERA

A group of four items from the personal ﬁles of John Meyer, the young
songwriter who had a brief but intense affair with Judy Garland in 1968
that he outlined in his 2006 book, Heartbreaker: A Memoir of Judy
Garland, published by Citadel Press. Pieces include a “programme” from
The Talk of the Town, the London venue where Garland had her nownotorious ﬁve-week run of spotty performances during the last year of her
life; a ﬁve-page mimeographed copy of James Mason’s “Text of Eulogy”
dated “June 27th, 1969” from Garland’s funeral; and two identical copies
of a rare pamphlet titled “Judy/ The Stars Have Lost Their Glitter” that was
compiled by Lorna Smith of The Judy Garland Club in 1969 to
commemorate the star’s passing and where Meyer’s reminiscence is seen
on page 29. Included is a signed “Letter of Provenance” from Meyer
noting background information on this lot.
11 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller

$100-200
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JUDY GARLAND LIMITED EDITION PRINT
SIGNED BY HIRSCHFELD
A work depicting Judy Garland from her iconic “Get Happy”
number that she sings at the end of the 1950 Metro-GoldwynMayer musical Summer Stock, where she inexplicably goes from
frumpy to super glam overnight. Signed and numbered in pencil
on the lower margin “52/150 Hirschfeld.”
Matted and framed, 28 by 22 inches; Print only, 17 by 12 1/2
inches

$2,000-3,000
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MICKEY ROONEY AND JUDY GARLAND ALONE
1940s-ERA RARE BLACK AND WHITE STILLS
AND PUBLICITY PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of approximately 35 photographs: original prints with a
matte ﬁnish, on double weight paper, with a two-hole punch mark
on top margin as they were removed from key books, featuring
images of Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland mostly from their Andy
Hardy movies, either in scenes from the ﬁlms or in posed publicity
shots. All were likely shot by famed Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
photographer Clarence Sinclair Bull (based on other photographs
Rooney owned from this era), though they are not stamped as such.
Most have probably not been seen in more than 75 years!
10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$1,000-2,000
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MICKEY ROONEY AND JUDY GARLAND WITH
OTHERS 1940s-ERA RARE BLACK AND WHITE
STILLS AND PUBLICITY PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of approximately 40 photographs: original prints with a
matte ﬁnish, on double weight paper, with a two-hole punch mark
on top margin as they were removed from key books, featuring
images of Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland with other cast
members mostly from their Andy Hardy movies, either in scenes
from the ﬁlms or in posed publicity shots. All were likely shot by
famed Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer photographer Clarence Sinclair Bull,
though only one is stamped as such. Most have probably not been
seen in more than 75 years!
10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$600-800
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MICKEY ROONEY AND OTHERS 1940s-ERA
BLACK AND WHITE STILLS AND PUBLICITY
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CLARENCE SINCLAIR BULL
A group of approximately 45 photographs: original prints with a
matte ﬁnish, on double weight paper, with a two-hole punch mark
on top margin as they were removed from key books, featuring
images of Mickey Rooney and his co-stars mostly from his Andy
Hardy movies, though some from Boys Town and others as well,
either in scenes from the ﬁlms or in posed publicity shots. All were
shot by famed Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer photographer Clarence
Sinclair Bull as noted by his purple or blue ink credit stamp on the
verso of each. Most have likely not been seen in more than 75
years!
10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$1,000-2,000
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MICKEY ROONEY AND OTHERS 1940s-ERA
BLACK AND WHITE STILLS AND PUBLICITY
PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of approximately 225 photographs: original prints with
either a matte or glossy ﬁnish, on double weight paper, with a twohole punch mark on top margin as they were removed from key
books, featuring images of Mickey Rooney and co-stars in scenes
from his various ﬁlms, such as the Andy Hardy series or Boys Town,
or in posed publicity shots. Some were most likely taken by famed
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer photographer Clarence Sinclair Bull (based
on other photographs in Rooney’s personal collection), and most
have probably not been seen in more than 75 years!
10 by 8 inches

$1,000-2,000
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MICKEY ROONEY ALONE 1940s-ERA BLACK AND WHITE FILM STILLS AND PUBLICITY PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of approximately 50 photographs: original prints with either a matte or glossy ﬁnish, on double weight paper, with a two-hole punch mark
on top margin as they were removed from key books, featuring images of Mickey Rooney alone either in scenes from his various ﬁlms, such as the
Andy Hardy series or Boys Town, or in posed publicity shots. Some were most likely taken by famed Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer photographer Clarence
Sinclair Bull (based on other photographs in Rooney’s personal collection), and most have probably not been seen in more than 75 years!
10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$400-600
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MICKEY ROONEY COMMEMORATIVE FABERGÉ “BROTHERHOOD” EGG RELATED TO BOYS TOWN
A beautiful purple cut glass Faberg é egg with gold-painted detailing and a minuscule cross on the top that opens to reveal a small goldtone ﬁgurine depicting a boy riding piggy back on a man’s shoulders; engraved text on its base reads “He ain’t heavy, Father ... he’s
m’brother,” the Boys Town motto. Bottom of egg is signed “No. 105/ T. Fabergé” and has a sticker reading “Made in England.” Included is
its gold-painted wood box further marked “Theo Fabergé.” This piece was created in 1991 by Theo Fabergé of the famous house of
Fabergé to celebrate the 75th anniversary of the founding of Boys Town, which happened a year later in 1992. The design of the egg was
inspired by elements of Dowd Chapel, the church on the Boys Town campus in Nebraska where its founder, Father Edward Joseph
Flanagan, is buried. Mickey Rooney was presented with this piece because he starred in the 1938 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer tear jerker Boys
Town, which won co-star Spencer Tracy an Oscar for “Best Actor in a Leading Role.”
Egg, 6 by 2 inches; Case, 7 by 6 by 4 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$1,000-2,000
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MICKEY ROONEY AWARDS FOR BOYS TOWN
A group of two; the ﬁrst a Boxofﬁce Blue Ribbon Award
presented to Mickey Rooney in September 1938 for “The Best
Picture of the Month” for his role as Whitey Marsh in the classic
ﬁlm that co-starred Spencer Tracy, housed in its original folder;
the second is another award presented to Rooney by the Father
Flanagan’s Boys’ Home 42 years later, in 1980.
11 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY AWARD FOR LOVE FINDS ANDY HARDY
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1938. A Boxofﬁce Blue Ribbon Award presented to Mickey
Rooney in July 1938 for “The Best Picture of the Month” for his role as Andy Hardy in the
classic that co-starred Judy Garland, housed in its original folder.
11 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY AWARD FOR THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI
Paramount, 1954. A Boxofﬁce Blue Ribbon Award presented to Mickey Rooney in
February 1955 for “The Best Picture of the Month” for his role as Mike Forney in the classic
that co-starred William Holden and Grace Kelly, housed in its original folder.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$25-50
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MICKEY ROONEY AWARDS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO
A pair of awards, both presented to Mickey Rooney, one for his “80th birthday on September 23, 2000” by the
Governor of Ohio, and one for his 80th birthday by the Secretary of State of Ohio, both housed in navy blue folders.
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$100-200
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MICKEY ROONEY AWARD FROM 2005
A unique and weighty award presented to Mickey Rooney and his wife Jan for being “Celebrity Ambassadors
of the Arts” by the Alliance for the Arts organization.
18 by 6 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY MEDALS
A pair of medals, both presented to Mickey Rooney: from the Landmark Theatre in Syracuse, N.Y., in 1996
(with one decorative part missing from the front); and from the Telluride Film Festival in 2005. Also included
are a keychain and Rooney’s photo ID badge from that 2005 fest.
Diameter, 3 3/4 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY REPLACEMENT EMMY
AWARD NOMINATION CERTIFICATES
A group of four certiﬁcates for various shows for which Mickey
Rooney was nominated, ranging in date from 1957 to 1984,
though all are contemporary ones that Rooney requested as his
originals were evidently lost.
9 1/2 by 11 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$50-100
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MICKEY ROONEY PERIOD WESTERN COSTUME
FROM OUTLAWS: THE LEGEND OF O.B. TAGGART
Hannover House, 1995. A complete “very rustic” ensemble including a
reddish-colored cotton “long underwear” shirt, a nubby gray wool shirt,
a pair of khaki pants with attached suspenders and a Western
Costume Company stamp on lining, a brown and gray nubby
cotton poncho, a brown leather hat, a wide and heavy
brown leather belt, a pair of tan suede boots, a pair of tan
leather gloves, a pair of brown leather wrist cuffs, and a
snake vertebrae necklace. Worn by Mickey Rooney as the
title character in Outlaws: The Legend of O.B. Taggart,
which he wrote and co-starred Ernest Borgnine, Ned
Beatty, Billy Barty, and Gloria DeHaven. Included are a
small poster featuring Rooney wearing the costume as
fellow actors surround him and his own working copy script.
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of
Jan and Mickey Rooney

$2,000-3,000
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MICKEY ROONEY TRACK SHOES FROM THE
HUMAN COMEDY
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1943. A pair of black leather 1940s-era track
shoes with metal spikes on the soles, marked in part “6 1/2;” worn
by Mickey Rooney as Homer Macauley in a poignant scene of the
ﬁlm that garnered Rooney an Oscar nomination for “ Best Actor in a
Leading Role,” though, incredibly, he lost out to Paul Lukas for Watch
on the Rhine.
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY HAT FROM THE NEW
ADVENTURES OF THE BLACK STALLION
The Family Channel Cable Television, 1990-1993. A tan felt fedora,
no hatband, brown leather sweatband stamped “Stetson,” lined in
white satin though it’s now unattached, lining also stamped
“Stetson.” Worn by Mickey Rooney when he reprised his role as
Henry Dailey in the television series spin-off of his 1979 United
Artists ﬁlm The Black Stallion, for which he was nominated for an
Academy Award in the Best Actor in a Supporting Role category.
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY DIRECTOR’S CHAIR BACKRESTS
A pair of backrests, one in navy blue canvas with “Night at the Museum” printed on one side
and “Gus” (Mickey Rooney’s character name) on the other side from the 2006 20th Century Fox
ﬁlm, and the other in red canvas with “The Muppets” printed on one side and “Mickey Rooney”
on the other side from the 2011 Walt Disney Studios ﬁlm. Also included is a Xerox copy of a
shooting draft script from Night at the Museum.
Backrests, 6 1/2 by 21 inches; Script, 11 by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$100-200
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MICKEY ROONEY WORKING SCRIPTS

A group of three scripts from various projects Mickey Rooney worked on: the
1977 Avco Embassy ﬁlm The Domino Principle; the 1977 CBS Television series
A Year at the Top housed in a personalized red script cover; and the 1984
Columbia Pictures Television made-for-TV ﬁlm It Came Upon the Midnight Clear
housed in a black personalized script cover.
11 1/2 by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY SCRIPTS FROM TELEVISION SHOW
APPEARANCES
A group of three scripts: from a 1982 episode of The Love Boat called “The
Christmas Presence” with two added call sheets noting co-stars Donny
Osmond and Maureen McCormick; from a 1994 episode of Full House called
“Arrest Ye Merry Gentlemen” signed by the cast in black felt-tip ink on the
cover; and another copy of the same Full House script but not signed. Included
is an original transmittal envelope addressed to Mickey Rooney and displaying
a Full House return address label.
11 by 9 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY ITEMS FROM THE
CANADIAN THEATRICAL PRODUCTION OF
CRAZY FOR YOU
A group of three pieces: a jean jacket with a brown leather
collar, stitched on front is “Mickey” and “Crazy for You/
Canada,” stitched on back is the show’s logo, label reading in
part, “Roots/ Sporting Goods/ XL; a navy blue plastic watch
with the show’s logo on the face above a date reading
“January 5, 1994”; and Mickey Rooney’s script from this 19941995 musical in which Rooney starred at the Royal Alexandra
Theatre in Toronto.
Various sizes
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan
and Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY LOBBY CARDS
A group of four lobby cards from the following
ﬁlms: Andy Hardy’s Blonde Trouble (MGM,
1944), Card #6; The Human Comedy (MGM,
1943); Drive a Crooked Road (Columbia, 1954);
and Operation Mad Ball (Columbia, 1957), Card
#7.
11 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the
Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$25-50
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MICKEY ROONEY ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS
AND SCIENCES ID CARDS
A group of three ID cards, all featuring Mickey Rooney’s name on the front along
with images of the famous gold Oscar statuette, from the years 2005, 2006, and
2007; none signed.
2 by 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$500-700
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MICKEY ROONEY SCREEN ACTORS GUILD ID CARDS

A pair of ID cards, both with Mickey Rooney’s name, noting he was a “member since/ 1937,”
both with an expiration date of “April 30, 2007,” neither signed. Also included is a SAG
“Producers Health Plan” ID card noting the actor’s name as well as wife “Janice,” also not signed.
2 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$400-600
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MICKEY ROONEY BULLOCK’S CHARGE CARD
A late 1980s-era silver charge card for beloved California department store
Bullock’s noting Mickey Rooney’s name on the lower margin, verso with part of its
plastic overlay unafﬁxed now, not signed.
2 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY AMERICAN EXPRESS CREDIT CARDS
A group of three credit cards, all noting Mickey Rooney’s name on the front: gold
with an expiration date of “11/94,” green with an expiration date of “04/95,” and
silver with an expiration date of “04/09.” None signed, all with Scotch tape
residue on the front and back.
2 by 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$600-800
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MICKEY ROONEY VISA CARD
A standard issue Visa card by BankAmericard noting Mickey Rooney’s name and
the expiration date of “08/93,” not signed.
2 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$25-50
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MICKEY ROONEY-CREATED ACRYLIC PAINTING
A painting rendered on canvas by Mickey Rooney depicting an evocative image of
sailboats against a bright pink sky, signed in the lower left corner “Mickey Rooney
4/21/88.”
Matted and framed, 24 by 20 inches; Painting only, 18 by 13 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY CREATED ACRYLIC PAINTING
A painting rendered on canvas by Mickey Rooney, depicting a blond man and the back of a brunette
woman, signed in the lower left corner “Mickey/ Rooney/ 74.”
18 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300
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MICKEY ROONEY CREATED ACRYLIC PAINTING
A painting rendered on paper depicting a colorful abstract image somewhat resembling a face,
signed in the lower left corner “Mickey Rooney.”
Matted and framed, 24 by 29 inches; Work only, 15 by 19 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY CREATED ACRYLIC PAINTING
A painting rendered on canvas by Mickey Rooney, depicting an abstract human form set against an
olive green background, signed in the lower left corner “Mickey Rooney 1-7-84.”
18 by 14 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$100-200

106

145

MICKEY ROONEY COMMEMORATIVE STREET SIGN
A large metal street sign painted green with white lettering reading “Mickey Rooney Way” given to the actor after a ceremony when a street in upstate New York was
temporarily renamed to honor him for one day.
8 by 42 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500

146

MICKEY ROONEY DISNEY-RELATED ITEMS
A group of four items: an oval sign reading “Disneyland/ Honorary/ Grand
Marshal of the Day/ Mickey Rooney/ and Family”; two 1976 scripts from Pete’s
Dragon; and one transmittal envelope addressed to Rooney with a Walt
Disney Productions return address label.
20 by 32 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500

107

147

MICKEY ROONEY COMMEMORATIVE LICENSE PLATE AND ID CARD
A “Washington, D.C.” license plate featuring an image of Abraham Lincoln with main text reading “Mick” and a related identiﬁcation card reading
“Mickey Rooney/ Lincoln Highway Natl” given to the actor after he participated in George W. Bush’s January 2005 inaugural parade in the nation’s
capital. Also included is a binder ﬁlled with related materials.
6 by 12 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$100-200

148

MICKEY ROONEY WOOD
ITEMS
A group of two pieces; a humidor with a
plaque on the lid reading “Mickey/ Rooney/
World’s Greatest Cigar/ Signature Series;”
and a briefcase with a plaque on the top
reading “Mickey Rooney.” Both are in
evidently used and worn condition.
12 by 17 by 3 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the
Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300

108
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MICKEY ROONEY RECEIVED ARTIST’S PROOF PRINT SIGNED BY JAMES CAGNEY
A print featuring three images of James Cagney signed by Cagney in blue felt-tip ink in the lower center area “For you Mick/ Love/ James Cagney.”
Further signed by the artist in pencil in the lower left area “Everett Raymond Kinstler/ A/P/ 1980” -- a nice association piece from one Hollywood Golden
Era icon to another.
Matted and framed, 35 by 31 inches; Print only, 25 1/2 by 21 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$400-600
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MICKEY ROONEY RECEIVED HAT FROM
JIMMY DURANTE’S FAMILY
A light brown felt fedora, dark brown grosgrain ribbon
hatband, brown leather sweatband stamped “Golden Gate
Hat Co./ Los Angeles, Calif.” and “Philadelphia,” lined in
beige satin further stamped with the hat company’s logo,
housed in a black cardboard hat box with a custom sticker on
it reading “Durante,” sticker further with Mickey Rooney’s
name and address handwritten in silver paint pen ink.
According to Rooney’s estate executor, this fedora was sent
to Rooney as a memento a number of years after Jimmy
Durante passed away with the message that it was one of
Durante’s personal hats, though it was never worn. The two
actors were in a couple of projects together, most famously
the 1963 United Artists hysterical comedy It’s a Mad, Mad,
Mad, Mad World.
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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MICKEY ROONEY RECEIVED FOOTBALL JERSEY SIGNED BY JOE NAMATH

A white jersey with green lettering noting “Namath/ 12” signed in black felt-tip ink on the #1 reading “Hey Mickey,/
Thank/ you for/ the enjoy-/ ment you’ve/ brought to/ my life!/ Stay well/ Pal!/ Joe/ Namath/ x12.”
Framed, 26 by 41 by 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300

111
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MICKEY ROONEY FUNNY COLLECTIBLES
A group of items saved by Mickey Rooney: seven large lapel buttons from 1986 with a caricature of Rooney’s face and text reading “Go Ahead/ and/ Laff!”; six
business cards; a small stack of bumper stickers reading “Honk if you’ve been/ married to Mickey Rooney”; and a black ceramic coffee mug from the North
Carolina museum devoted to Ava Gardner, who actually was one of Rooney’s wives
Various sizes
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$25-50

153

MICKEY ROONEY 1940s-ERA TOY
A washboard with attached noisemakers such as a
horn, pie tins, and a tambourine with labels on
either side reading “Mickey Rooney’s/ One-Man
Band.” This was a novelty item sold in stores in the
1940s at the height of the actor’s fame. Base of
one leg now missing.
18 by 8 by 6 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate
of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$100-200
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MICKEY ROONEY STERLING SILVER TIFFANY & CO.
ENGRAVED WRITING PEN
A nice pen with the clip in the form of a golf tee and ball, engraved “Mickey
Rooney/ 75th Birthday,” marked “Tiffany & Co. 925 USA,” evidently a gift to Rooney
on September 23, 1995. Included is the pen’s original Tiffany blue velvet case and
box.
5 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$100-200

113
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MICKEY ROONEY TIFFANY & CO.
ENGRAVED CUT CRYSTAL PLATTER
A beautiful piece featuring an inspirational quote by
French/German humanitarian Albert Schweitzer etched in
the middle, marked on the back “Tiffany & Co.,” further
with a small sticker on front reading “Tiffany & Co./ Made/
in/ Germany.” Together with its original Tiffany blue box.
Diameter, 12 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan
and Mickey Rooney

$200-300

156

MICKEY ROONEY GLASS ITEMS
A group of five pieces: a decorative vase with a bird
motif; a rectangular block paperweight featuring a
hologram image of Mickey Rooney above his facsimile
signature; and three commemorative Irish coffee mugs
from the 1989 musical revue Rooney did with Donald
O’Connor called Two for the Show.
8 by 4 by 3 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of
Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500

114
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MICKEY ROONEY COLORFUL MONOGRAMMED ITALIAN HANDPAINTED
CERAMIC TABLEWARE
A group of 19 matching pieces: two water pitchers, three wine jugs, eight dinner plates, and six salad plates. All
are personalized with a black painted “JRM” [Jan/ Rooney/ Mickey] in the center and marked “Lismat/ Deruta” on
the bottom.
Various sizes
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$400-600

115
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MICKEY ROONEY 1950s-ERA ITALIAN
HANDPAINTED CERAMIC DECORATIVE ITEMS
A matching group of five pieces: two large vases, a smaller vase,
and a pair of candlesticks, all in an abstract pink-tinged leaf
design, all marked “Made in Italy.”
10 by 5 by 3 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and
Mickey Rooney

$200-300

159

MICKEY ROONEY PAIR OF DECORATIVE BELLEEK
VASES
A matching set of vases featuring a pretty pink flower pattern with a
couple of green three-leaf clovers thrown in, bottom stamped
“Belleek/ Ireland.”
8 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey
Rooney

$100-200
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MICKEY ROONEY PRETTY PINK PORCELAIN PIECES
A group of four items: a set of candlesticks, marked in part “Oscar de la Renta/
West Germany”; a matching filigreed dish marked with the same; and a small
trinket dish marked “Handmade/ in Austria.”
8 by 5 by 5 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300

161

MICKEY ROONEY COLORFUL HANDPAINTED CERAMIC KITCHEN
ITEMS
A group of 11 items: water pitcher, two-handled lidded jar, small lidded jar, candlestick, six bowls,
and bathroom tissue holder. Some chips and nicks evident in some pieces.
10 by 5 by 3 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500

117
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MICKEY ROONEY LIMITED EDITION LITHOGRAPH SIGNED AND
NUMBERED BY FRANCISCO ZÚÑIGA

An evocative piece titled “Muchacha con Limones,” inscribed in pencil in the lower right corner
“106/135 Zúñiga.” Further information about the work is taped to verso.
Framed, 39 by 27 inches; Work only, 34 by 23 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$500-700
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MICKEY ROONEY GOLF SHOES
A group of two pair of shoes: a groovy 1960s-era pair of maroon, blue, and white leather and a 2000sera pair of white leather (both size 8).
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$200-300

164

MICKEY ROONEY GOLF BAG AND CLUBS
A white vinyl golf bag with black text on the front reading “Mickey/
Rooney” as well as “Ping” throughout. Included with Ping-brand golf
clubs: 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7 woods; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 irons; and three other
unidentiﬁed irons. Used by Rooney in a celebrity golf tournament in
which Sammy Davis Jr. also participated. (See next lot.)
35 by 11 inches

$400-600

119
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SAMMY DAVIS JR. GOLF BAG GIFTED TO MICKEY ROONEY
A white vinyl golf bag with black text on the front reading “Sammy/ Davis/ Jr.” as well as “Ping” throughout. Davis used the bag when he and
Mickey Rooney played in a celebrity golf tournament, then gifted the bag to Rooney afterwards. No golf clubs are included. (See previous lot.)
34 by 10 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly from the Estate of Jan and Mickey Rooney

$300-500
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SAMMY DAVIS JR. CUSTOM-MADE SUIT
A dark brown wool suit with a white window pane pattern. The blazer is single-breasted with notched lapels, two front ﬂap pockets, four buttons at cuff
(one is broken), olive green satin lining, and labels reading “Certo/ Beverly Hills” and “Custom Styled/ For/ Sammy Davis Jr./ By Certo.” Together with
matching trousers. This suit is very similar to one the star wore on a 1977 episode of the ABC Television series Charlie’s Angels titled “Sammy Davis Jr.
Kidnap Caper,” though it is not the exact suit. Furthermore, this suit was on display in The King’s Ransom Elvis Presley Museum in Las Vegas for many
years, it toured all over the United States, and it was featured on page 172 of the 2017 book Blue Suede Shoes: The Culture of Elvis.

$500-700
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DORIS DAY DRESS COSTUME FROM CAPRICE
20th Century Fox, 1967. A white silk day dress with a large burnt-orange
polka dot print, short sleeves, raw white silk hem, V-back, eight-button
back closure, lined in white silk, and labels reading “20th Century-Fox/
Doris Day” and “Doris Day No. 1.” Included is the dress’ matching
headband with the same Fox label as on the dress. Worn by Doris Day as
Patricia Foster in the funny extended scene where she gets drenched and
then has to climb down the side of a steep and dusty hill. Some staining
still evident on the back hem. Accompanied by a letter signed in black
felt-tip ink by actress Jane Withers indicating this piece was part of her
personal collection at one point.

$2,000-3,000

122

168

CAPRICE FILM POSTER
20th Century Fox, 1967, one sheet, starring Doris Day and Richard Harris, folded, near mint condition;
interestingly, the polka dot dress Day is wearing in this poster is being offered in this auction in the previous lot!
41 by 27 inches

$100-200

123
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DORIS DAY EARLY 1970s-ERA DRESS SUIT
A two-piece outﬁt consisting of a sheath dress with the top portion bright yellow raw silk and the bottom portion yellow, gray, and white herringbone wool,
an attached matching yellow raw silk self-belt, back zip-up closure, lined in yellow silk, and a coordinating jacket with two front faux pockets, ﬁve-button front
closure, lined in eggplant-colored silk, and labels reading “Vilano” and “Gene Burton/ California.” Accompanied by a letter signed in black felt-tip ink by
actress Jane Withers indicating that “Doris [Day] donated this dress to the Screen Smart Set Auction from where I purchased it.”

$400-600

125

170

DORIS DAY SIGNED CONTRACT TO
COMPLETE MARILYN MONROE’S LAST
FILM SOMETHING’S GOT TO GIVE
A 25-page typed document dated “December 12, 1962”
from 20th Century Fox outlining an agreement for Doris
Day to take over the role of “Ellen” in what was originally a
Marilyn Monroe vehicle; tragically, Monroe died before the
film was completed. In this contract, the film still has its
original title and the studio was considering James Stewart
as co-star, though ultimately it became Move Over, Darling
and co-starred a different James: Garner. Day signed on
page 18 in blue ballpoint ink as did Richard D. Zanuck, son
of Darryl.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

126
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MOVE OVER, DARLING FILM POSTER
20th Century Fox, 1964, one sheet, starring Doris Day and
James Garner, folded, near mint condition; this is the
salvaged ﬁlm that started off in 1962 as Something’s Got To
Give starring Marilyn Monroe and Dean Martin that
infamously was never ﬁnished due to Monroe’s untimely
death.
41 by 27 inches

$200-300

172

MOVE OVER, DARLING FILM
POSTER
20th Century Fox, 1964, half-sheet, starring
Doris Day, James Garner, and Polly Bergen,
rolled, in very good condition; this is the
salvaged ﬁlm that started off in 1962 as
Something’s Got To Give starring Marilyn
Monroe and Dean Martin that infamously was
never ﬁnished due to Monroe’s untimely death.
22 by 28 inches

$100-200

127
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DORIS DAY SIGNED CHECK FROM 1978
A standard check from the Doris Day Pet Foundation account in Beverly Hills, personalized with a black and white image of the star and her dog
“Biggest” in the center, dated “12/29/78,” to “Major Fulﬁllment Mailing” in the amount of “72.50.” Signed in blue felt-tip ink “Doris Day.” Verso has many
normal cancellation stamps.
3 by 6 inches

$200-300

174

DORIS DAY SIGNED CHECK TO NATE ‘N AL’S FROM 1968
A standard check from Doris Day’s United California Bank account in Beverly Hills to “Nate ‘N Al’s” in the amount of “$12.11,” signed in black felt-tip ink
“Doris Day Melcher,” the verso with normal cancellation stamps and punch-outs evident. Nate ‘N Al’s Delicatessen is a beloved Beverly Hills institution
that Day famously rode her bike to for decades. Recently, it was feared that the deli was closing down permanently due to COVID-19, but it has reopened, to the relief and joy of thousands of Angelenos!
3 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500

128
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DORIS DAY SIGNED CHECKS FROM 1968
A pair of checks: a standard check from Doris Day’s United California Bank account in
Beverly Hills, dated “October 11, 1968,” to “Southern Counties Gas Co.” in the amount
of “$4.99,” signed in black felt-tip ink “Doris Day Melcher,” and a similar check, dated
“October 30, 1968,” to “Internal Revenue Service,” in the amount of “$304.10,” signed
same as the first. Versos of both checks have normal cancellation stamps and punchouts evident.
3 1/2 by 8 1/2 inches

$300-500

176

DORIS DAY SIGNED CHECKS FROM 1950
A pair of checks: a standard check from Doris Day’s Bank of America account in
Hollywood, dated “9-25-50,” to “Beilenson Rosenthal & Norton” in the amount of
“$16.65,” signed in green fountain pen ink “Doris Day” and further signed below in
blue fountain pen ink “Jerome Rosenthal,” and a similar check, dated “12/15/50,” to “Al
Levy” in the amount of “$3,250,” also signed in green fountain pen ink by Day and in
black fountain pen ink again by Rosenthal. Both versos have normal cancellation
stamps and punch-outs evident. “Jerry” Rosenthal was the creepy lawyer who ripped
off the unwitting Day for millions of dollars over the course of decades, a very sad event
in the star’s life that took her years to settle.
3 by 8 inches

$300-500

177

DORIS DAY SIGNED CHECKS FROM 1948
A pair of checks, a standard one from Doris Day’s account at Bank of America in
Hollywood, dated “Feb 11 1948,” to “Cash” in the amount of “$15.00,” signed in green
fountain pen ink “Doris Day,” and a similar check, dated “November 5, 1948,” to
“Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.” in the amount of “$47.63” for “Tel.” and “Wardrobe,”
signed in blue fountain pen ink “Doris Day.” Both have normal cancellation stamps and
punch-outs on the back.
2 3/4 by 6 inches

$300-500

129
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DORIS DAY COLOR PHOTOGRAPH USED ON THE
JUNE 1972 COVER OF TV GUIDE
An original print with a semi-gloss ﬁnish, depicting Doris Day in a yellow
ensemble as she sits with her canine buddies Rudy, Bubbles, Daisy, and
Bambi, housed in a mat board with text in the lower left corner reading “TV
Guide Cover Portrait.” Verso has a stamp reading in part “Eastman Dye
Transfer/ Print” and “Jun 10 1972.” As was the custom of TV Guide for
decades, the publications would gift these photographs to the stars who
appeared on their covers, such as this one.
Matted, 20 by 16 inches; Photograph only, 14 by 11 inches

$300-500

179

DORIS DAY PRETTY BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH FROM 1949
An original print with a matte ﬁnish, depicting Doris Day smiling as she
wears a fur coat, mounted to a mat board that is inscribed in pencil on
the lower margin in part “Doris Day/ Faber ‘49.”
Matted, 20 by 16 inches; Photograph only, 14 by 10 inches

$300-500

130
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DORIS DAY CARICATURE BY BROWN DERBY ARTIST JACK LANE
A pen and ink drawing on white paper featuring an image of Doris Day with her long 1940s-era hairstyle, signed in
the lower right corner “Jack/ Lane/ 1948.” Lane drew this particular image decades later for a fan, but it was based on
his 1948 original that hung in one of the famous Brown Derby restaurants in and around Los Angeles. Included are a
postcard written by Lane describing this drawing, one of his 1980s-era mailers, and a later-printed black and white
photograph showing Day and two others looking at her original caricature in 1948.
14 by 11 inches

$200-300

131
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DORIS DAY COLLECTIBLE 1952 FAN BOOK TITLED DORIS DAY: TRIOMF DER POPULAIRE CHARME
A book-album piece with odd lime green covers, created for fans in the Netherlands as it’s in Dutch. Each page outlines Doris Day’s biography and
ﬁlm work to that point, included with numerous small-sized tipped-in black and white images of Day from her ﬁlms or in behind-the-scenes shots,
many of which have not been seen in decades.
9 by 13 inches

$100-200

132

182

ROSS HUNTER PERSONAL SCRIPT FROM PILLOW TALK
A 117-page script from the 1959 Universal ﬁlm, navy blue leather covers with the ﬁlm title and “Ross Hunter” embossed in gold, screenplay by
Stanley Shapiro and Maurice Richlin, various dates in 1959 noted, marked “Revised Final Screenplay,” numerous colored script change pages
throughout, original title of Any Way the Wind Blows noted on title page. From the personal collection of Hunter, who was the producer on this
classic rom-com that won an Academy Award for “ Best Writing, Story and Screenplay - Written Directly for the Screen.”
11 by 9 inches

$400-600

183

ROSS HUNTER PRODUCTION BUDGET FOLDER FROM PILLOW TALK
A legal-size green folder ﬁlled with more than 50 pages of line-by-line expenses related to this 1959 Universal ﬁlm starring Doris Day and Rock
Hudson. The myriad of pages cover the costs of every aspect of the ﬁlm, which was originally titled Any Way the Wind Blows, including talent salaries
(unbelievably, Day and Hudson were paid the same!), wardrobe, set design, extras’ pay, electricity and transportation, and the like. From producer
Ross Hunter’s own ﬁles, this document truly outlines how laborious it was to make a movie and how many detailed logistics were involved.
13 1/2 by 9 inches

$300-500
133
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PILLOW TALK FILM POSTER
Universal, 1959, one sheet, starring, of course, Doris Day and Rock Hudson, folded, good condition; from the best
rom-com ever made!
41 by 27 inches

$400-600
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PILLOW TALK FILM POSTER

Universal, 1959, one sheet, starring, of course, Doris Day and Rock Hudson, folded, very good condition; a rare duo-tone
poster but still featuring an excellent likeness of the two stars.
41 by 27 inches

$200-300

135
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PILLOW TALK FILM POSTER
Universal, 1959, half-sheet, starring, of course,
Doris Day and Rock Hudson, good condition -the ultimate be all, end all rom-com!
22 by 28 inches

$300-500

187

PILLOW TALK FILM POSTER
Universal, 1959, window card, starring, of course, Doris Day and Rock
Hudson, good condition; from the best rom-com ever made!
22 by 14 inches

$300-500
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PILLOW TALK SWEDISH FILM POSTER
“Jag Hatar Dej Alskling!” [I Hate You Baby!] Universal, 1959, Swedish poster, starring, of course,
Doris Day and Rock Hudson, folded, in very good condition; featuring darling black and white
photographic images of the duo above a cute “ﬁfties-era” graphic.
39 1/2 by 27 inches

$300-500
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TEACHER’S PET DETAILED EDITOR’S
CONTINUITY SCRIPT
A 133-page continuity script from the 1958 Paramount
ﬁlm starring Doris Day and Clark Gable, housed in a
scuffed black cloth binder, screenplay by Fay and
Michael Kanin, dated “May 2, 1957,” marked “Final White
Script,” numerous colored script change pages
throughout, heavily annotated in pencil on virtually every
single page, with many other added pages, including
crew address lists, shooting schedules, scene charts, and
wardrobe sheets. Appears to be an editor’s script
because of its acute attention to detail.
11 1/2 by 9 by 1 inches

$300-500
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DORIS DAY LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on paper costume sketch inscribed in pencil “Doris Day ‘Love Me or Leave Me’
1668.”
22 by 15 inches

$500-700
139
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DORIS DAY THE GLASS BOTTOM BOAT RAY AGHAYAN/BOB
MACKIE COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm The Glass Bottom Boat
(MGM, 1966). The verso is inscribed “3 G.B. Boat.” Ray Aghayan was the costume
designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200

192

DORIS DAY THE GLASS BOTTOM BOAT RAY AGHAYAN/BOB
MACKIE COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm The Glass Bottom Boat
(MGM, 1966). The verso is inscribed “12 G.B. Boat.” Ray Aghayan was the costume
designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY THE GLASS BOTTOM BOAT RAY AGHAYAN/BOB
MACKIE COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm The Glass Bottom Boat
(MGM, 1966). The verso is inscribed “G.B. Boat.” Ray Aghayan was the costume
designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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THE GLASS BOTTOM BOAT FILM POSTER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1966, window card, starring Doris Day, Rod Taylor, Paul Lynde, Dom De Luise, and Dick
Martin, good condition, featuring cute images of Day in her wacky costumes.
22 by 14 inches

$100-200
141
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB
MACKIE COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb
(20th Century, 1965). The sketch is signed to the front in pencil “Ray Aghayan”
and inscribed to the verso “Ray Aghayan ch 20 Party.” Aghayan was the costume
designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch artist. Accompanied by a
copy of the ﬁlm.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB
MACKIE COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb
(20th Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “10-1 Disturb.” Ray
Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist. Accompanied by a copy of the ﬁlm.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB
MACKIE COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb
(20th Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “1207-1 1207-2
Disturb” and has three fabric swatches and fabric notes afﬁxed to the back. Ray
Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist. Accompanied by a copy of the ﬁlm.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH

A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb (20th
Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “Ray Aghayan 1205-1 orange
and white houndstooth check Disturb.” Ray Aghayan was the costume designer for
the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb (20th
Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “Ray Aghayan Disturb.” Ray
Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200

144
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb
(20th Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “1203-1 shirt 2-1402
Machin Disturb.” Ray Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob
Mackie was the sketch artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb
(20th Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “Ray Aghayan Disturb.” Ray
Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200
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DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb
(20th Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “Ray Aghayan Disturb.” Ray
Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200

203

DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb (20th
Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “1204-1 1204-2 1204-3 Disturb.”
Ray Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200

146

204

DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH

A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb (20th
Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “1211-1 1211-2 Disturb.” Ray
Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob Mackie was the sketch
artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200

205

DORIS DAY DO NOT DISTURB RAY AGHAYAN/BOB MACKIE
COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch of Doris Day for the ﬁlm Do Not Disturb (20th
Century, 1965). The sketch is inscribed to the verso “Ray Aghayan OL-4-8155 1213-1
1213-2 Disturb.” Ray Aghayan was the costume designer for the ﬁlm, and Bob
Mackie was the sketch artist.
20 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Bob Mackie

$800-1,200

147

206

DO NOT DISTURB FILM POSTER
20th Century Fox, 1965, one sheet, starring Doris Day and Rod Taylor, folded, near mint condition; the ﬁlm where
Day wears that spectacular orange-sequined evening gown and matching coat designed by Ray Aghayan which
can be seen on this poster.
41 by 27 inches

$200-300

148

207

DO NOT DISTURB FILM POSTER
20th Century Fox, 1965, window card, starring Doris Day and Rod Taylor, good condition, featuring cute black and
white photographic images of the main stars.
22 by 14 inches

$25-50

149

208

DORIS DAY SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPH
A 1950s-era print with a glossy ﬁnish depicting Doris Day in costume from her 1953 Warner Bros. ﬁlm Calamity
Jane, with a decades-later black felt-tip ink signature on the left side reading “Doris Day,” white borders
trimmed.
9 by 7 1/4 inches

$200-300

150

209

CALAMITY JANE FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1953, six-sheet, starring Doris Day and Howard Keel, rolled, fair to good
condition, featuring rousing artwork of Day in her western garb.
81 by 81 inches

$300-500

151

210

CALAMITY JANE FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1953, one sheet, starring Doris Day and Howard Keel,
folded, good condition; featuring a good likeness of the star in her
western garb cracking a whip!
41 by 27 inches

$300-500

211

CALAMITY JANE FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1953, window card, starring Doris Day and
Howard Keel, good condition, featuring darling artwork of the
star in western garb, cracking her whip!
22 by 14 inches

$300-500

152

212

CALAMITY JANE BELGIAN FILM POSTER
“La Terreur Blonde” [The Blonde Terror], Warner Bros., 1953,
Belgian. A poster for the ﬁlm Calamity Jane, starring Doris Day
and Howard Keel; rolled, featuring wonderful artwork of Day
wearing western garb, cracking her whip at Keel.
21 1/2 by 14 inches

$200-300

213

CALAMITY JANE SPANISH FILM POSTER
“Doris Day en el Oeste” [Doris Day in the West], Warner Bros.,
1953, Spanish poster, artwork by Jano [Francisco Fernández
Zarza], starring Doris Day and Howard Keel, folded, very good
condition; depicting an excellent likeness of the star in a riproaring pose holding a whip!
39 by 27 inches

$300-500
153

214

CALAMITY JANE BELGIAN FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1953, Belgian poster, starring Doris Day and
Howard Keel, rolled, featuring beautiful artwork of Day
singing in her western garb.
22 by 15 inches

$200-300

215

CALAMITY JANE GERMAN FILM POSTER
“Schwere Colts in Zarter Hand” [Heavy Colts in Delicate Hands],
Warner Bros., 1953, German poster, artwork by Rolf Goetze,
starring Doris Day and Howard Keel, folded, very good condition,
featuring an excellent likeness of the star in a gun-blazing stance!
33 by 23 inches

$300-500

154

216

217

THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH FILM
POSTER

THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH
FILM POSTER

Paramount, 1956, one sheet, starring Doris Day and
James Stewart, folded, good condition; featuring an
excellent likeness of the two stars from this classic
Alfred Hitchcock-directed thriller that gave us Day’s
perennial song, “Que Sera, Sera.”

Paramount, 1956, window card, starring Doris Day
and James Stewart, good condition; featuring an
excellent likeness of the two stars from this classic
Alfred Hitchcock-directed thriller that gave us Day’s
perennial hit song, “Que Sera, Sera.”

41 by 27 inches

22 by 14 inches

$300-500

$300-500

218

THE PAJAMA GAME FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1957, one sheet, starring Doris Day, folded, good
condition; featuring an excellent likeness of the star wearing a cute
pajama top!
41 by 27 inches

$200-300
155

219

LOVER COME BACK FILM POSTER
Universal, 1962, one sheet, starring, of course, Doris
Day and Rock Hudson, folded, fair to good condition;
the second of the “Doris Day and Rock Hudson ﬁlms.”
41 by 27 inches

$300-500

220

LOVER COME BACK FILM POSTER

Universal, 1962, window card, starring, of course,
Doris Day and Rock Hudson, fair to good
condition, featuring an excellent likeness of both
main stars.
22 by 14 inches

$300-500

156

221

SEND ME NO FLOWERS FILM POSTER
Universal, 1964, one sheet, starring, of course, Doris Day and Rock
Hudson, folded, near mint condition; sadly, the ﬁnal “Doris Day
and Rock Hudson ﬁlm.”
41 by 27 inches

$200-300

222

SEND ME NO FLOWERS FILM POSTER
Universal, 1964, window card, starring, of course, Doris Day and
Rock Hudson, very good condition; sadly, the ﬁnal “Doris Day and
Rock Hudson ﬁlm.”
22 by 14 inches

$200-300

223

SEND ME NO FLOWERS BELGIAN FILM POSTER
“Ne M’envoyez Pas De Fleurs” [Do Not Send Me Flowers]
Universal, 1964, Belgian poster, starring, of course, Doris Day,
Rock Hudson, and Tony Randall, rolled, very good condition,
depicting an excellent likeness of the three leads.
21 by 14 inches

$100-200
157

224

PLEASE DON’T EAT THE DAISIES FILM POSTER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1960, one sheet, starring Doris Day and
David Niven, folded, good condition; featuring an excellent likeness
of the star with a cute updo.
41 by 27 inches

$300-500

225

PLEASE DON’T EAT THE DAISIES FILM POSTER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1960, window card, starring Doris Day
and David Niven, fair condition, featuring an excellent likeness of
the smiling star!
17 1/2 by 14 inches (top margin trimmed 4 1/2 inches)

$100-200

158

226

THE THRILL OF IT ALL FILM POSTER
Universal, 1963, one sheet, starring Doris Day and James
Garner, folded, near mint condition; featuring artwork that is
an excellent likeness of the two good-looking stars.
41 by 27 inches

$300-500

159

227

THAT TOUCH OF MINK FRENCH FILM POSTER
“Un Soupçon de Vision” [A Hint of Vision], Universal, 1962, French poster, artwork by Sinclare, starring Doris Day and Cary Grant,
folded, very good condition; depicting a black and white photographic image of the two stars with a cute coy cartoon mink in the
upper left corner.
31 by 23 inches

$200-300

160

228

THAT TOUCH OF MINK FILM POSTER
Universal, 1962, one sheet, starring Doris Day and Cary
Grant, folded, fair to good condition; one of Day’s classic
“virgin” roles.
41 by 27 inches

$100-200

229

THAT TOUCH OF MINK FILM POSTER
Universal, 1962, thirty-by-forty, starring Doris Day, Cary
Grant, Gig Young, and Audrey Meadows; rolled, good
condition, featuring an excellent likeness of the two leads
in this “Adult Sophisticated Comedy!”
40 by 30 inches

$200-300

161

230

MIDNIGHT LACE FILM POSTER

Universal, 1960, one sheet, starring Doris Day and Rex Harrison,
folded, fair to good condition; featuring a compelling graphic of
the star looking really scared!
41 by 27 inches

$200-300

231

JULIE BELGIAN FILM POSTER
“L’aile de la Mort” [Wing of Death], Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
1956, Belgian poster, starring Doris Day and Louis Jourdan,
rolled, good condition, featuring an excellent likeness of the
star, looking petriﬁed!
22 by 14 inches

$100-200

232

JULIE FILM POSTER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1956, window card, starring Doris Day
and Louis Jourdan, good condition, featuring an excellent
likeness of the star, looking really scared!
22 by 14 inches

$100-200

162

233

YOUNG AT HEART FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1954, one sheet, starring Doris Day and Frank
Sinatra, folded, good condition; from the ﬁlm best
remembered for Sinatra rightfully getting Doris’ husband,
Martin Melcher, kicked off the set.
41 by 27 inches

$200-300

234

YOUNG AT HEART FILM POSTER
Warner Bros., 1955, window card, starring Doris Day,
Frank Sinatra, and Gig Young, good condition, featuring
a great likeness of both stars.
22 by 14 inches

$200-300

163

235

BILLY ROSE’S JUMBO BELGIAN FILM POSTER
“La Plus Belle Fille Du Monde” [The Most Beautiful Girl in the
World], Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1962, Belgian poster, starring
Doris Day, Jimmy Durante, and Martha Raye, rolled, in very
good condition, depicting an excellent likeness of the star.
21 by 14 inches

$100-200

164

236

IT HAPPENED TO JANE FILM POSTER
Columbia, 1959, one sheet, starring Doris Day, Jack
Lemmon, and Ernie Kovacs, folded, good condition;
featuring an excellent likeness of the three main stars
from this cute ﬁlm.
41 by 27 inches

$100-200

165

237

ELIZABETH TAYLOR GIFTED HARLEY-DAVIDSON MOTORCYCLE
A 1992 Harley-Davidson FLSTF Softail Fat Boy motorcycle, given by Elizabeth Taylor to her seventh and ﬁnal
husband, Larry Fortensky. VIN: 1HD1BML32NY019670. Accompanied by a motorcycle trailer.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Larry Fortensky

$12,000-14,000

166

167

238

ELIZABETH TAYLOR THEA PORTER BLACK JERSEY GOWN
A black form-ﬁtting Thea Porter jersey gown with a low neckline circa 1970s owned by Elizabeth Taylor.
A label reads “Thea Porter London.” No size present.
PROVENANCE From the estate of a former employee of Elizabeth Taylor

$1,000-2,000

168

239

ELIZABETH TAYLOR NIGHTGOWN FROM AN UNKNOWN FILM
An ivory-colored silk, ﬂoor-length, long sleeves ending in elaborate pleated and rufﬂed cuffs,
small rufﬂed stand-up collar, eight-button front closure, label reads “1692 5061 Elizabeth
Taylor.” The nightgown was possibly made for the star to wear as “Susanna Drake Shawnessy”
in the 1957 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ﬁlm, “Raintree County,” though it’s not seen in the ﬁnal cut.
Purchased by the current consignor at the now famous 1970 MGM auction. Please note this
piece is in very fragile condition with evident fabric loss and noticeable tears at the shoulders.

$400-600
169

240

ELIZABETH TAYLOR DECORATIVE HORSE
A Tang Dynasty style polychrome painted clay horse,
marked “Peking China April 1984.”
9 by 7 1/2 by 3 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 1085, “Property from the Lifestyle
of Elizabeth Taylor,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills,
December 6-8, 2019

$200-300

241

FATHER OF THE BRIDE FILM POSTER
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1950, six sheet, starring Elizabeth
Taylor and Spencer Tracy, depicting an excellent likeness of
the two stars, linen-backed, near mint condition.
81 by 81 inches

$300-500

170

242

MAE WEST WORN THREE-PIECE WOOL SUIT AND PHOTOGRAPHS
A Turkish blue three-piece virgin wool suit worn by Mae West while arriving from Los Angeles to Grand Central Station in New York for
rehearsals for Diamond Lil in 1950. The suit consists of a knee-length coat with mock tortoise buttons, a suit jacket, and a pair of pleated
trousers. Each piece has an Evans Original Model Beverly Hills label present. Accompanied by two images of West wearing the suit.

$800-1,000
171

243

MAE WEST IVORY SATIN GOWN
A 1930s ivory satin bias-cut gown with a collar embellished with decorative
top stitching, slit dolman sleeves, and decorative buttons to front.
A Bullock’s Collegienne Los Angeles label is present.

$600-800

244

MAE WEST CUSTOM-MADE DRESS
A circa 1940s custom-made black dress with bow to the
asymmetrical collar, a draped swag to the hip, and a side slit.
Accompanied by a belt.

$400-600

172

245

MAE WEST GOWN AND JACKET
A circa 1940s custom-made dress and jacket. A slender
fuchsia short-sleeve gown with swag to the hip. A black
crepe wrap over jacket with loop and fabric-covered
buttons to the cuffs.

$500-700

246

MAE WEST GOWNS
A pair of circa 1960s gowns. The ﬁrst is a custom-made silver
brocatelle gown with ﬂoral motif and metallic ﬂecks. The second is
a jacquard gown with a ﬂoral motif in autumn tones and woven
with gold lamé; it has three bows to the verso and a label that
reads “Bullock’s Wilshire.”

$600-800

173

247

MAE WEST SHEER PEIGNOIRS
A circa 1940s custom-made petal pink silk chiffon peignoir
embellished with vermicelli applique work. Some hand ﬁnishing
work present. No labels present. A circa 1960s custom-made
baby blue silk chiffon peignoir with lace trim to neckline and
ostrich plumes to the cuffs. No labels present.

$500-700

248

MAE WEST NIGHTGOWNS AND PEIGNOIRS
A group of eight circa 1960s nightgowns and peignoirs. A powder blue nightgown with sheer nylon bodice
with puffed sleeves and silk blend skirt. Two ivory sheer nylon peignoirs with lace trim. A petal pink and
sheer ivory nylon peignoir with ruching and applied ﬂowers. A sheer nylon ivory nightgown and peignoir
set. A white sheer nightgown with rufﬂe trim. A peach nightgown with rufﬂes. A pale blue sheer nylon and
lace combing jacket. No designer labels present.

$800-1,000
174

249

MAE WEST TOPS AND TROUSERS

A group of circa 1960s and 1970s garments. A shocking pink jersey top with pearlized buttons to the front; no labels or
size present. A white jersey blouse with a Bradley label, size 12. A pair of custom mint green bell bottom trousers; no
labels present. A pair of custom acid green bell bottom trousers with Hosseini Original label. A pair of custom carnation
pink ﬂared-leg trousers; a label reads “Front center.” A pair of acid yellow wool trousers with I.Magnin and Geistex Geist
& Geist labels.

$400-600

250

MAE WEST FELT HATS
A black bonnet style hat with silk faille trim labeled “Hugh Beresford 26A Davies Street, Mayfair.” An orange
cloche, no label present. A cherry red bonnet style hat with grosgrain trim and bow. A black bonnet style hat with
a label that reads “Carson Pirie Scott & Co. Chicago.” A blush hat with a label that reads “Ronald Parks” and
“Millinery Salon Custom Made Carson Pirie Scott & Co.” A brown bonnet with jersey trim labeled “Sylvia
Westwood.” Accompanied by an ivory jersey turban.
Largest, 15 1/2 by 15 1/2 inches

$500-700
175

251

MAE WEST SIMULATED PEARL JEWELRY

A multi-strand simulated champagne pearl necklace with a rhinestone
tusk closure, no markings present, housed in a vintage By Eisenberg
box. A three-strand simulated champagne pearl choker with a faceted
glass pendant and simulated pearl pendant. A pair of silver-tone clip-on
earrings with faceted glass and simulated pearls.

$300-500

252

MAE WEST PARFUM BOTTLE AND COLOGNES
An empty 1-ounce bottle of Guerlain L’Heure Bleue parfum in the original box. A 3-ounce bottle of Guerlain Vol de Nuit cologne in the original box. A 4ounce bottle of Bal A Versailles Eau De Cologne by Jean Desprez in the original box. A 4-ounce bottle of Evyan Great Lady cologne splash in the original
box. A 2.25-ounce bottle of Norell spray cologne in the original box.
Largest box, 3 1/2 by 6 by 1 inches

$300-500

176

253

MAE WEST 1955 TROPHY AND PHOTOGRAPH
A gold-tone trophy on a wood and marble base with a plaque that
reads “To the Queen of Mens Hearts Miss Mae West From your
Athletes we love you 1955.” Accompanied by an image of Mae
West accepting the award.
Trophy, 11 by 28 1/2 by 7 inches

$500-700
177

254

MAE WEST INSCRIBED PAIR OF LETTERS
A typed letter dated July 24, 1943, addressed to Ned on the subject of Mae West’s Catherine
Was Great with West as the sender and edit notes in pencil inscribed by West. A typed letter
addressed to Gregory Ratoff at Columbia Studio from West with pencil edit notes inscribed
by West.
Largest, 8 1/2 by 13 1/2 inches

$300-500

178

255

MAE WEST ARCHIVE OF INSURANCE DOCUMENTS
A certificate of insurance and policy details from Newhouse & Sayre Inc. and Lloyd’s of London
regarding Mae West’s furs and jewelry for the dates April 1, 1940, through April 1, 1941; the policy
details include a listing of jewels and furs with insurance appraisals. A homeowners declaration page
from Republic Insurance Group with regard to West’s Santa Monica, California, beach house dated “2
10 77.” An invoice from Mid-Century Insurance Company regarding West, effective year 4-28-80
through 8-22-80. A Civil Service Employees Insurance payment notice for Charles H. Krauser (Paul
Novak) dated “8-17-77.” A letter from The Hart Agency Insurance to Joe Bardi regarding West’s
policy for her 1966 Cadillac dated September 12, 1977.

$600-800

179

256

MAE WEST BANK LEDGERS AND CHECKS
A small California Bank Term Account ledger with notes dating from March 23 to September 11, 1936. A small United
California Bank ledger dating from 12-31-68 to 11-30-72. A small ledger from Security-First National Bank of Los Angeles with
date range from 1950 to 1953. A three-in-one passbook from United California Bank with notations dating from June 22,
1972, to December 31, 1973. A check for $14.68 to I.Magnin & Co. dated January 7, 1937. A check for $99.00 to Larry Lee
dated October 20, 1937. A check for $275.00 to Beverly Baikoff dated October 21, 1937. A check for $99.00 to Larry Lee
dated April 18, 1940. A check for $125.00 to Charles Krauser dated January 31, 1978. Accompanied by a checking account
deposit slip.

$600-800

257

MAE WEST PRESENTATION HONORS
A gold-tone key to the city of Boston in a presentation box with a business
card of James M. Curley, mayor of Boston. A gold-tone key to the city of
Buena Park, California. A gold-plated sweater clip engraved “Mae” that is
embossed with the seal of The Georgia Institute of Technology. A
certiﬁcate presented to Mae West from Fred E. Crockett, admiral of the
Doughnut Fleet, dated July 19, 1954. A Hollywood Comedy Club Revels of
1965 program with “Best Wishes to Mae West.” A small brass-tone pin with
enamel wings.

180

258

MAE WEST GROUP OF BOOKS SIGNED TO HER
A paperback copy of Conscience (Los Angeles: Master Press, 1925) by Margaret J. Honn
with an inscription from the author to Mae West. A copy of A Model State Making a Utopia
of California (Santa Monica: Gilbert F. Stevenson, 1934) by Gilbert F. Stevenson with an
inscription to West dated 1938. A copy of Fishes, Birds, and Sons of Men (Canada: Little,
Brown & Company, 1967) by Jesse Hill Ford with an inscription to West from the author
dated “25 October 1965.” A paperback copy of Out of the Darkness (U.S.A., 1973) by Zelda
Pryor with an inscription to West from the author. A copy of The Spiritual Frontier (Garden
City: Doubleday & Company, 1975) by William V. Rauscher with an inscription from
Rauscher and a note from Crystal Dunninger. Four of the books have been stamped
“Property of Mae West.”
Largest, 5 3/4 by 8 1/2 by 3/4 inches

$400-600

259

MAE WEST LETTER RECEIVED FROM ARTIST DON
BACHARDY
A single sheet of paper dated “26 December” with no year but likely 1974 from
artist Don Bachardy to Mae West requesting that he be able to draw a portrait of
her. Also included is a small catalogue of Bachardy’s works and the original
transmittal envelope with a black ballpoint ink handwritten annotation on the front
reading “By Hand/ Miss Mae West.”
Largest, 12 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$200-300

181

377
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311

JOHN TRAVOLTA GIFTED T-BIRDS
MOTORCYCLE JACKET

183

260

GINGER ROGERS PARTY DRESS AND HEELS
A slender-ﬁtting jacquard party dress woven with gold lamé and a pair of
matching pumps. The dress appears to be an altered full-length gown. No labels
present. The shoes are branded "Cannes Laure."
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

261

GINGER ROGERS EVENING GOWN
A slender-ﬁtting black evening gown embellished
with micro-jet-like faceted glass, layers of tulle, and
a satin bow.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

184

262

GINGER ROGERS VELVET DRESS
A circa 1960s avocado green and deep orange iridescent velvet
party dress with ﬁtted bodice and full skirt. No labels or sizes
present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

263

GINGER ROGERS PARTY DRESS
A taffeta party dress with a foliate ikat motif in shades of
green. The dress is embellished with pleating detail and
half bow with ﬂoating panel to the back. No labels
present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

185

264

GINGER ROGERS MR. BLACKWELL GOWN
A scarlet red jersey gown with high neck. A Mr. Blackwell
Design label is present. No size present. Accompanied by a
red jersey jacket with feather trim. No labels or size present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

265

GINGER ROGERS DAY DRESSES
A pair of white and navy blue day dresses with
sailor collars. Each dress is labeled “I.Magnin &
Co.” No sizes present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

186

266

GINGERS ROGER CAFTAN GOWN
A shocking pink velvet caftan gown with ermine trim. A Lucie
Ann Beverly Hills label is present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

267

GINGER ROGERS SATIN HOSTESS ENSEMBLE
An ivory satin hostess ensemble with gold lamé weave. The
ensemble consists of a hostess gown and pair of trousers. No size
or label present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

187

268

GINGER ROGERS GROUP OF GARMENTS
A group of four garments: a sheer black blouse with gold
and silver lamé foliate motif labeled "Saks Fifth Avenue,"
size 4; a deep red velvet jacket with large mother-of-pearl
buttons with an Anne Klein II sample label; a slender ivory
linen skirt with kick pleats, no labels or size present; and a
pink wool skirt, no labels or size present.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$400-600

269

GINGER ROGERS GLOVES
A pair of suede gloves embellished with beadwork in
a tulip pattern and fringes.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$100-200

188

270

GINGER ROGERS STRAW HATS AND TOP
A navy blue Liz Claiborne straw hat with fabric ﬂowers; a black straw western hat with iridescent glass hat band and iridescent
heart embellishment; and a handmade metallic black camisole embellished with silver-tone sequins and clear beads.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$200-400

271

GINGER ROGERS TRIO OF HATS
A trio of hats: a camel wool Jean Louis cloche, a chocolate Kangol beret, and a handmade white
lace sun hat.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$200-400

189

272

GINGER ROGERS SLIPS AND NIGHTWEAR
A black slip with lace trim labeled “Rogers,” size 34. A petal pink slip with lace trim labeled “Rogers.” A petal pink under jumper
with lace trim labeled “Formﬁt Rogers,” size 36. A sheer pleated nightgown with lace trim and satin ribbons with a Ginger
Rogers For JCPenney label present, size medium.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$300-500

273

274

A collection of ﬁve scarves of varying styles and sizes. Accompanied
by a London souvenir handkerchief.

A collection of six silk scarves of varying styles and sizes.

GINGER ROGERS SCARVES

PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$200-400

190

GINGER ROGERS SILK SCARVES
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$200-400

275

GINGER ROGERS COLLECTION OF ACCESSORIES
A group of accessories that includes a black patent leather Lewis purse with gold-tone hardware; a pair of Neiman Marcus clear plastic
and silver heels, no size present; and a pair of opera-length white ﬁngerless gloves with ﬂoral trim. Accompanied by a white Bruno
Magli shoe, size 7.
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$300-500

276

GINGER ROGERS IMAGE ARCHIVE,
RECORDS, AND EPHEMERA
An archive of approximately 50 vintage images of
Ginger Rogers; a collection of approximately 20
record albums of recordings by Rogers; and a
large group of ephemera relating to Rogers.
Some items in the ephemera group include a
program for the Royal Performance for the
Queen in 1969 at The London Palladium; and
postcards, sheet music, and magazines.
Record albums, 12 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Sold to beneﬁt FIDM Museum

$500-700

191

277

MIA FARROW 14K GOLD PERFUME BOTTLE GIFTED BY FRANK SINATRA
A 14k gold rosewater scented bottle with “Mia” engraved on the top and heart-shaped openings on the
gold cylindrical body; gifted to the star by then-husband Frank Sinatra whose favorite scent was
rosewater. 20.7 grams.
2 by 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Mia Farrow

$1,000-2,000

278

ZSA ZSA GABOR VANITY ITEMS
AND ACCESSORIES
A group of six vanity items consisting of an
Australian sterling silver and enamel compact with
bouquet crest on the lid, an Italian sterling silver
cigarette case, a Continental gilt silver compact, a
gold-toned compact with blue and green glass
stones on the lid, a coin-shaped lighter with
decorative stones, and a sterling pill box.
Sizes vary
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Zsa Zsa Gabor

$800-1,200

192

279

ZSA ZSA GABOR COLLECTION
OF COSTUME BROOCHES
A group of nine evening statement
rhinestone brooches from the latter half of
the 20th century, with ﬂoral and bow shapes.
Includes a simulated diamond and
aquamarine bow piece by Nolan Miller, a
large ﬂoral bouquet in multicolored
rhinestones, a large simulated diamond bow
piece, three simulated diamond ﬂoral
brooches, a simulated diamond leaf brooch,
and a simulated diamond and emerald pair
of brooches.
Longest, 4 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Zsa Zsa
Gabor

$1,500-3,000

280

IDA LUPINO WORN BRACELET
A gold-plated accordion bracelet, adjustable size. Worn
by Ida Lupino in The Light That Failed (Paramount, 1939).

$1,000-2,000

193
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CLAUDETTE COLBERT AND OTHERS BRACELET
An Art Deco bracelet with foldover clasp, featuring simulated rubies and diamonds. The bracelet is unsigned but is identical in construction and design to an
early Trifari bracelet designed by Alfred Philippe. Worn by Claudette Colbert in Bluebeard's Eighth Wife (Par, 1938) and Gloria Dickson, Myrna Loy and Nancy
Walker in publicity stills or other unidentiﬁed ﬁlms.
Length, 7 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 405, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$1,000-2,000

282

DOROTHY LAMOUR AND GREER GARSON WORN CHOKER
A six-strand graduated simulated bezel-set diamond choker with open bars on each end for tie closure. Worn by Dorothy Lamour in
Lulu Belle (Columbia, 1948) and by Greer Garson in Mrs. Parkington (MGM, 1944).
Length, 12 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 20, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$1,000-2,000
194
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JANET GAYNOR AND HILLARY
BROOKE WORN NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and aquamarine evening
necklace, box clasp closure. Worn by Janet
Gaynor in
A Star Is Born (United Artists, 1937) and by Hillary
Brooke in Earl Carroll Sketchbook (Republic,
1946).
Length, 13 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 403, “Joseff of Hollywood:
Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los
Angeles, November 18, 2017

$1,000-2,000

284

YVONNE DE CARLO AND CYD CHARISSE WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-tone clip-on drop earrings in simulated diamond and amethyst. Worn by Hedy
Lamarr in Let’s Live a Little (United California, 1948); Yvonne De Carlo in The Desert Hawk (Universal,
1950); and Cyd Charisse in The Mark of the Renegade (Universal, 1951).
Length, 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 151, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los
Angeles, November 18, 2017

$600-800
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DEANNA DURBIN WORN BANDEAU
A gold-plated bandeau with marcasite, jet, and simulated diamond
accents, signed in Joseff’s script logo. Worn by Deanna Durbin in Up in
Central Park (Universal, 1948).
Length, 7 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 58, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,”
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$800-1,200

286

JOAN CAULFIELD WORN BRACELET
An 11-panel geometric simulated diamond bracelet, box clasp. Worn by Joan Caulﬁeld in Monsieur Beaucaire (Paramount, 1946).
Length, 6 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 338, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$800-1,200
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MARILYN MAXWELL WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-tone screw-post earrings with simulated diamonds, both stamped
“E2027.” Worn by Marilyn Maxwell in Summer Holiday (MGM, 1948).
Length, 2 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 9, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s
Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$600-800

288

ANDREA KING WORN EARRINGS
A pair of silver-tone metal clip-on earrings with simulated diamonds and three
emerald drops. Stamped “E2029” and also marked “BM.” Worn by Andrea King in
My Wild Irish Rose (Warner Bros., 1947).
Length, 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 46, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,” Julien’s
Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$600-800

197
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EDWARD ARNOLD WORN BROOCH

A simulated diamond brooch centering an Old English”B” with bar
pin closure.
Worn by Edward Arnold in Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940) and
Diamond Jim (Universal, 1935).
Length, 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 34, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,”
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$700-900

290

EDWARD ARNOLD WORN STUD SET
A group of ﬁve hexagonal simulated diamond studs further
surrounded by diamonds. Three mounted as button studs, two sewn
on to costumes as cufﬂinks. Worn by Edward Arnold in Diamond Jim
(Universal, 1935) and Lillian Russell (20th Century, 1940).
Length, 1 1/8 inch
PROVENANCE Lot 35, “Joseff of Hollywood: Treasures from the Vault,”
Julien’s Auctions, Los Angeles, November 18, 2017

$600-800
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ELLA FITZGERALD GOLD AND GEMSET BROOCHES
An 18K yellow gold brooch mounted with 10 round diamonds and a 14K
yellow gold brooch in a basket shape set with multiple gems including
cabochon rubies, sapphires, and emeralds, pearls,turquoise, and
amethysts. 32.2 grams gross.
Larger, 2 by 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 10, “Entertainment Memorabilia Including
Property from the Estates of Ella Fitzgerald and Dorothy Lamour,”
Sotheby’s, Beverly Hills, May 21, 1997

$400-600
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JERRY LEWIS CIGARETTE CASE GIFTED FROM
TONY CURTIS
A sterling silver cigarette case with “JL” engraved decoratively on the
cover, the inside lid opening to read “Jerry we love you all the time Janet & Tony.” Approximately 4.4 troy oz.
3 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 353, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,”
Julien’s Auctions, Las Vegas, June 22, 2018

$2,000-4,000

293

JERRY LEWIS GOLD PENDANTS
A group of six Jewish pendants in 14K yellow gold: a Star of David with an inscription to Jerry Lewis; two Star of David
pendants; one circle pendant with a Star of David and a Saint Christopher depiction on verso; a Star of David within a
hand pendant; and a miniature Mezuzah. Together with a cruciﬁx; 14K yellow gold charms that include comedy faces, a
frog and others; and a Grand Ole Opry Nashville Tennessee pendant.
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 26, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions, July 9, 2018

$1,000-2,000
199
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JERRY LEWIS TIFFANY & CO. 18K GOLD WRISTWATCH
An 18K yellow gold manual wristwatch signed “Tiffany & Co.,” the cushion-shaped white
dial with black enameled Roman chapters and hands, with a black leather strap and
signed gold deployant clasp. 20.6 grams.
9 inches
PROVENANCE Lot 169, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Sale number 3220,
Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, June 22, 2018

$600-800

295

JERRY LEWIS ASPREY WATCH
An oval-faced watch signed Asprey, with Roman numeral chapters. Numbered on
verso “356972/38227.”
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 10, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Julien’s
Auctions, July 9, 2018

$600-800
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JERRY LEWIS WATCHES
A group of four watches: a Moviga watch numbered 11101; a
Universal Geneve watch numbered 542678/3460896; a Vincara
watch with metal and leather bracelet; and a Goyalstahl watch with
red leather straps.
PROVENANCE Lot 110, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,”
Julien’s Auctions, July 9, 2018

$200-400

297

JERRY LEWIS WATCH
A Friar’s Club watch with black band.
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 108, “Property from the Estate of Jerry
Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions, July 9, 2018

$600-800
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JERRY LEWIS BUECHE-GIROD WATCH FACE
A gold-plated watch face signed “Bueche-Girod” with Roman numerals,
numbered YG7741-1/85715 on verso. Together with a white dust bag.
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 18, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,”
Julien’s Auctions, July 9, 2018

$300-500

299

JERRY LEWIS CUFFLINKS
A group of three cufﬂinks: 14K gold cufﬂinks with different smiling faces,
25.5 grams; gold-toned MDA cufﬂinks; and gold-toned pin-shaped
cufﬂinks;
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 146, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,”
Julien’s Auctions, July 9, 2018

$600-800
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JERRY LEWIS 14K GOLD SAPPHIRE CUFFLINKS
A pair of 14K yellow gold swivel-back cufﬂinks topped with textured square boxes
set with round sapphires, each opening to reveal a small golden die. 21.9 grams.
3/8 by 3/8 by 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE Partial lot 90, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Sale 3220,
Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada, June
22, 2018

$300-500
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JERRY LEWIS 14K GOLD AND GEMSET CUFFLINKS
A pair of 14K white gold swivel-back cufﬂinks topped with one freshwater pearl
each, one cabochon black sapphire each, and separated by ten round diamonds
on each cufﬂink. 10.5 grams.
1/2 by 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE Partial lot 90, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Sale 3220,
Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada, June
22, 2018

$200-300

302

JERRY LEWIS 14K GOLD AND RUBY CUFFLINKS
A pair of 14K yellow gold square swivel-back cufﬂinks topped with nine round
cabochon rubies on each cufﬂink. 8.6 grams.
3/8 by 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE Partial lot 90, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,” Sale 3220,
Julien’s Auctions, Planet Hollywood Resort and Casino, Las Vegas, Nevada, June
22, 2018

$200-300
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JERRY LEWIS BADGE AND BELT BUCKLES
A gold-toned “Sheriff/ Jerry” badge; a brass “The Great Seal of the
State of Nevada” belt buckle from the Tony Lama collection; and a brass
“Stuntmen’s Association of Motion Pictures Hollywood” belt buckle.
Largest, 2 3/4 by 3 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Partial Lots 179 and 225, “Property from the Estate of
Jerry Lewis,” Julien’s Auctions, Las Vegas at Planet Hollywood Resort
and Casino, June 22, 2018

$600-800

304

JERRY LEWIS MAX ROSE SWEATER
A cashmere argyle V-neck sweater worn by Jerry Lewis in Max Rose
(Lightstream, 2013). Label reads “The Scotch House.” Online link to
images available upon request.
PROVENANCE Partial Lot 162, “Property from the Estate of Jerry Lewis,”
Julien’s Auctions, July 9, 2018

$400-600
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BOB HOPE 14K GOLD ROSARY WITH ENGRAVING
A gold rosary, tests 14K, engraved on the back of the cruciﬁx “52340/
Auntie Dolores & Uncle Bob/ Peter.” 17.7 grams.
Length, 15 1/2 inches

$800-1,200
206

306

BOB HOPE GIFTED 14K GOLD MAP PENDANT
A yellow gold map pendant, tests 14K, with some countries marked on the map with semiprecious cabochon stones. Engraved on verso “To Pete Xmas-1958 Bob Hope.” Attached to a
short chain that ends in a horseshoe. 14.6 grams.
Length, 4 1/2 inches

$600-800

307

BOB HOPE GIFTED COCKTAIL SHAKER
An Art Deco piece made by Napier in the 1930s, silver-plated, called Diala-Drink; the outside container turns to reveal ingredients for different
drink recipes, such as a Whiskey Sour, a Side Car, a Palm Beach, and other
such old-school cocktails. Engraved on the bottom is “To Al/ From/ Bob.”
The reference to Al is Al Schwartz, brother of famed television producer
Sherwood Schwartz and Bob Hope’s longtime joke writer.
Height, 11 inches
PROVENANCE Consigned directly by the daughter of Al Schwartz

$200-300
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GEORGE BURNS 14K GOLD CUFFLINKS
A pair of 14K yellow and white gold square cufﬂinks, each with
monograms of an intertwined “GB” on the plaque. 23.1 grams.
PROVENANCE Lot 261, “The Estate of George Burns,” Sotheby’s, Los
Angeles, October 1, 1996

$200-400
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JONATHAN WINTERS RING
A silver-tone metal ring adorned with an oval-shaped
turquoise rock, size 9; Julien’s ex-lot.

$600-800

310

JONATHAN WINTERS FUN HATS
A group of three hats: a navy blue sailor’s cap, a tan
military cap, and a khaki pith helmet; all Julien’s ex-lots.

$600-800

208
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JOHN TRAVOLTA GIFTED T-BIRDS MOTORCYCLE JACKET
A black leather motorcycle jacket in the style of the ones worn by John Travolta and the T-Birds in the motion picture Grease (Paramount, 1978),
gifted from Travolta to an RSO Records executive. The jacket has “T-Birds” to the back and silver-tone and gold-tone hardware. A label is present
to the interior that reads “Exclusively Designed for John Travolta for the movie ‘Grease.’ ” RSO marketed the soundtrack album for Grease.
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer Centre, a cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range of
services for cancer treatment, education, training, and research and includes a wellness center to support the mind, body, and spirit
(ONJCancerCentre.org).
PROVENANCE Gifted from John Travolta to an RSO executive

$4,000-6,000

209
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JOHN TRAVOLTA AND OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN
“YOU’RE THE ONE THAT I WANT” “PLATINUM”
RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate
the sale of more than 2,000,000 copies of the 1978 John Travolta
and Olivia Newton-John single “You’re the One That I Want.”
16 7/8 by 12 7/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$200-400

313

JOHN TRAVOLTA AND OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN
“YOU’RE THE ONE THAT I WANT” “GOLD”
RECORD AWARD
A “gold” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the
sale of more than 1,000,000 copies of the 1978 John Travolta and
Olivia Newton-John single “You’re the One That I Want.”
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer
Centre, a cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range
of services for cancer treatment, education, training, and research
and includes a wellness center to support the mind, body, and spirit
(ONJCancerCentre.org).
17 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$200-400

210

314

JOHN TRAVOLTA “YOU’RE THE ONE THAT I
WANT” “PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to John Travolta to
commemorate the sale of more than 2,000,000 copies of the 1978
single “You’re the One That I Want” from the Grease soundtrack.
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer
Centre, a cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range
of services for cancer treatment, education, training, and research
and includes a wellness center to support the mind, body, and spirit
(ONJCancerCentre.org).
15 3/8 by 12 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$800-1,200

315

OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN “YOU’RE THE ONE THAT
I WANT” “PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to Olivia Newton-John to
commemorate the sale of more than 2,000,000 copies of the 1978
single “You’re the One That I Want” from the soundtrack to Grease.
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer
Centre, a cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range
of services for cancer treatment, education, training, and research
and includes a wellness center to support the mind, body, and spirit
(ONJCancerCentre.org).
15 3/8 by 12 3/8 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$800-1,200

211
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FRANKIE VALLI “GREASE” “PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the sale of
more than 2,000,000 copies of the 1978 Frankie Valli single “Grease.”
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer Centre, a
cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range of services for cancer
treatment, education, training, and research and includes a wellness center to
support the mind, body, and spirit (ONJCancerCentre.org).
16 3/4 by 12 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$200-400

317

FRANKIE VALLI “GREASE” “GOLD” RECORD AWARD
A “gold” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the sale of more
than 1,000,000 copies of the 1978 Frankie Valli single “Grease.”
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer Centre, a
cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range of services for cancer
treatment, education, training, and research and includes a wellness center to
support the mind, body, and spirit (ONJCancerCentre.org).
17 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$200-400

318

GREASE SOUNDTRACK “PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the sale of
more than 1,000,000 copies of the soundtrack album to the 1978 ﬁlm Grease.
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer Centre, a
cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range of services for cancer
treatment, education, training, and research and includes a wellness center to
support the mind, body, and spirit (ONJCancerCentre.org).
20 3/4 by 16 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$400-600
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GREASE 1978 NORWEGIAN RECORD SALES AWARD
A silver-plated award in the form of a Viking ship, commemorating the soundtrack to the ﬁlm Grease being the ﬁrst album to sell more than 200,000
copies in Norway for Polydor, Oslo, in 1978.
A portion of the auction proceeds will go toward the ONJ Cancer Centre, a cutting-edge facility that provides a comprehensive range of services for
cancer treatment, education, training, and research and includes a wellness center to support the mind, body, and spirit (ONJCancerCentre.org).
8 3/4 by 10 by 4 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$600-800
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BEE GEES “STAYIN’ ALIVE” “PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the sale of
more than 2,000,000 copies of the 1977 Bee Gees single “Stayin’ Alive.”
16 3/4 by 12 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$200-400

321

BEE GEES “NIGHT FEVER” “GOLD” RECORD AWARD
A “gold” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the sale of more
than 1,000,000 copies of the 1977 Bee Gees single “Night Fever.”
17 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$200-400

322

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER “PLATINUM” RECORD AWARD
A “platinum” record award presented to Al Coury to commemorate the sale of
more than 1,000,000 copies of the 1977 ﬁlm soundtrack album Saturday Night
Fever.
20 3/4 by 16 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$400-600
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SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER THEMED BELT BUCKLES
A group of three vintage belt buckles themed after the ﬁlm Saturday
Night Fever (Paramount, 1977).
Approximately 2 3/8 by 3 1/4 inches (each)
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$500-700

324

SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER COLOGNE
An original bottle of cologne from 1978 themed after the ﬁlm Saturday Night Fever
(Paramount, 1977) sealed in original packaging.
5 3/8 by 2 3/4 by 1 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From The Collection of an RSO executive

$400-600
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BRUCE LEE SIGNED PROGRAM
A program for the 1967 All American Open Karate
Championship at Madison Square Garden in New York
City on June 24, 1967, signed on the interior by Bruce
Lee in blue pen next to his picture. Lee was one of four
contest ofﬁcials for the competition.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

216
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BELA LUGOSI SIGNED DRACULA LETTER WITH
PROGRAM
A typed, signed letter on The Leamington Hotel, Oakland, California,
letterhead from Bela Lugosi to Harold Freeman, vice president and
general manager of the Brandt & Brandt Dramatic Department in
New York. The letter is dated July 12, 1930. Lugosi states in part,
“Thank you very much for your kind effort in suggesting that I play the
part in ‘Dracula’ when it is ﬁlmed.” He also adds a postscript with his
address in Hollywood, California, should a character part suitable to
his ability arise. The letter is housed in a frame with a program from
Dracula starring Lugosi at the Fulton Theater in Oakland beginning
July 13, 1930, a day after the letter is written, and a black and white
photograph of a scene from the play.
30 by 16 inches, overall; 10 1/2 by 8 inches, sight
LITERATURE David Skal’s Hollywood Gothic (New York: Faber and
Faber, 1990) and Arthur Lennig’s The Immortal Count (Lexington:
University Press of Kentucky, 2003)

$4,000-6,000
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KATHARINE HEPBURN HEAVILY ANNOTATED SELF-PORTRAIT
DRAWING
A mixed media self-portrait sketch on paper by Katharine Hepburn. Hepburn created
the drawing while recuperating in the hospital from a leg injury in 1969 during the time
she was performing Coco on Broadway. Around a central image of Hepburn’s face are
her list of complaints, which read, in part, “What’s that noise/ people talking ... now
what’s wrong - I just/ can’t believe that a/ group of able bodied men can’t/ figure out
how to run a turn/ table - ... Where is she - its last hour/ Quiet - Shut up - ... .” A piece of
tape affixed to the sketch reads “Jerry Don’t Forget Kate.” When Hepburn returned to the
show, she gave this drawing to stage manager Jerry Adler; originally from the estate of
Jerry Adler: Julien’s ex-lot 920, Sale 41214.
Matted and framed, 23 by 29 inches; Work only, 15 by 21 1/2 inches

$2,000-4,000

328

ETHEL MERMAN THIS IS YOUR LIFE PRESENTATION SCRIPT
A 57-page presentation transcript of Ethel Merman's appearance on the popular
biographical series This Is Your Life with extensive notes made by host of the TV series,
Ralph Edwards; in a blue leather binding with Merman's name embossed on the cover.
The show taped on April 29, 1971, and aired on May 20, 1971. In this episode, the
Broadway legend is surprised by friends, family, and associates. Among the guests are
Perle Mesta, the inspiration from Merman's classic musical Call Me Madam.
11 1/2 by 9 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

218
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GLORIA SWANSON SIGNED LETTER
A typed, signed letter from Gloria Swanson to Jerry Juroe at
Paramount Pictures Theatres Corp., San Francisco, thanking
him for the pin that arrived with news clippings and his nice
letter. The letter is dated November 12, 1949, and typed on
Swanson’s personal stationery.
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches

$200-400

330

GRACE KELLY RELATED PAPER EPHEMERA
A small group of documents saved by Lenore Weaver, a
longtime hairdresser at Paramount Studios from the 1930s to
the 1970s who had a close friendship with Grace Kelly for
many years; including a “Cast List” from the 1955 Paramount
ﬁlm directed by Alfred Hitchcock that both Kelly and Weaver
worked on, a 1958 Western Union telegram (trimmed in half)
from Kelly to Weaver, some newspaper and magazine
clippings related to the star, postcards from Monaco,
canceled stamps from Monaco, and some Cunard Line tags
from when Weaver sailed to France to ﬁlm To Catch a Thief.
Consigned directly by Weaver’s granddaughter. (Please note
all pieces are in somewhat tattered condition.)
11 by 9 inches and smaller

$200-300

219
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MARLENE DIETRICH SIGNED CONTRACT
A three-page standard contract on blue paper dated “January 7, 1960” outlining an agreement
Marlene Dietrich had to appear on television throughout that calendar year that she signed in blue
fountain pen ink on the last page. Stapled to the document is a mimeographed note from SAG
relating to the contract.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800

332

LORETTA YOUNG HANDWRITTEN QUESTIONNAIRE
A 25-page questionnaire with answers handwritten by Loretta Young. The ﬁrst page is signed by Young and dated March 21, 1999. Young has ﬁlled out the forms in
black and blue pen and answered short questions, such as her date and place of birth, and has written out full-page answers for who she thinks are the most talented
male and female stars (her answers include Greta Garbo, Spencer Tracy, and others) and her favorite books or literary works.
11 by 8 1/2 inches

$600-800
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SYLVIA MILES SMALL 1980s-ERA ADDRESS BOOK
A small black leather address book owned and used by actress Sylvia Miles,
best remembered for her role of “Cass” in the 1969 United Artists ﬁlm
Midnight Cowboy, for which she was nominated for an Oscar for Best Actress
in a Supporting Role, as well as for her association with Andy Warhol and his
Factory. Penned by Miles mostly in black felt-tip ink, entries include a who’s
who of the 1980s NYC scene, including, in alphabetical order, Peter Beard,
Harry Belafonte, Sean Connery, Ray Davies, Faye Dunaway, Bob Dylan, The
Factory, Albert Finney, Dennis Hopper, Carol Kane, Harvey Keitel, Margot
Kidder, Gerard Malanga, Lee Marvin, Paul Morrissey, Michael Musto, Al Pacino,
Lester Persky, Thea Porter, Harold Robbins, Todd Rundgren, Francesco
Scavullo, Rip Torn, Andy Warhol, Tennessee Williams, Treat Williams, and
Shelley Winters, among many others. Also included are scraps of paper
contained in the book, such as movie ticket stubs and business cards, making
for a fascinating glimpse into this unique actress who was an important ﬁxture
in New York City for much of her 94 years.
5 by 3 inches

$300-500
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ZALMAN KING ANNOTATED SCRIPT FROM 9 1/2 WEEKS
A 97-page script related to the 1986 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ﬁlm 9 1/2 Weeks,
with black leather covers, embossed in gold on the front “Zalman King” (the
ﬁlm’s writer and producer), screenplay by Zalman King and Patricia Louisianna
Knop, dated “November 20, 1980,” with a number of King’s handwritten
annotations throughout. This is one of King’s early working versions of the
script that would later be made into the notorious movie starring Mickey
Rourke and Kim Basinger. Even though the screenplay was nominated for a
Razzie Award for Worst Screenplay in 1987, the ﬁlm itself was hugely popular
with the movie-going public. Consigned directly by the family of King.
11 1/2 by 9 inches

$800-1,200
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THE LONGEST YARD ORIGINAL SCRIPT
AND AWARD
A pair of items related to the 1974 Paramount ﬁlm The
Longest Yard starring Burt Reynolds. The ﬁrst item is a
script, light blue covers, screenplay by Tracy Keenan
Wynn, dated “September 6, 1973,” marked “Revised
Final,” 120 pages, numerous colored script-change
pages throughout. The second item is an award in the
form of a football helmet cut in half and mounted to a
board, plaque reading “Mike Newman/ The Longest
Yard/ Thanks/ Al Ruddy” [producer Albert S. Ruddy].
From the personal collection of Newman, a production
assistant on the ﬁlm; originally consigned directly by his
widow.
Script, 11 by 9 inches; Award, 12 by 15 by 6 inches

$600-800
221
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LILI ST. CYR SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH BY BERNARD OF
HOLLYWOOD
An original print with a glossy ﬁnish depicting famous
striptease dancer Lili St. Cyr in a provocative pose, signed in
black fountain pen ink on the right side “to Joe-/ Just to/
remind you of/ Lili.” “Joe” is Academy Award-winning
cinematographer Joseph LaShelle. Photographer’s mark in
lower right corner. Consigned directly by the grandchildren
of LaShelle.
10 by 8 inches

$1,000-2,000

337

COLLECTION OF JACK WARFORD
HOLLYWOOD RELATED PHOTOGRAPHS &
PORTRAITS
A group of dozens of assorted photographs by Magnum
photographer Jack Warford, either black and white or color, some
mounted to cardboard, of various sizes, some original prints and
some reprints, including some instantly recognizable stars such as
Jayne Mansﬁeld, Clint Eastwood, Ronald Reagan and Arnold
Schwarzenegger (with original negatives) among a few others such
as Sig Haig, Majel Barrett, Will Rogers, Oliver Reed, Dick Bach and
more. Also includes an assortment of portraits of Jack Warford.
14 by 11 inches and smaller

$1,000-2,000

222
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ANDY WARHOL ORIGINAL BLACK AND WHITE CONTACT SHEETS AND NEGATIVES
A group of ﬁve pages of black and white contact sheets, each with 30 or more individual images depicting Warhol, Viva, Paul Morrissey and a number of unidentiﬁed
Factory-type people circa 1967. Included are 14 strips of the original black and white negatives of these images, encompassing 78 different shots.
Contact Sheets, 10 by 8 inches

$1,000-2,000

339

SPIKE LEE VINTAGE FAMILY PHOTOGRAPHS
A collection of 16 vintage photographs related to iconic director Spike Lee.
Most of the photographs are believed to have been taken by Lee’s younger
brother David Lee in the late 1970s and include a number of black and white
textural studies and urban close-ups. More noteworthy are two photos of
Spike Lee, one while posing as captain of his 1979 Morehouse College
intramural baseball team, The Yankees, and the other a self-portrait of Spike
taken in a public restroom. An additional photograph, the most provocative
of the group, depicts a masked youth pulling a rope around the neck of a
child – possibly Spike and David’s younger brother Cinq
Matted, 11 by 14 inches; sheet, 7 3/8 by 9 3/8 inches (largest)

$500-700
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PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE WALT DISNEY FILM DUMBO
A group of 24 black and white photographs that were used as reference
during the production of Dumbo (1941). The photographs feature scenes of a
circus being set up as well as some of the Disney artists at work, including Art
Riley, Ethel Kulsar, and Retta Scott. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity.
Each, 4 by 5 inches

$1,000-2,000

341

MANFRED KREINER NEGATIVES OF
SOPHIA LOREN, JAYNE MANSFIELD, OTHERS
A collection of black and white negatives of Sophia Loren and
Tab Hunter on the set of That Kind of Woman (Paramount, 1959)
with 13 contact sheets and two slides (more than 50 images of
Loren); a group of black and white portrait photographs of
Ursula Andress with two contact sheets; a group of black and
white negatives and contact sheets (three unduplicated) of
Jayne Mansﬁeld; a group of Diana Dors black and white
negatives and contact sheets (2) taken on the set of The Steve
Allen Show in 1958; a group of black and white negatives and
contact sheets (4) of Abbe Lane during a 1958 performance; a
group of black and white negatives and contact sheets taken at
the Playboy Club in Jamaica, 1971 (11 contact sheets); and a
group of negatives and two contact sheets in an envelope
marked “July 16 - 1956/ Miss Universe Contest/ Roof of Plaza/
Sophia Loren - Central Park.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$1,000-2,000

224
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GONE WITH THE WIND ORIGINAL HALF SCRIPT
A 79-page script from the 1939 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ﬁlm Gone with the Wind, light blue covers, no authorship noted,
dated “February 27, 1939,” marked “Shooting Script,” perforated “receipt portion” on ﬁrst page removed, numerous colored
script-change pages throughout. The script covers the beginning of the ﬁlm to when Scarlett happens upon Big Sam in
Atlanta and he gives her unsettling news from Tara.

$1,000-2,000

343

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND SIGNED BLACK AND WHITE
PHOTOGRAPH FROM GONE WITH THE WIND
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939. An original print with a glossy ﬁnish, depicting
a publicity shot of Olivia de Havilland in costume as Melanie Hamilton
Wilkes, signed in black fountain pen ink on the left side “Olivia/ de Havilland.”
(Please note there are a few surface dents.)
10 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Fred A. Parrish, still photographer on
the 1939 set of Gone with the Wind

$1,000-2,000

225
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EVELYN KEYES SIGNED BLACK AND
WHITE PHOTOGRAPH FROM GONE WITH
THE WIND
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939. An original print with a
glossy ﬁnish, depicting a publicity shot of Evelyn Keyes in
costume as Suellen O’Hara, signed in black fountain pen
ink in the lower right corner “For Fred -/ Oh, my good
gracious! See/ what nice things he does for me./ Best
wishes/ Evelyn Keyes.” The reference to Fred is Fred A.
Parrish, the still photographer on the set of Gone with the
Wind. (Please note there are a few surface dents, the white
margins have been slightly trimmed, and there are later
annotations penned on the verso.)
9 1/2 by 7 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Fred A. Parrish, still
photographer on the 1939 set of Gone with the Wind

$600-800

345

CAST SIGNED BLACK AND
WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM
GONE WITH THE WIND
A group of 10 photographs total, all later
prints with a glossy ﬁnish, mostly depicting
various actors in either publicity shots or stills
from the 1939 MGM ﬁlm Gone with the Wind,
all signed to “Bill” in black felt-tip ink by (in
order of the catalogue illustration) Olivia de
Havilland (who plays Melanie Hamilton
Wilkes), Patrick Curtis (Beau Wilkes), John
Clark Gable and Joan Spreckels (Clark Gable’s
son and stepdaughter who were not in the
ﬁlm), Butterﬂy McQueen (Prissy), Rand Brooks
(Charles Hamilton), Cammie King (Bonnie
Blue Butler), Frank Coghlan (collapsing
Southern soldier), Harry Wolf (a camera
operator on the crew), Evelyn Keyes (Suellen
O’Hara), and Victor Jory (Jonas Wilkerson).
The reference to Bill is Bill Tompkin, business
partner of Fred A. Parrish, the still
photographer on the set of Gone with the
Wind.

$600-800

226
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FRED PARRISH GONE WITH THE WIND MOSTLY
NEVER BEFORE SEEN NEGATIVES AND CONTACT
SHEETS
A set of two canisters, each housing one extremely long roll of 35mm
negatives that resembles a reel of moving ﬁlm, depicting hundreds of
images from the motion picture Gone with the Wind (MGM, 1939). Selznick
International Pictures Inc. studio photographer Fred Parrish was able to get
so many shots because he invented a special camera that would allow
35mm ﬁlm to be used to take individual still shots. Included are
approximately 400 circa 1970s later-printed contact sheets of those
negatives; each sheet has two images (amounting to more than 800
images), and all are behind the scenes and candid shots covering many but
not all scenes of the 1939 MGM ﬁlm. Many hundreds have never before
been seen as they were shot for Selznick’s own use; a variety show the
actors in costume with their family, friends or crew next to them wearing
1939-era clothing; many depict people associated with the ﬁlm on the set,
such as David O. Selznick and Victor Fleming plus technicians, crew and
extras. Overall, the images are fascinating to look at now as they almost tell
a different story than the one we see up on the screen when watching Gone
with the Wind. Please know the catalogue illustration does not do this lot
justice as it is so comprehensive.

$6,000-8,000

227
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THE TEN COMMANDMENTS ORIGINAL STORYBOARD SKETCHES
A group of four original storyboard sketches for The Ten Commandments (Paramount, 1956) by John L.
Jensen. Graphite on illustration board.
15 by 20 inches, each

$800-1,200

348

GRAND PRIX ORIGINAL POSTER
CONCEPT ARTWORK
A gouache on illustration board painting
prominently displaying star James Garner
surrounded by others from Grand Prix, the 1966
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ﬁlm that co-starred Eva
Marie Saint. Ultimately, other artwork was used
for the ﬁlm poster campaign, but this piece still
conveys the excitement of professional car
racing.

$1,000-2,000

228

349

TALLULAH BANKHEAD LIMITED
EDITION LITHOGRAPH BY
AL HIRSCHFELD
Al Hirschfeld (American, 1903-2003), Tallulah
Bankhead Backstage at the Orpheum
Theatre, 1965. Signed lower right and
numbered 24/125, framed.
Framed, 25 1/2 by 29 inches

$800-1,200

350

JOHN GILBERT PAINTING BY PAUL VON KLIEBEN
An oil on canvas, depicting an excellent likeness of actor John Gilbert,
signed in the lower left corner “Von Klieben,” an artist known for his
celebrity portraits in the 1920s and 1930s until Paul von Klieben met
Walter Knott and became the ﬁrst art director for Knott’s new project
called Knott’s Berry Farm. This particular painting comes with an
amusing backstory: Gilbert gave the painting to actress Renee Torres
as a breakup present, then it had further adventures from there; those
adventures are outlined in an included folder that contains a black
and white photograph of Torres and another boyfriend.
Framed, 30 by 24 inches; Work only, 24 by 17 inches

$600-800

229
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CLARK GABLE RARE 1930s PERSONALITY POSTER
A beautiful hand-tinted color image of a young Clark Gable sans mustache printed on heavy cardboard stock with text on the lower
margin reading “Clark Gable/ Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer;” some restoration evident.
28 by 22 inches

$300-500

230
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AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER FILM POSTER
20th Century Fox, 1957, window card, starring Cary Grant and Deborah
Kerr, good condition; from the ﬁlm that got a second life when it was
referenced in the 1993 ﬁlm Sleepless in Seattle and then again when it
was referenced on the 1998-2004 HBO TV series Sex and the City.
22 by 14 inches

$200-300

353

WINDOW CARD FILM POSTERS
FROM 1961
A set of two; the ﬁrst from Come September,
Universal, 1961, window card, starring Rock
Hudson, Gina Lollobrigida, Sandra Dee, and
Bobby Darin, very good condition; the second
from Back Street, Universal, 1961, window card,
starring Susan Hayward and John Gavin, very good
condition.
22 by 14 inches

$300-500
231
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SET DRESSING FROM THE PRODIGAL
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1955. A large rectangular-shaped
piece made of sand-colored composite material depicting a
bas-relief image of an ancient Assyrian male in proﬁle;
possibly part of a building, a wall hanging, or some other kind
of set dressing from the classic ﬁlm starring Lana Turner and
Louis Calhern.
72 by 25 by 1 inches

$1,000-2,000

355

VINTAGE HOLLYWOOD STUDIO SIGN
A sign made of metal and painted brown with white lettering on
the front reading “Ladies’/ Wardrobe/ Upstairs.” Now quite rusted
and faded, but still a fun piece from a now unknown studio in Los
Angeles.
10 by 20 inches

$200-300

232
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VINTAGE MITCHELL BLIMP NOISELESS
CAMERA CASE AND MITCHELL TRIPOD
A standard ﬁlm camera case (no camera inside) together
with its coordinating tripod -- the classic equipment one
imagines when thinking about an old Hollywood ﬁlm set
from the 1940s!
Case, 22 by 26 by 17 inches; Tripod, 50 by 31 by 7 inches

$5,000-7,000

233

357

PAIR OF VINTAGE 5K AND 2K MOVIE STUDIO
SPOTLIGHTS
A pair of classic spotlights, different sizes, one 5,000 watts and one 2,000 watts,
Fresnel lenses, on tripod bases, by Mole-Richardson Co., rewired and repainted
black, one reading “Paramount” on its side; working condition not known.
Height, 71 inches and 66 inches

$2,000-3,000
234
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GEENA DAVIS COSTUME FROM THELMA & LOUISE
WITH DVD
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1991. A group of three pieces: a black cotton
short-sleeve T-shirt with a skull graphic, a Wrangler-brand jean shirt with
the sleeves ripped off and a handwritten annotation on its label reading
"Darker," and a pair of Guess-brand jeans with added "jeweling" on the
left-side front pocket area; all pieces purposely distressed. Worn by
Geena Davis as Thelma in various scenes of the ﬁlm that garnered her an
Oscar nomination for "Best Actress in a Leading Role"; she lost out to
Jodie Foster for Silence of the Lambs. Also included is a one-sheet ﬁlm
poster from the movie.

$2,000-4,000
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LESLIE CARON PERIOD COSTUME FROM GIGI WITH DVD
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1958. A cornﬂower blue ﬂoor-length dress with long sleeves and blue and white
plaid adornment at the neck, the cuffs, the hem, and on three large front buttons. The inside lining is
stamped “M-G-M/ Wardrobe” and its label reads “Karinska/ 32, Rue Washington-Paris/ L. Caron.” Included
is a small matching shoulder drape/cape. Worn by Leslie Caron as “Gigi” in the funny scene when she
accidentally crushes a cigar while trying to learn about it. Interestingly, Cecil Beaton won an Oscar for Best
Costume Design, Black-and-White or Color, for this classic musical that co-starred Louis Jourdan, Maurice
Chevalier, and Eva Gabor. Purchased by the current consignor at the famous 1970 MGM auction.

$1,000-2,000

236
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GRETA GARBO MIDNIGHT BLUE POLKA DOT
DRESS
A midnight blue silk dress with white polka dots. Band collar
and French cuffs, zipper closure at back. No size or label
present.
PROVENANCE Lot 638, “Property from the Estate of Greta
Garbo,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, December 14 & 15,
2012

$400-600

361

GRETA GARBO FLORAL SHIRT DRESS
A ﬂoral wool shirt dress with ﬁve-button closure in
shades of pink, ivory, taupe, and tan. No size or label
present.
PROVENANCE Lot 488, “Property from the Estate of
Greta Garbo,” Julien’s Auctions, Beverly Hills, December
14 & 15, 2012

$300-500

362

GRETA GARBO PILL BOX
A small round metal box with a raised image of an ancient
garden scene on its lid and decorative engravings on its side
and bottom; Julien’s ex-lot.
Diameter, 2 inches

$300-500
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DAME OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND CUSTOMMADE GOWN
A circa 1979 bright orange silk chiffon gown and poncho
designed by Edith Head and created by Western
Costumes for Olivia de Havilland. The slip gown has
slender nude straps, a raised waistline, and a multi-layer
skirt. Some hand ﬁnishing work is present. No labels
present. The ensemble originally came from the
wardrobe of de Havilland.

$600-800

364

DAME OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND CUSTOMMADE GOWN
A circa 1979 mint green silk chiffon gown and poncho
designed by Edith Head and created by Western
Costumes for Olivia de Havilland. The slip gown has
slender nude straps, a raised waistline, boned bodice,
and a multi-layer skirt. Some hand ﬁnishing work is
present. No labels present. Accompanied by a pair of
custom dyed satin Rayne heels. The ensemble originally
came from the wardrobe of de Havilland.

$500-700

238
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ANN-MARGRET WORN BODICE FROM BUS
RILEY’S BACK IN TOWN WITH PHOTO
A heavily embellished bodice worn by Ann-Margret as Laurel in Bus
Riley’s Back in Town (Universal, 1965). The bodice is constructed of
ﬂesh-tone silk layered with nude soufﬂe and a mesh layer generously
embellished with iridescent glass and silver-tone bugle beads. The
collar, arm holes, and hem are embellished with beaded and looped
fringes. The hem has beaded fringes with round white faceted glass
ends. No labels present. Costume design by Jean Louis.
Accompanied by a vintage studio image with loose snipe that was
originally afﬁxed to the verso.

$500-700

239
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MARY PICKFORD PERIOD COSTUME GOWN
A champagne-colored silk evening dress with a faint ﬂoral
jacquard pattern, ﬂoor-length, double-tiered short rufﬂed sleeves,
neckline with a lace trim, mauve-colored lace detail in center, silver
rickrack and rhinestone center trim, self-belt, back zip-up closure,
inside lining with a number of stamps reading “Miss Mary
Pickford/ Berman’s London,” “Wardrobe/ Master/ Shepperton/
Studios,” and “Property/ of United/ Artists/ Studio/ Only.” Also
included is a pink tag stamped in part “Miss Mary Pickford/
Berman’s London” and on the back typed in part “Return to Mr
and Mrs Buddy Rogers/ Pickfair, Summit Drive,/ Beverly Hills.”

$1,000-2,000
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BESSIE LOVE WEDDING GOWN AND PHOTOGRAPH
An ivory silk charmeuse gown designed by Howard Greer and worn by Bessie Love to
her wedding to agent William Hawks at St. James’ Episcopal Church in South
Pasadena, California, on December 27, 1929. Mary Astor (Hawks’ sister-in-law), Carmel
Myers, and Norma Shearer were bridesmaids, and Irving Thalberg and Hawks’ brother
Howard were ushers. The slender gown is embellished with ﬂoating panels of reembroidered lace. Accompanied by a slip with a Greer Hollywood label present, a
re-embroidered lace cloche, and a black and white photograph of the wedding. The
consignor noted that he purchased these items at Christie’s Auctions in South
Kensington and that they were originally consigned by the Estate of Bessie Love.

$800-1,200

368

BESSIE LOVE MGM COSTUME AND POSTCARD
A black silk circa 1930s costume with an MGM label present. The
selvage of the fabric reads “Joan of Arc.” The consignor noted that he
purchased this item at Christie’s Auctions in South Kensington and
that it was originally consigned by the Estate of Bessie Love. An
auction tag is attached that reads “5 13 July 1982.” Accompanied by a
vintage postcard of Bessie Love.

$300-500

241
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PARKER POSEY A MIGHTY
WIND COSTUME SHOES

An original pair of Nike brand shoes
worn by Parker Posey in her role as
Sissy Knox in the classic Christopher
Guest comedy A Mighty Wind (Castle
Rock, 2003). Both shoes are marked
“Posey” in black marker to the
underside of the tongues.
Shoe size, 7.5

$100-200

370

LAINIE KAZAN WEDDING DRESS AND
PHOTOGRAPH

A long-sleeve, ﬂoor-length gown with high collar worn by
Lainie Kazan at her wedding to Peter H.B. Daniels in 1971. The
gown has a peach colored lining overlaid with a patterned
ivory fabric. An Elizabeth Courtney Costumes Hollywood label
is present. Accompanied by a black and white photograph of
Kazan and Daniels at the wedding.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Lainie Kazan

$800-1,200

371

ACADEMY AWARDS-WORN GOWN
DESIGNED BY BOB MACKIE
A long-sleeve, ﬂoor-length gown worn to the 1968 Academy
Awards held at the Santa Monica Civic Auditorium in Santa
Monica, California, on April 10, 1968. The custom gown was
designed by Bob Mackie and has a brown fabric lining overlaid
with black mesh fabric, accented with long sequins, vermicelli,
and drop beading. No labels present.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Lainie Kazan

$1,000-2,000
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VINTAGE MID-CENTURY FEMALE DRESS
FORM / MANNEQUIN
A classic 1940s-era female dress form with a black ink stencil
on the neck reading “Wolf/ Model/ Form/ Co./ N.Y.” and “16/
16” with another stencil on the lower portion reading “Model
1948/ 16.” In heavily worn condition, but still maintains its great
look.
35 by 15 by 10 inches

$200-300
243
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JOHN WAYNE COSTUME FROM SANDS
OF IWO JIMA WITH MAGAZINE
Republic, 1949. A standard issue pair of fatigues
consisting of an olive green heavy cotton jacket with three
large front pockets, left breast pocket stenciled in black
“USMC,” back further stenciled “John M. Stryker,” Western
Costume Co. stamp on inside right sleeve, together with
matching pants with a button ﬂy and cut-off hems. These
items were worn by John Wayne in his portrayal of Sgt.
John M. Stryker in various action scenes in the ﬁlm,
including the famous last shot as he lies face down, dead
on the ground. Both pieces are purposely distressed,
have stitched repair work, and show rust and other stain
marks. Included is a magazine showing Wayne in
costume on the cover and on page 5, a certiﬁcate of
authenticity from Ethan Wayne (John Wayne’s youngest
son), other paperwork related to the costume, and
modern-day additions such as an ammo belt for display
purposes only.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of John Wayne as sold at
auction in October 2011

$14,000-16,000
244
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JOHN WAYNE READ-THROUGH SCRIPT FROM THE LONG VOYAGE HOME
A 172-page script from The Long Voyage Home (United Artists, 1940), light green covers, with ownership name
penciled in upper right corner “John Wayne.” Screenplay by Dudley Nichols from Eugene O’Neill’s story. Not
dated other than one page that reads “4/13/40,” marked “First Draft Continuity,” a couple of colored script
change pages throughout. A few of Wayne’s penciled light annotations appear throughout as do other notes in
another hand. From the ﬁlm directed by Wayne’s good buddy, John Ford, that received multiple Academy Award
nominations.
11 by 9 inches

$1,000-2,000

246
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YAKIMA CANUTT BLACK AND WHITE SIGNED PHOTOGRAPH RELATED TO STAGECOACH
A 1970s-era print with a matte ﬁnish depicting the iconic scene where John Wayne as “Ringo Kid” jumps the backs of a team of running horses in the 1939
United Artists western classic, even though we all know it was Yak! Signed by the stuntman extraordinaire in black felt-tip ink in the lower left corner “To Jack -/
Best wishes/ Yak.”
16 by 21 inches

$400-600

247

Photo Credit: http://kevinshands.blogspot.com/
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PAUL NEWMAN 2000 RACE SUIT
A Sparco brand race suit worn by Paul Newman in the year 2000 during
the Rolex 24. Embroidered on the belt is "PLN" in white thread. Signed
by Newman in black marker to the inner collar. This uniform is from a
historic race where Newman became the oldest person to drive in a
sanctioned event, for which he was inducted into the Guinness Book of
World Records. The 2000 Rolex 24 at Daytona was a Grand-Am Rolex
Sports Car Series 24-hour endurance sports car race held on February
5-6, 2000, at the Daytona International Speedway road course. Newman
won several national championships as a driver in Sports Car Club of
America road racing, and his race teams won several championships in
open-wheel IndyCar racing. Size 54. Accompanied by a letter of
authenticity.

$6,000-8,000

248
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MARLON BRANDO COSTUME FROM MUTINY ON
THE BOUNTY WITH DVD
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1962. A ﬁve-piece ensemble including a
period-style 18th century military jacket made of navy blue wool with
16 brass “anchor” buttons on the lapels, MGM label reads in part “M.
Brando;” a pleated-front dickey; a beige wool vest with same buttons
as jacket, MGM label reads “Tim Seeley” [the actor who co-starred as
“ Midshipman Edward ‘Ned’ Young”]; a pair of period-style beige
wool breeches with a blank MGM label; and a period-style black felt
military hat with interesting adornment on the left brim. These pieces
(except the vest) were worn by Marlon Brando as “Fletcher Christian”
in the multiple Academy Award nominated ﬁlm.

$3,000-5,000

249
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN TROUSERS FROM LIMELIGHT
WITH PHOTOGRAPH
United Artists, 1952. A pair of black wool trousers with white
pinstripes, ﬂat front, button ﬂy, two diagonal front welt pockets,
cuffed hems, Western Costume Co. label reads in part “Mr. C
Chaplin.” Worn by Charlie Chaplin in the ﬁlm that he wrote, directed,
and starred in as Calvero. Included with a black and white still of
Chaplin on the set and a certiﬁcate of authenticity from a previous
auction.

$2,000-3,000

250
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FRANK SINATRA OXFORD BLUE ANTO
SHIRT

An Oxford blue cotton Nat Wise shirt owned by Frank Sinatra.
The long-sleeve shirt has two-button barrel cuffs and mother
of pearl buttons. A label reads “Frank Sinatra” and “Anto
Distinctive Shirtmakers/ Beverly Hills.” A bias label is dated
“July 1991.”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Frank Sinatra Jr.

$1,000-2,000

380

RICHARD PRYOR SWEATER FROM SEE NO EVIL, HEAR NO
EVIL
TriStar, 1989. A khaki-colored cotton pullover sweater with a ribbed texture and a
mock turtleneck worn by Richard Pryor as Wally in the hysterical comedy costarring Gene Wilder; included with a plastic plaque noting as much.

$800-1,200

381

JOHNNY DEPP SHIRT WORN IN BLOW
A short-sleeve patterned shirt with three buttons at the top, worn by
Johnny Depp in his role as George Jung in Blow (New Line Cinema,
2001). Depp wears the shirt under a jacket during a short scene
where he steals a small plane to transport drugs. The shirt has a
Pilgrim California label. Size medium. Accompanied by a copy of
the ﬁlm.

$800-1,200
251
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CARL REINER OCEAN’S ELEVEN BRIEFCASE WITH GEMSTONES
A Kenneth Cole briefcase used by Carl Reiner as Saul Bloom in the ﬁlm Ocean’s Eleven
(Warner Bros., 2001). The black leather briefcase features a working combination lock on
the left and right sides. When the combinations are set to “000,” the briefcase can be
opened to reveal a red felt interior with a red felt tray with four green simulated
gemstones. Accompanied by a Warner Bros. certiﬁcate of authenticity.
11 by 14 by 3 1/2 inches

$2,000-4,000

383

GIANNI VERSACE OWNED SHIRT WITH HANDWRITTEN CARDS FROM
DONATELLA VERSACE
A multicolored silk shirt with Japanese motifs, Gianni Versace label, owned by Gianni Versace.
Together with a four-page handwritten card in gold felt pen by Donatella Versace on her personal
stationery and a handwritten envelope. The card, written entirely in Italian, speaks of Donatella’s
difﬁculty in giving up her brother’s shirt, but she knows that it is in better hands with the recipient.
Cards, 4 by 6 inches

$2,000-4,000
252
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board, depicting three images of Douglas
Fairbanks as lead character D’Artagnan dressed in 17th century attire, signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower
right corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance Man who helped create the
look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to age.
Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
20 by 30 inches

$600-800

253
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board,
depicting Douglas Fairbanks as lead character D’Artagnan dressed in 17th
century attire, signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower right corner by
Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance Man
who helped create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm.
Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned
directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife,
later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$400-600

386

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board,
depicting Douglas Fairbanks as lead character D’Artagnan dressed in 17th
century attire, created by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist
and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to
age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Fairbanks’ third
and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
16 by 10 inches; in sleeve, 20 by 15 inches

$400-600
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WILLIAM BAKEWELL COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board,
depicting William Bakewell as Louis XIV/Twin Brother dressed in 17th
century attire with his creepy mask on, signed in black fountain pen ink in
the lower left corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist
and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to
age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas
Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$400-600

388

WILLIAM BAKEWELL COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH FROM
THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A pen and ink and pencil work on white paper, depicting
three images of William Bakewell as Louis XIV/Twin Brother wearing his
creepy mask, created by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist
and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley,
Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
7 1/2 by 4 inches

$200-300

255

389

CHARLES STEVENS AND TINY SANDFORD COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board, depicting Charles Stevens as Planchet (D’Artagnan’s servant) and Tiny Sandford as
Porthos (one of The Three Musketeers) dressed in 17th century attire, signed in pencil in the lower right corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French
artist and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to age.
Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 20 inches

$200-300

390

GINO CORRADO COSTUME DESIGN
SKETCHES FROM THE IRON MASK

United Artists, 1929. A pair of sketches, both watercolor,
pencil, and ink works on illustration board, depicting
Gino Corrado as Aramis (one of The Three Musketeers)
dressed in 17th century attire, one signed in black
fountain pen ink in the lower right corner by Maurice
Leloir (1853-1940) but both rendered by Leloir, the
noted French artist and Renaissance Man who helped
create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling
ﬁlm. Both housed in their vintage sleeves, now quite
dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the niece of
Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal
wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$200-300

256

391

WILLIAM BAKEWELL COSTUME DESIGN SKETCHES FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A pair of sketches, both watercolor, pencil, and ink works on illustration board, depicting William Bakewell as Louis XIV dressed in 17th century
attire, one signed in pencil in the lower left corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940) but both rendered by Leloir, the noted French artist and Renaissance Man who
helped create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in their vintage sleeves, now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the niece of
Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$400-600

392

GORDON THORPE COSTUME DESIGN
SKETCHES FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A pair of sketches, both watercolor,
pencil, and ink works on illustration board, depicting a young
Gordon Thorpe as the child Louis XIV/Twin dressed in 17th
century attire, one signed in black fountain pen ink in the
lower right corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), but both
rendered by Leloir, the noted French artist and Renaissance
Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady
Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later
Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
10 by 8 1/2 inches and smaller

$300-500

257

393

NIGEL DE BRULIER COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH FROM
THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board,
depicting Nigel De Brulier as Cardinal Richelieu (whom De Brulier played in
four different ﬁlms from 1921 to 1939) dressed in 17th century attire, signed in
pencil in the lower right corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French
artist and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to age.
Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third
and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
20 by 13 inches

$300-500

394

ULLRICH HAUPT COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH FROM THE
IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board,
depicting Ullrich Haupt as De Rochefort dressed in 17th century attire, created
by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance Man who
helped create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its
vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the niece of
Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s
fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$200-300

258

395

BELLE BENNETT COSTUME DESIGN
SKETCH FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work
on illustration board, depicting Belle Bennett as The
Queen Mother (aka Queen Anne of Austria ) dressed in
17th century attire as she rests in bed, signed in black
fountain pen ink in the lower right corner by Maurice
Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and
Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this
classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its
vintage sleeve, now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned
directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas
Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth
wife.
10 by 15 inches

$300-500

396

DOROTHY REVIER COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH FROM
THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on illustration board,
depicting Dorothy Revier as Milady de Winter dressed in 17th century attire,
signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower right corner by Maurice Leloir
(1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance Man who helped create
the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve,
now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia
Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$200-300

259

397

FEMALE EXTRAS COSTUME DESIGN SKETCHES FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A pair of sketches, both watercolor, pencil, and ink works on illustration board, depicting various Ladies
of the Court dressed in 17th century attire, one signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower right corner by Maurice Leloir
(1853-1940) but both rendered by Leloir, the noted French artist and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this
classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in their vintage sleeves, now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the
niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
19 by 21 1/2 inches and smaller

$400-600

398

MALE EXTRAS COSTUME DESIGN SKETCHES FROM THE
IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A group of ﬁve sketches, all watercolor, pencil, and ink works
on illustration board, depicting various minor characters including Court
Gentleman, Headsman, Valet to Louis XIV, The Doctor, and Company Soldier, all
dressed in 17th century attire, one signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower
right corner by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940) but all rendered by Leloir, the noted
French artist and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent
era swashbuckling ﬁlm. All housed in their vintage sleeves, now quite dirtied due
to age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’
third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$300-500

260

399

VERA LEWIS COSTUME DESIGN SKETCHES FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A group of three sketches, all watercolor, pencil, and ink works on illustration board, depicting Vera Lewis as Madame Peronne
dressed in 17th century attire, all signed in black fountain pen ink in the lower left or right corners by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist
and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. All housed in their vintage sleeves, now quite dirtied due
to age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$200-300

400

LON POFF COSTUME DESIGN SKETCH
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A watercolor, pencil, and ink work on
illustration board, depicting various images of Lon Poff as
Father Joseph dressed in 17th century attire, signed in
black fountain pen ink in the lower right corner by Maurice
Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance
Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in its vintage sleeve, now quite
dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady
Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later
Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
15 by 20 inches

$25-50

261

401

CHARACTER STUDY DRAWINGS FROM THE IRON MASK

United Artists, 1929. A group of 10 drawings, all rendered in pencil on various pieces of individual paper (one on
illustration board), depicting the faces of various characters from The Iron Mask, including Aramis (one of The
Three Musketeers), Louis XIII, De Rochefort, Milady De Winter, Queen Anne, and a nun plus a few others, none
signed but all rendered by Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance Man who helped
create the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling film. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley,
Douglas Fairbanks’ third and final wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
14 1/2 by 9 inches and smaller

$200-300

402

MALE EXTRAS COSTUME DESIGN
SKETCHES FROM THE IRON MASK

United Artists, 1929. A group of three sketches,
all rendered in pencil on pieces of individual
paper, depicting various characters from The
Iron Mask including a knight, a king’s valet, and
a cavalier, none signed but all rendered by
Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French
artist and Renaissance Man who helped create
the look of this classic silent era swashbuckling
film. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady
Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and final
wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
14 by 9 1/2 inches

$25-50

262

403

HIGHLY DETAILED SET AND PROP DRAWINGS
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A group of four drawings, all watercolor, pencil,
and ink works on illustration board, one depicting an ornate
bedroom, one depicting details of the “King’s Carriage,” one
depicting a “Sedan Chair,” and one depicting the “King’s Wardrobe
Room”; one is signed in pencil in the lower right corner by Maurice
Leloir (1853-1940), but the others also were rendered by the noted
French artist and Renaissance Man who helped create the look of
this classic silent era swashbuckling ﬁlm. Housed in their vintage
sleeves, now quite dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the
niece of Lady Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife,
later Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
20 by 30 inches and smaller

$200-300

404

HIGHLY DETAILED “ROYAL DESIGN” DRAWINGS
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A group of four drawings, all watercolor, pencil,
and ink works on either paper or illustration board, one depicting
the “Emblem on Harness of Cardinal’s Horses,” one depicting the
“Emblem on Harness of Queen (Anne’s) Horses,” one depicting the
“Queen’s (Anne) Coach Panel,” and one depicting the “Drum and
Trumpet of the Musketeers”; none is signed but all are rendered by
Maurice Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance
Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling ﬁlm. All housed in their vintage sleeves, now quite
dirtied due to age. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia
Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and ﬁnal wife, later Clark Gable’s
fourth wife.
15 by 10 inches

$100-200
263

405

HIGHLY DETAILED “ROYAL
DESIGN” DRAWINGS
FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A group of four
drawings, all watercolor, pencil, and
ink works on paper, one depicting an
“eight feets” spear, one depicting a
“Flag to fly over St Germain Palace,”
one depicting a “Musketeer Saddle,”
and one depicting two flags including
the “Flag of the Musketeers First
Company”; none is signed but all were
rendered by Maurice Leloir (18531940), the noted French artist and
Renaissance Man who helped create
the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling film. Consigned
directly by the niece of Lady Sylvia
Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and
final wife, later Clark Gable’s fourth
wife.
7 by 14 inches and smaller

$25-50

406

HIGHLY DETAILED “ROYAL DESIGN”
DRAWINGS FROM THE IRON MASK
United Artists, 1929. A group of six drawings, all pen and ink
or pencil works on paper, one depicting a “Mirror Louis XIII,”
one depicting light fixtures from the “Queen’s bedroom,” one
depicting “Candelabra,” one depicting a “Canon,” one
depicting a chart of the “King’s Procession on Way to St
Germain,” and one depicting a chart of the “Palace
Courtyard”; none is signed, but all were rendered by Maurice
Leloir (1853-1940), the noted French artist and Renaissance
Man who helped create the look of this classic silent era
swashbuckling film. Consigned directly by the niece of Lady
Sylvia Ashley, Douglas Fairbanks’ third and final wife, later
Clark Gable’s fourth wife.
14 by 9 1/2 inches

$25-50

264
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DONFELD SALLY BOWLES COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch inscribed in pencil “Sally Bowles”
and signed in pencil illegibly “Donfeld.” Two fabric swatches are afﬁxed
to the front of the sketch.
20 by 15 1/2 inches

$600-800

408

KIM NOVAK PAL JOEY VIRGINIA MOORE COSTUME
SKETCH
A watercolor on board rough sketch inscribed “Kim Novak ‘Pal Joey’ “ in
pencil and signed “Virginia Moore” in black ink. The verso has a Virginia
Moore address label afﬁxed to the back.
20 by 15 inches

$800-1,200

265

409

LORETTA YOUNG COSTUME SKETCH BY WILLIAM
TRAVILLA
A watercolor on board costume sketch inscribed to the verso “Loretta
Young Travilla.”
20 by 15 inches

$600-800

410

BARBRA STREISAND HELLO, DOLLY! COSTUME
SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch inscribed to the verso “Movie
Poster Designer 8188-Diener-Hauser.”
22 1/2 by 17 inches

$600-800

266

411

POLLY BERGEN SIGNED COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on paper costume sketch inscribed in marker “Best Always Polly
Bergen” and in pencil “‘The Stooge Polly Bergen Mary #15.” The verso is
inscribed with production information.
23 by 14 1/2 inches

$500-700

412

VARINIA COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch inscribed”Varinia #3 (serves nobles in
gallery-.”
19 by 13 inches

$600-800

267

413

TRIO OF SKETCHES
A trio of watercolor on board costume sketches.
The ﬁrst is inscribed “Varinia #7 (dinner
w/Crassus) DBL.” The second is inscribed “Male
Slave Maurney.” The third has no inscription.
19 by 13 inches

$600-800

414

DONALD BROOKS STAR! COSTUME SKETCH
A watercolor on board costume sketch inscribed in marker “
‘Star’ Donald Brooks cape-1353 Dress- 1352 Julie Andrews
Change #46 Black Bottom on Cab SIB16 BROOKS.”
20 by 15 inches

$600-800

268

415

HOWDY DOODY PEACE PIPE
A Howdy Doody (NBC-TV, 1947-1960) hand carved and
handpainted wood pipe with red, yellow, and black
Indian motifs. Decorated with feathers, suede, and strips
of fur.
Length, 22 inches

$1,000-2,000

416

PROP NAMEPLATE FROM THE JACKIE GLEASON SHOW
CBS Television, 1952-1973. A plastic nameplate with text reading "Joe/ Bartender on Duty" either used as a prop or made as a memento for its beloved
star who created the character of Joe on his long-running variety show; included with a letter of provenance reading in part that this piece "was given to/
me by my parents who worked for Jackie Gleason/ Suzanne Bailey."
1 1/2 by 10 inches

$800-1,200

269

417

JOAN COLLINS NOLAN MILLER DRESS SUIT
ENSEMBLE FROM DYNASTY WITH DVD
ABC Television, 1981-1989. A two-piece ensemble including
a rust-colored suede jacket, gathered waist, pleated
shoulders, lapel-less, four-button front closure, lined in same
color silk, label reading “Nolan Miller”; together with a
matching skirt, mid-calf length, ﬂared hem, same label as
jacket. Also included is a pair of cranberry-colored ultra-suede
gauntlet gloves with decorative trim. Worn by Joan Collins in
season 7, episode 12, titled “Fear.”

$1,000-2,000

418

JOAN COLLINS DYNASTY WORN YSL NECKLACE

A multi-strand simulated pearl choker necklace worn by Joan Collins in Dynasty (ABC,
1981-1989). The necklace has a teardrop-shaped simulated pearl accent piece
surrounded by simulated diamonds, marked “YSL” on verso, with box clasp closure.
Collins wore this necklace in multiple episodes, including episode eight of season six
titled “The Proposal.” Accompanied by a copy of the episode.
Length, 19 inches

$1,000-2,000
270

419

JOAN COLLINS DYNASTY WORN
BRACELET
A black enamel three-tiered bracelet with gold-tone
hardware and simulated diamond accents worn by
Joan Collins in the notorious “Burned Champagne”
scene with Diahann Carroll in the season ﬁnale of
season four of Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989). Collins also
wore the bracelet in the episode titled “New Lady in
Town” of season four. No markings present.
Length, 7 inches

$1,000-2,000

420

JOAN COLLINS AND DIAHANN
CARROLL DYNASTY WORN CINER
EARRINGS
A pair of simulated pearl and diamond clip-on
earrings worn by Joan Collins and Diahann Carroll in
Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989). The earrings are marked
“Ciner.” Collins wore the earrings in the notorious
ﬁght scene with Linda Evans where they both fall into
the lily pad pond.

$1,000-2,000

421

JOAN COLLINS MISMATCHED HIGH-HEELED
PUMPS, BOTH BY MANOLO BLAHNIK
A group of two shoes but not a matching pair: the right shoe is a
black ribbed silk high heel, size 38; the left shoe is a black
smooth silk high heel, size 38 1/2.

$600-800

271

422

STEPHANIE BEACHAM
DYNASTY WORN CINER
NECKLACE
A simulated diamond and sapphire necklace
worn by Stephanie Beacham in the season
nine episode of Dynasty (ABC, 1981-1989)
titled “Tale of the Tape” and in an episode of
The Colbys (ABC, 1985-1987). The necklace
is signed “Ciner.” Accompanied by a copy of
the Dynasty episode.
Length, 15 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

423

LINDA GRAY TRAVILLA KIMONO WORN IN DALLAS WITH DVD
A custom-made textured metallic gold kimono with deep red lining worn by Linda Gray
in her role as Sue Ellen Ewing in Dallas (CBS, 1978-1991). The kimono has a Travilla
label. Gray wears the kimono to the Oil Baron’s Ball in season 8, episode 8, of the series
titled “Oil Baron’s Ball III.” Accompanied by a copy of the episode.

$800-1,200

272

424

VICKI LAWRENCE MAMA’S FAMILY WORN DRESS
A ﬂoral print dress worn by Vicki Lawrence as Thelma “Mama” Crowley Harper on the
television series Mama’s Family (Joe Hamilton, 1983-1990). The dress has a Ret Turner
label and is inscribed “EC2/ 18-20/ RT” in black ink. Size not available. Accompanied by
a letter of authenticity.

$1,000-2,000

425

TAYLOR SCHILLING ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK SCREEN
WORN UNIFORM
A prison uniform worn by Taylor Schilling as Piper Chapman in the series Orange is
the New Black (Tilted, 2013-2019). The outﬁt consists of an orange top with a Bob
Baker label inscribed “Piper/ #2” in black marker, size M. Together with a pair of
matching orange pants, Bob Baker label, inscribed #7 in black marker, size L.
Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$1,000-2,000

273

426

WERNER KLEMPERER “COL. WILHELM KLINK”
HOGAN’S HEROES OFFICER’S HAT
A German military ofﬁcer’s hat worn by Werner Klemperer as Col.
Wilhelm Klink in the classic television series Hogan’s Heroes (Bing
Crosby Productions, 1965-1971). The World War II style blue and silver
German military ofﬁcer’s cap is decorated with Nazi Eagle pin, Luftwaffe
wreath device, and double silver braid . Marked “7 1/4” in blue marker to
the interior. Stamped Hygieatan on the leather band. Klemperer played
the incompetent commandant Col. Klink in Hogan’s Heroes, the WWII
sitcom set in a German prison camp. Hogan’s Heroes caused
considerable controversy when the series ﬁrst launched. Paramount
Pictures unsuccessfully attempted to sue Bing Crosby Productions for
copyright infringement for the series, claiming that it stole its premise
from their 1953 ﬁlm Stalag 17, while many others felt that a Nazi prisoner
of war camp was an inappropriate backdrop for a lighthearted comedy.
But despite its somewhat rocky start, the series gained immense
popularity. Accompanied by production tag and certiﬁcate of
authenticity.

$3,000-5,000

427

ERIK ESTRADA CHIPS SIGNED AND SCREEN-WORN
UNIFORM SHIRT
A custom-made California Highway Patrol uniform shirt worn by Erik Estrada as
Ofﬁcer Frank Poncherello in the television series CHiPs (MGM Television, 19771983). The uniform shirt features shield-shaped gold and royal blue California
Highway Patrol patches at both shoulders. Signed “Erik Estrada” to the left
breast pocket and marked “Ponch” to the right breast pocket in blue marker. A
Louis the Tailor Inc. label present to the interior and a “Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer”
marked “EE” to the bottom tail. Accompanied by a signed color photograph
and certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$2,000-4,000

274

428

JAMES GANDOLFINI SIGNED BASEBALL
A standard Rawlings-brand Ofﬁcial Major League Baseball signed in blue
ballpoint ink on the sweet spot "James Gandolﬁni/ Tony" by the beloved actor
who portrayed Tony Soprano on the critically acclaimed HBO series The
Sopranos.

$200-400

429

BILLY BOB THORNTON FARGO COAT
A coat worn by Billy Bob Thornton as Lorne Malvo in the television
series Fargo (MGM Television, 2014-). The coat features a lapel style
collar with fur, two side breast pockets, and double-breasted
buttoned closures. Hugo Boss label to the interior breast pocket,
size 40R. Thornton's coat from Fargo was used extensively in
season 1 as signature wardrobe as well as in the key advertising for
the series. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$800-1,200

430

JOHN STAMOS FULL HOUSE SCREEN WORN
FLINTSTONES COSTUME
An orange and black faux fur Fred Flintstone costume worn by John Stamos as
Jesse Katsopolis in the television series Full House (ABC, 1987-1995). The
costume was worn in Season 5, Episodes 9 and 10, "Happy Birthday, Babies"
(Part 1 and Part 2). John Stamos' (Jesse's) Fred Flinstone costume is from a
memorable episode of Full House where his wife, Becky, gives birth to their
children. Accompanied by a certiﬁcate of authenticity.

$1,000-2,000

275

431

ED SULLIVAN-GIFTED ENGRAVED ELGIN LIGHTER
A rose gold-toned Elgin American lighter with “MK” initials on the front and “Best wishes, Ed Sullivan” engraved on verso. With original
packaging.
Box, 2 1/2 by 2 inches

$400-600

432

ED SULLIVAN GIFTED AND ENGRAVED WATCH
A rectangular watch with Arabic chapters and subsidiary dial signed
“Black Starr & Frost Gorham,” engraved on verso “To Harry My Favorite
Life Saver!! Sincere Regards From Ed Sullivan July 11, 1934.” The
brown band is alligator leather.

$400-600

276

433

LUCILLE BALL BOUDOIR ITEMS
A pair of items; the ﬁrst a small nightstand lamp, glass with a molded rose motif
at base, no shade present, not in working condition, and the second a
decorative and largish crystal basket. These items were used by Lucille Ball at her
Roxbury Drive home in Beverly Hills, California. Consigned directly by Ball’s
niece, Pamela Ball Von Pinnon, who received them as a gift from her aunt in the
1970s.
12 by 10 by 5 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Gifted by Lucille Ball to her niece, Pamela Ball Von Pinnon, and
included with a letter of provenance signed by Ball Von Pinnon.

$200-300

434

LUCILLE BALL COLORFUL GLASSWARE
A group of four glass items; a large and tall sky blue-tinged goblet with a
unique twisted stem; a bulbous aquamarine vase; a weighty cobalt blue
vase; and a small emerald green nut bowl. These items were used by Lucille
Ball at her Roxbury Drive home in Beverly Hills, California. Consigned directly
by Ball’s niece, Pamela Ball Von Pinnon, who received them as a gift from her
aunt in the 1970s.
11 by 6 by 5 1/2 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Gifted by Lucille Ball to her niece, Pamela Ball Von Pinnon,
and included with a letter of provenance signed by Ball Von Pinnon.

$200-300

435

LUCILLE BALL ELEGANT CRYSTAL CANDLESTICKS
A group of three candlesticks: One is quite weighty and has a sticker on
the bottom that reads in part, “Shannon/ Crystal/ Designs of Ireland;” the
other two are a coordinating set of varying heights. These candlesticks
were used by Lucille Ball at her Roxbury Drive home in Beverly Hills,
California. Consigned directly by Ball’s niece, Pamela Ball Von Pinnon, who
received them as a gift from her aunt in the 1970s.
10 by 5 inches and smaller
PROVENANCE Gifted by Lucille Ball to her niece, Pamela Ball Von Pinnon,
and included with a letter of provenance signed by Ball Von Pinnon

$200-300

277

436

DORIS ROBERTS GROUP OF CONTEMPORARY
ART
A group of art including a
Largest, 29 by 34 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Doris Roberts

$400-600

278

437

DORIS ROBERTS FOUR WORKS BY HER MOTHER
A group of four oil on canvasboard or canvas paintings by Doris Roberts’ mother, Ann
Roberts, including two landscapes, a seascape, and a self-portrait. Some are signed “A.
Roberts,” “Anna Rose” or “Ann Roberts.”
Largest, 19 by 25 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Doris Roberts

$200-300

279

438

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION OF VINTAGE
MAGAZINES
A collection of approximately 35 magazines dating from 1974 to 1989
featuring Valerie Harper on the cover.
Approximately 11 by 8 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400

439

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION OF
TV GUIDE ISSUES
A collection of approximately 15 issues of TV Guide
featuring Valerie Harper on the cover dating from
1973 to 2002. Accompanied by a hard-bound
December 8-14, 1973, issue embossed “Valerie
Harper” with an inscription to Harper from Ruthie &
Bill; a copy of All About “Rhoda” (New York:
Scholastic Magazines, 1975) by Peggy Herz; and
some loose magazine pages and small photos.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$100-200

280

- Valerie Harper

440

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION OF PROFESSIONAL CARDS
A collection of approximately 20 SAG and SAG-AFTRA plastic cards with member name Valerie Harper dating from 2004 to 2019.
Ten are signed to the verso by Harper, a member since 1959. Accompanied by a paper Actor’s Equity card with expiration date of
11/2009 signed by Harper and a paper AFTRA card with 2011 expiration date signed to the verso by Harper.
Approximately 2 1/2 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$400-600

441

VALERIE HARPER CELEBRITY LETTERS
A collection of seven letters to Valerie Harper from other celebrities with a date range of 1972 to 1994. The group includes a handwritten letter from
Carol Burnett; a typed letter congratulating Harper for her Emmy Award signed by Joan Crawford; a handwritten letter from Lucille Ball; a pair of typed
cards from Barbra Streisand, signed “Barbra”; a typed letter from Frank Sinatra signed in marker; and an invitation to the Clinton White House.
Sizes vary
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$400-600
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442

VALERIE HARPER
COLLECTION OF SCRIPTS
A collection of seven scripts: one for the Paul Newman directed TV movie The Shadow Box (ABC, 1980), inscribed “Valerie” and dated
December 27, 1979; a pair of 1997 ﬁrst-draft scripts from the television series Melrose Place (Fox, 1992-1999), some annotations present; a pair
of scripts for the 2008 play Looped by Matthew Lombardo, some annotationsand present; a pair of scripts for a 2013 episode of Hot in
Cleveland (CBS, 2010-2015), some annotations present in one of the scripts. Accompanied by a trio of Playbills.
Largest, 11 1/2 by 10 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

443

VALERIE HARPER MARY AND RHODA ROBE AND LETTER
An aubergine and avocado velvet burnout ﬂoral robe worn by Valerie Harper in publicity
images for and in the ﬁlm Mary and Rhoda (ABC, 2000). No labels present. Accompanied by a
letter handwritten by Harper that reads “I wore this Chinese inspired robe in the 2000 inspired
‘Mary and Rhoda’ reunion ABC ﬁlm. Valerie Harper.” Online link to image of Harper wearing the
jacket available upon request.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500
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444

VALERIE HARPER PEOPLE MAGAZINE COVER WORN
BLOUSE AND MAGAZINE
A dark cyan silk blouse with band collar worn by Valerie Harper on the March 18,
2013, cover of People magazine. An Eileen Fisher Petite label is present, size XS.
Accompanied by a copy of the magazine.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400

Detail

445

VALERIE HARPER PEOPLE MAGAZINE COAT
AND MAGAZINE
A wool patchwork coat worn by Valerie Harper in a portrait
featured in the September 16, 2019, issue of People magazine.
A United Colors of Benetton label is present, size 40.
Accompanied by a copy of the magazine.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500
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446

VALERIE HARPER 2002-2004
DRIVER LICENSE
A California driver license issued to Valerie
Harper on “7/30/2002” with 2004 expiration date.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

447

VALERIE HARPER 1989-1991
DRIVER LICENSE
A California driver license issued to Valerie
Harper on “01-24-89” with 1991 expiration date.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

448

VALERIE HARPER 1995-1999
DRIVER LICENSE
A California driver license issued to Valerie
Harper on “7-04-95” with 1999 expiration
date.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie
Harper

$300-500
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449

VALERIE HARPER 1983-1987
DRIVER LICENSE
A California driver license issued to Valerie
Harper on “7-29-83” with 1987 expiration date.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

450

VALERIE HARPER 1979-1983
DRIVER LICENSE
A California driver license issued to Valerie
Harper on “8-30-79” with 1983 expiration date.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

451

VALERIE HARPER 1971-1975
DRIVER LICENSE
A California driver license issued to Valerie
Harper on “8-16-71” with 1975 expiration date.
3 1/2 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

285

452

VALERIE HARPER 1983-1993 PASSPORT
A United States of America passport issued to Valerie Harper on April
18, 1983, and expiring on April 17, 1993.
5 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$400-600

453

VALERIE HARPER 1978-1983 PASSPORT
A United States of America passport issued to Valerie Harper on May
18, 1978, and expiring on May 17, 1983.

5 by 3 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$400-600

454

VALERIE HARPER 1976-1981 PASSPORT
A United States of America passport issued to Valerie
Harper on March 1, 1976, and expiring on February 28,
1981.
6 by 3 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper
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$400-600

455

VALERIE HARPER
1971-1976 PASSPORT
A United States of America passport
issued to Valerie Harper on February
4, 1971, and expiring on February 3,
1976.
6 1/4 by 3 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Valerie Harper

$400-600

456

VALERIE HARPER
1966 PASSPORT
A United States of America passport
issued to Valerie Harper on February 28,
1966.
6 1/4 by 3 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie
Harper

$400-600
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457

VALERIE HARPER 2006 BROADWAY AWARD
A 2006 Touring Broadway Awards Best Play for Golda’s
Balcony. Accompanied by a glass star that is inscribed “Valerie
Harper as Tallulah Bankhead in Looped a new comedy
opening night March 14, 2010.”
Tallest, 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$100-200

458

VALERIE HARPER KIMONO AND LETTER
An iridescent burgundy sheer kimono. No labels present. Accompanied by a letter
handwritten by Valerie Harper that reads “I wore this ‘kimono’ in the play ‘The
Dragon and the Pearl’ about Pearl S. Buck, noted American writer. Valerie Harper.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500
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459

VALERIE HARPER ALL UNDER HEAVEN STAGE WIG
AND PROGRAM
A custom-made hand-tied wig stage worn by Valerie Harper as Pearl Buck in
the play All Under Heaven. The wig includes a head form and case.
Accompanied by a program for the play.
Case, 14 1/2 by 12 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper
Detail

$300-500

460

VALERIE HARPER JACKET AND LETTER

A woven ﬂoral jacket. No labels present. Accompanied by a handwritten
letter that reads “I wore this at many American Theatres including OffBroadway, in the play my husband produced about Pearl Buck named ‘All
Under Heaven.’ My love to everyone! Valerie Harper.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400
289

461

VALERIE HARPER MARY RUSSEL
(AMERICAN, B. 20TH CENTURY)
“Tulips,” pencil and watercolor on paper, signed lower right.
23 by 30 inches; 29 by 36 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

462

VALERIE HARPER MARY RUSSEL
(AMERICAN, B. 20TH CENTURY)
“Yellow Roses,” 1990, pencil and watercolor on paper, signed and
dated lower right.
23 by 30 inches; 30 by 36 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

463

VALERIE HARPER HELLMAN
(AMERICAN, 20TH CENTURY)
Untitled (Winter Landscape), oil on canvas, signed lower left.
20 by 24 inches; 30 by 34 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400
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VALERIE HARPER VINTAGE BRASS
MOUNTED STEAMER TRUNK
A cedar-lined steamer trunk with leather handles.
Formerly belonging to Mrs. Feliza Pablo Vanderbilt
Plowe, wife of Cornelius Vanderbilt IV. Marked with label
remnants on the front and side panels and “F.P.
Vanderbilt” on the top.
24 by 36 by 22 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

465

VALERIE HARPER JANE WOOSTER SCOTT (AMERICAN, B. 1933)
“House Calls,” oil on canvas, signed lower right.
14 by 18 inches; 21 by 25 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper; Petersen Galleries, Beverly Hills, California

$2,000-4,000
291

466

VALERIE HARPER EVENT WORN GOWN AND
EVENING JACKET
A black embellished silk gown and jacket event worn by Valerie Harper to
the 21st Annual Nosotros Golden Eagle Awards on June 14, 1991, at the
Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills, California. The gown has a ﬁtted
bodice embellished with jet-like sequins and beadwork and a full taffeta
skirt. The jacket is embellished with solid jet-like sequins and beading.
Both pieces have a Splendiferous label present. Online link to image of
Harper wearing the ensemble available upon request.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

467

VALERIE HARPER PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARDS GOWN
AND LETTER

A strapless embellished black gown worn by Valerie Harper to the Seventh
Annual People’s Choice Awards on March 5, 1981, at the Desilu Studios in
Culver City, California. The gown has an over layer of tulle embellished with jetlike sequins and a band of bugle beads in a herringbone pattern over a layer of
silk chiffon woven with silver lamé pinstripes with a jagged hemline. No labels
present. The gown appears to be custom made. Online link to Harper wearing
the ensemble available upon request. Accompanied by a letter handwritten by
Harper that reads “I wore this to present Tom Selleck with a ‘New Comer’ prize.
What a doll he is- still! Valerie Harper.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper
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$400-600

468

VALERIE HARPER BOB MACKIE
THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW GOWN AND LETTER
A black halter gown covered with jet-like sequins custom made for Valerie
Harper to wear on The Carol Burnett Show (CBS, 1967-1978). Harper was
on season 6, episode 20. The gown has some hand ﬁnishing to the interior
and a label inscribed “Valerie.” Accompanied by a note handwritten by
Harper that reads “I wore this on the Carol Burnett weekly Variety show.
What fun we had. I love Carol- Valerie Harper.”
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$400-600

469

VALERIE HARPER EVENT WORN STAVROPOULOS
GOWN AND LETTER

A black silk satin strapless gown generously embellished with iridescent
glass in metal casing event worn by Valerie Harper circa 1977.
A Stavropoulos label is present. Accompanied by a handwritten letter from
Harper that states “Wore this gown so happily by ‘Stravapoulous’ at a
number of black tie events.” Online image of Harper wearing the gown
available upon request.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$400-600

293

470

Detail

VALERIE HARPER 1978 PHOTOSHOOT SILK DRESS AND MAGAZINE
A purple silk dress with stripes and dots worn by Valerie Harper on a photo-call in London, on
Victoria Embankment, Friday, June 16, 1978, and in an image featured in Weight Watchers
magazine. The dress has a Dinallo label present. Size medium. Accompanied by a 1978 copy of
Weight Watchers magazine.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

471

VALERIE HARPER PEOPLE MAGAZINE COVER WORN
ENSEMBLE, MAGAZINE AND LETTER
A pale apricot silk charmeuse ensemble embellished with applied ﬂoral lace worn by
Valerie Harper on the June 2, 1980, cover and in the spread of People magazine. The
ensemble consists of a slender-ﬁtting slip gown and evening jacket. The jacket has a
Framm label and was designed by Framm Phillips. Accompanied by a copy of the
magazine and a handwritten note from Harper stating that she wore the item on the
cover of the magazine.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$600-800
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472

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION OF JEWELRY
A collection of jewelry that includes two necklaces; a simulated
pearl necklace; six pairs of earrings; three single earrings; a
Geneva Platinum watch; a silver Tiffany & Co. heart-shaped
keychain inscribed “You’ll always be GMA’s Favorite Bride”; and
a silver-tone Playbill keychain.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$150-300

473

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION OF JEWELRY,
INCLUDES EVENT WORN

A collection of six pendants on cords; two pendants on silvertone chains; a red carved wood pendant on green beaded
necklace; a pair of beaded globe earrings worn by Valerie
Harper to the Manhattan Theatre Club Gala at the New York
Hilton in New York City May 13, 2002; and two fancy hair clips.
Online link to image of Harper wearing the earrings available
upon request.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

474

VALERIE HARPER COSTUME JEWELRY,
INCLUDES EVENT WORN

A collection of iridescent glass costume jewelry that includes
three pairs of dangling earrings; a silver-tone necklace with
iridescent glass pendant; a bracelet; and a single dangling
earring. One of the pairs of earrings was worn by Valerie Harper
to the Broadway Opening Night After Party for Looped at
Sardi’s Restaurant in New York City, March 14, 2010. Online link
to image of Harper at the event available upon request.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$150-300
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475

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION
OF JEWELRY, INCLUDES EVENT WORN
A collection of jewelry that includes a bead and
textured metal silver-tone statement necklace worn by
Valerie Harper while attending a play on March 28,
1986, at the Richmond Shepard Theatre in Hollywood,
California; a silver-tone and stone bracelet; seven pairs
of earrings; a pair of mother of pearl earrings, one
missing French hook; and a faceted glass earring with
attachment and single attachment that could be worn
with an earring. Online links to images of Valerie
Harper wearing jewelry from this lot available upon
request.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400

476

VALERIE HARPER
ANTIQUE STYLE JEWELRY
A collection of six pairs of antique style earrings, a
gold-tone cuff with a buckle style closure, and a
gold-tone ﬁligree bracelet. One pair of earrings is
marked “Ayala Bar” to the verso. Another pair is
marked “Janny” to the verso.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$150-300
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477

VALERIE HARPER
GOLD JEWELRY AND POCKET WATCH
A yellow gold and blue enamel antique pocket watch suspending on a matching chain, tests 18K gold, numbered 28984 and
44323 on the inside; a 14K yellow gold and jade pendant with metalwork along the round border and a central ﬁgure seated
with a pagoda accented with four pink sapphires, suspending on a gold-toned chain; and a 14K yellow gold apple brooch
engraved “Valerie Harper/ H.W.P.C./ 1974.”
Longest, 27 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$800-1,200

478

VALERIE HARPER ROLEX WATCH AND PHOTOGRAPH
A ladies Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust with stainless steel and 18K yellow gold
ﬂuted bezel, attached to stainless and yellow gold oyster bracelet. Model 6917, serial
number 5606082, indicates that it was produced in 1978.
Accompanied by an image of Valerie Harper.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$1,500-3,000
297

479

VALERIE HARPER PERSONALIZED STATIONERY
A box of Crane & Co. personalized letterhead that reads “Valerie Harper.” A box of
Crane & Co. note cards and envelopes that read “Valerie Harper.”
Box, 11 by 8 by 3 inches, each
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$50-100

480

VALERIE HARPER SILK SCARF
A silk scarf worn by Valerie Harper as a headdress
circa 2013. The signature style of Harper’s character
Rhoda was wearing head scarves.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$50-100
481

VALERIE HARPER YVES SAINT LAURENT VINTAGE BOOTS
A pair of circa 1970s olive green cotton and tan leather Yves Saint Laurent lace-up
boots. Size 7 1/2.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400
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482

VALERIE HARPER RHODA ARTWORK

A wood shadowbox featuring a handmade 3-D ﬁgure of
Valerie Harper as Rhoda. The verso is inscribed in pencil
“Joyous Holidays for Valerie C. Roberts 1975.”
9 1/2 by 7 3/4 by 2 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$100-200

483

VALERIE HARPER CAMPBELL (20TH CENTURY)
“Rhoda and the Buff Rock Cock,” watercolor on paper.
14 by 20 inches, sight; 23 by 29 5/8 inches, framed
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

484

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION
OF RHODA ART
A collection of four works of fan art
celebrating Rhoda gifted to Valerie Harper.
Accompanied by a 1974 cover of
TIME magazine mounted on wood and a
framed print.
Largest, 22 by 17 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of
Valerie Harper

$400-600
299

485

VALERIE HARPER SIGNED AND
ANNOTATED RHODA SCRIPTS
A trio of vintage season 2 and 3 scripts from the television series Rhoda (MTM Enterprises,
1974-1978). Each script is signed by Valerie Harper and has her handwritten annotations. The
scripts are for season 2, episode 15, titled “If You Don’t Tell Her ... I Will”; season 3, episode
10, titled “Man of the Year”; and season 3, episode 11, titled “You Deserve a Break Today.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

486

VALERIE HARPER COLLECTION OF NECKLACES AND COIN PURSES, INCLUDES RHODA WORN
A collection of nine necklaces. Some of the pieces in the group include a stone pendant marked “sterling” to the verso on a fabric cord
and a leather cord with wood beads that read “Valerie.” Accompanied by a pair of silk coin pouches, a woven coin pouch, and a shell and
faceted glass embellished hair comb. One of the coin purses was worn by Valerie Harper on the Rhoda (CBS, 1974-1978) season 4,
episode 21 “So Long, Tony.” Accompanied by a copy of the episode.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$200-400
300
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VALERIE HARPER SIGNED AND ANNOTATED RHODA SCRIPTS
A trio of season 3 scripts from the television series Rhoda (MTM Enterprises, 1974-1978).
Each script is signed by Valerie Harper and has her handwritten annotations. The scripts
are for season 3, episode 4, titled “I Won’t Dance”; season 3, episode 19, titled “Rhoda’s
Mystery Man”; and season 3, episode 23, titled “Pajama Party Bingo.”
11 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$300-500

488

VALERIE HARPER HASTY PUDDING AWARD
A gold-tone Hasty Pudding Woman of the Year award bestowed
upon Valerie Harper in 1975 by the Hasty Pudding Theatricals
society at Harvard University. The award has been presented
annually since 1951 by society members to performers deemed to
have made a “lasting and impressive contribution to the world of
entertainment.”
8 by 8 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$2,000-4,000
301

493

VALERIE HARPER VENABERT
(FRENCH, 20TH CENTURY) AND
MARY TYLER MOORE LETTER
A Jeunesse (Les Films Epoc, 1934) color lithograph gifted from Mary
Tyler Moore to Valerie Harper. The French film was directed by
Georges Lacombe and stars Jean-Louis Allibert, Robert Arnoux,
Paulette Dubost, Lisette Lanvin and Jean Servais. Accompanied by a
handwritten card dated 1999 from Moore to Harper that reads “Dear
Valerie, I hope this old poster of two other old dames will recall some
fond memories of our time together. I love you, Mary.”
62 by 47 inches, sight
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie Harper

$2,000-4,000
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494

VALERIE HARPER MARY TYLER
MOORE COLLECTION OF
CORRESPONDENCES
A collection of 12 handwritten letters and
cards from Mary Tyler Moore to Valerie
Harper. The letters are dated from 1977 to
2010.
Sizes vary
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Valerie
Harper

$500-700
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781

SIR NOEL COWARD (BRITISH,
1899-1973)
“Jamaican Village,” oil on canvas board, signed
lower left in black. Remnants of “Fine Arts Trade
Guild” label on verso. Numbered 25204.
18 1/4 by 22 1/4 inches, overall; 15 3/4 by 19
3/4 inches, sight

$2,000-4,000

782

ROYAL WEDDING RELATED DOCUMENTS

A group of documents relating to royal weddings, including a photocopy of a thank you letter from Princess Anne and Captain Mark
Phillips for a wedding gift, a photocopy of a thank you letter from Queen Elizabeth II regarding the wedding of Prince Andrew and
Sarah Ferguson, a photocopy of a thank you letter from Queen Elizabeth II regarding the wedding of Prince Charles and Princess
Diana with a cover letter from John Miller, a photocopy of a thank you letter from Prince Charles regarding a wedding gift, and a
photocopy of a telegram from Charles and Diana thanking the staff for all of their help during the wedding ceremony. Accompanied
by three vintage original candid color photographs of Prince Charles and Princess Diana from an unknown event and one copy of an
image from the same event.

$500-700
308

783

PRINCESS DIANA SIGNED LETTER
A single sheet of official Kensington Palace
letterhead, dated “31st January, 1996,” with a
short typed note about bulimia, annotated in
black felt-tip ink “Dear Richard” and “Yours
sincerely,/ Diana;” included with its original
transmittal envelope.
9 by 7 1/2 inches

$2,000-3,000

784

QUEEN ELIZABETH VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPHS
An album containing vintage photographs of Queen Elizabeth, including four sepia-toned images stamped “Foto - W. Leppek.” Many of the images
are candid and taken at publicity events, some related to the Royal Tour in Canada from 1959. Accompanied by a souvenir card from the tour
showing a portrait of “Canada’s Royal Family.” 14 images total.
Album, 11 3/4 by 10 1/2 by 1 1/2 inches

$1,000-2,000

309

785

VOLTAIRE ORIGINAL SIGNED LETTER
An original 18th century letter handwritten by the famous French philosopher Voltaire (Fran çois-Marie Arouet). The letter was written on
Dutch Van der Ley paper with Maid of Dort “Pro Patria” watermark. Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity signed by John Reznikoff
as well as two engraved plaques detailing the significance of the letter and its English translation.
6 by 7 3/4 inches

$1,000-2,000

786

ROBERT E. LEE 19TH CENTURY FAREWELL ADDRESS COPY
The lower half of an original 19th century copy of Confederate commander Robert E. Lee’s farewell address (aka General Order No. 9) made
to his army after his surrender on April 10, 1865, handwritten in ink on blue paper. The famous Civil War speech includes the line “You will
take with you the satisfaction that proceeds from the consciousness of duty faithfully performed, and I earnestly pray that a merciful God will
extend to you his blessing and protection.” Accompanied by an engraved plaque bearing a full transcription of the speech.
4 7/8 by 7 7/8 inches

$8,000-10,000

310

787

1900s HISTORIC GOWN AND PHOTOGRAPHS
An American period gown circa 1905 with sapphire blue silk bodice embellished with floral
lace and ruching embellishment and a full-length skirt with ruching to the hips. The dress is
accompanied by two photographs of the original owner, Louise E. Hammill, and two copies of
her wedding certificate for her marriage to Louis G. Daugherty on October 18, 1905, in
Blairsville, Pennsylvania.

$300-500

789

PRESIDENTIAL NAPKINS FROM
THE BARACK OBAMA WHITE
HOUSE YEARS
A group of six white paper napkins, all with an
official gold-embossed seal reading “Seal of the
President of the United States,” obtained in
person at The White House by one of Beyoncé’s
back-up dancers when he performed there with
her circa 2010; consigned directly by him to this
auction.
8 1/4 by 4 1/2 inches

$25-50

311

790

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY COMMEMORATIVE BLACK AND WHITE PHOTOGRAPHS
A double-sided cardboard frame housing two black and white photographs: one a headshot of JFK and one an elegant portrait of Jackie. Both have
‘The White House / Washington’ calling cards stapled to the lower left corners printed with the facsimile signatures of the couple. Black felt-tip ink
handwritten annotations on the verso of the frame outline where the piece was obtained, reading in part, “Gift given to those who worked/ for
Democratic Party during 1960/ National Convention, Los Angeles .../ Notables also present were: Bud Abbott/ Robert F. Kennedy/ Tom Bradley/
Edmund G. “Pat” Brown/ Shirley MacLaine ... .” Some staining evident which can be seen in the catalogue illustration.
9 1/2 by 7 inches

$1,000-2,000

312

791

JOHN F. KENNEDY INAUGURAL AND ROBERT KENNEDY FUNERAL NEGATIVES
A group of three envelopes containing 15 contact sheets, 21 sleeves of negatives together with approximately seven sheets
of negatives of Manfred Kreiner photographs taken at John F. Kennedy’s inauguration, at the funeral of Robert Kennedy, and
from a meeting of JFK with ambassadors in Washington, D.C. Accompanied by copyright.
NOTE: These negatives are being sold with copyright
Largest envelope, 9 3/4 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$4,000-8,000

313

792

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY NEGATIVES
A group of three envelopes containing approximately 34 contact sheets and 30 sleeves of negatives of images taken by
Manfred Kreiner of John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline Kennedy with copyright. The photographs were taken during the
Kennedys’ trips to South American countries and during the Cuban Missile Crisis.
NOTE: These negatives are being sold with copyright
Largest envelope, 10 by 13 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$1,000-2,000

314

793

JOHN F. KENNEDY AND JACQUELINE KENNEDY NEGATIVES
A group of three envelopes containing eight contact sheets, three sleeves of negatives, and one envelope of
negatives of images of President John F. Kennedy and Jacqueline Kennedy taken by Manfred Kreiner and
accompanied by copyright. The items are contained in envelopes labeled “President Kennedy Portraits,” “JFK ‘Halo’
picture,” and “JFK + Jackie Tickertape Parade Broadway New York.”
NOTE: These negatives are being sold with copyright
Envelopes, 8 3/4 by 11 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Manfred Kreiner

$1,000-2,000

315

794

NEIL ARMSTRONG NASA APOLLO 11 SPACE FLOWN CONTROL STICK (RC#2)
The original rotational attitude control stick (aka rotation hand controller - ROT or RHC) from the Apollo 11
command module Columbia (CSM-107) in 1969. This control handle, located near the right hand of astronaut and
mission commander Neil Armstrong (positioned in the left couch of the command module) allowed navigation of
the spacecraft’s attitude using roll, pitch, and yaw adjustments. The control stick is fitted with a trigger switch for
activating the headset microphone. Included is a custom-built wooden display mount with an Apollo 11 mission
patch and the original parts removal tag (dated September 22, 1969) with matching serial numbers and official
NASA stamps. Part number 10022865-101. Serial number 10. NOTE: The provenance of this item has been
corroborated by an official NASA audit report published by the Office of Inspector General in 2018.
Height, 4 1/2 inches

$100,000-200,000
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Ground: ROT controller power normal 2 to AC/DC.
Armstrong: Roger. Going AC on number 2.
Ground: Alright. Arm your ROT controller.
Armstrong: Alright.
Ground: Alright. Start your primary motors.
Armstrong: Roger [pause] kay, I got the primaries on.
Ground: Okay, check the [garble]
Armstrong: [garble] verified.
Ground: Alright [garble] off.
Armstrong: Complete.
Ground: Alright. Check your MTVC verify response.
Armstrong: Verified.
Ground: Okay, On panel 1, SCS TVC pitch and yaw to auto.
Armstrong: In auto.
Ground: Alright. Start your secondary motors.
Armstrong: I have those secondaries on.
Ground: Alright. Your, uh, T Controller clockwise and hold.
Armstrong: Roger.

Inside Apollo 11 Command Module on display at The Smithsonian with replica controllers
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795

BUZZ ALDRIN NASA APOLLO 11 SPACE FLOWN CONTROL STICK (RC#1)
The original secondary rotational attitude control stick (aka rotation hand controller - ROT or RHC) from the Apollo 11
command module Columbia (CSM-107) in 1969. This control handle, located near the right hand of astronaut and lunar
module pilot Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin (positioned in the center couch of the command module) allowed navigation of the
spacecraft’s attitude using roll, pitch, and yaw adjustments. The control column is fitted with a trigger switch for activating
the headset microphone. Included is a custom-built wooden display mount with an Apollo 11 mission patch and the
original parts removal tag (dated September 22, 1969) with matching serial numbers and official NASA stamps. Part
number 10022865-101. Serial number 1012. NOTE: The provenance of this item has been corroborated by an official
NASA audit report published by the Office of Inspector General in 2018.
Height, 4 1/2 inches

$100,000-200,000
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Ground: Right. CDR and CMP, arm your ROT controllers and
verify em.
Armstrong: CDR verified.
Aldrin: CMP verified.
Ground: CDR, panel 1 ROT controller power, direct 1 of 2,
main A, main B.
Armstrong: Roger, complete.
Ground: CMC mode, free.
Armstrong: CMC mode, free.
Ground: Trans controller power switch, on, up.
Armstrong: Trans are up.

Inside Apollo 11 Command Module on display at The Smithsonian with replica controllers
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796

NEIL ARMSTRONG AND MICHAEL COLLINS NASA APOLLO 11 SPACE FLOWN
TRANSLATION CONTROLLER
The original T-handle translational control stick (aka translation hand controller - THC) from the Apollo 11
command module Columbia (CSM-107) in 1969. This control handle, positioned near the left hand of astronaut
and mission commander Neil Armstrong (located in the left couch of the command module) allowed changes to
the spacecraft’s trajectory and direction with thrust and was used particularly while docking the command
module with the lunar module, known as the Eagle, an operation carried out by Michael Collins. This control
handle, when turned counterclockwise, also allowed Armstrong to abort the mission during the initial launch
phase if the crew encountered any problems at lift-off. Included is a custom-built wooden display mount with an
Apollo 11 mission patch and the original parts removal tag (dated September 22, 1969) with serial numbers and
official NASA stamps. Part number 95762-2. Serial number: “none visible.” NOTE: The provenance of this item
has been corroborated by an official NASA audit report published by the Office of Inspector General in 2018.
Height, 2 1/4 inches

$80,000-100,000
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Michael Collins has now taken over the left-hand seat from
Neil Armstrong. Collins turns the THC clockwise to try to
control the engines aim...
075:45:04 Collins: Okay. Alright. Translational Controllers
075:45:07 Aldrin: [garble] going TVC.
075:45:09 Collins: Clockwise thats verified. Alright,
secondary TVC check; Gimbal Motors, Pitch 2, Yaw 2, on.
075:45:18 Armstrong: Pitch 2, mark.
075:45:19 Collins: Got it.

Inside Apollo 11 Command Module on display at The Smithsonian with replica controllers
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797

NEIL ARMSTRONG NASA APOLLO SPACESUIT GLOVE ASSEMBLY
An original 1968 A7L left-hand spacesuit glove assembly designed to fit Neil Armstrong. The assembly consists of an outer
white Beta cloth Thermal Micrometeoroid Garment (TMG) sheath over an inner blue nylon and rubber glove with aluminum
pressure locking ring. Sewn to the inner edge of the outer sheath is an International Latex Corporation label printed with
Armstrong’s name. The label also includes the following information: Item: CP2001/ Glove Assy/ EV, Left/ A7l-203000-11/
Model No.: 2001A/ Size: N. Armstrong/ Serial: 008/ Date: 4/68/ Contract No.: NAS 9-6100. Sewn to the outer edge of the
inner glove is another International Latex Corporation label printed with Armstrong’s name. The inner glove has not been
removed due to deterioration of the rubber segments, but some of the information is visible as follows: Model No.: 1001 A/
Size: N. Armstrong/ Serial: 019.

$10,000-20,000
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798

NEIL ARMSTRONG APOLLO 11 CREW
SIGNED BASEBALL
A Rawlings brand baseball individually signed by the crew
members of NASA’s Apollo 11 mission to the Moon: Neil
Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins. Housed in an
acrylic display box.
4 1/4 by 4 1/8 by 4 1/8 inches (overall)

$1,000-2,000
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Buzz Aldrin adjusting the seismometer on the Moon’s surface

799

NASA APOLLO 11 LUNAR SEISMOMETER BLUEPRINTS
An original working blueprint for the Passive Seismic Experiment Assembly (part of NASA’s Early Apollo Scientific Experiments Package –
EASEP) that was placed on the surface of the Moon by astronauts Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong during the first manned lunar landing on
July 21, 1969. The seismometer was so sensitive that it later detected Armstrong’s movements while asleep in the Eagle lander. The blueprint
bears numerous corrections, notes, instructions, and mathematical equations in multicolored pencil as well as two additional stapled pages
with handwritten notes in ink.
21 3/4 by 34 inches

$300-500
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800

NEIL ARMSTRONG HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOKS
A pair of yearbook annuals from Blume High School in Wapakoneta, Ohio (The Retrospect, 1946 and 1947) for Neil Armstrong’s junior and senior
years. The yearbooks contain many photos of Armstrong, in addition to his standard class photos, and document his numerous academic activities,
including theatre member; student council president (junior year); student council vice president (senior year); school band vice president;
member of Hi-Y social club; member of Boosters club; and member of yearbook staff. Armstrong was already strongly interested in flying and
famously earned his pilot’s license before his driver’s license at age 16. After graduating from Blume, Armstrong attended Purdue University, where
he studied aeronautical engineering.
10 3/4 by 8 inches (each)

$200-400
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801

NEIL ARMSTRONG COMMEMORATIVE PENNANTS

A group of three vintage felt pennants commemorating the Apollo 11 lunar landing and Neil Armstrong setting foot on the Moon.
11 3/8 by 29 1/4 inches (largest)

$100-200
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802

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
“Buzz” Aldrin climbing down the ladder of the lunar module
and preparing to set foot on the surface of the Moon. The
photograph bears the red number AS11-40-5868 and is
marked on the verso “A Kodak Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

803

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
SAMPLE PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
“Buzz” Aldrin taking a core sample of the Moon. The
photograph bears the red number AS11-40-5964 and is
marked on the verso “A Kodak Paper.” The verso of the
photograph also bears blue-stamped NASA press release info
along with a 10-cent “First Man on The Moon” Airmail stamp
and “First Day of Issue” postal cancellation dated September 9,
1969.
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

804

NASA APOLLO 11 BUZZ ALDRIN MOON
WALK PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring astronaut Edwin
“Buzz” Aldrin standing on the surface of the Moon. The
photograph bears the red number AS11-40-5902 and is
marked on the verso “A Kodak Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$200-400
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805

NASA APOLLO 11 NEIL ARMSTRONG LUNAR
MODULE PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the lunar module
Eagle with the shadow of Neil Armstrong in the foreground. The
photograph bears the red number AS11-40-5962 and is marked
on the verso “A Kodak Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

806

NASA APOLLO 11 EASEP PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the Passive Seismic
Experiments Package with the lunar module Eagle and the
American flag in the background. The photograph bears the
partial red number for AS11-40-5950 and is marked on the verso
“A Kodak Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$200-400

807

NASA APOLLO 11 AMERICAN FLAG ON THE
MOON PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the American flag
on the surface of the Moon. The photograph bears the red
number AS11-37-5545 and is marked on the verso “A Kodak
Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$200-400
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808

NASA APOLLO 11 LUNAR MODULE SHADOW
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring the shadow of the lunar
module Eagle on the surface of the Moon along with the numerous footprints
of astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin. The photograph is marked with
the red number AS11-37-5505 and is marked on the verso “A Kodak Paper.”
The verso of the photograph also bears a 10-cent “First Man on The Moon”
Airmail stamp and “First Day of Issue” postal cancellation dated September 9,
1969.
8 by 10 inches

$200-400

809

NASA APOLLO 11 LUNAR CRATER PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph featuring a small crater at Tranquility
Base taken from the window of the lunar module Eagle. The photograph
bears the red number AS11-37-5453 and is marked on the verso “A Kodak
Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$200-400

810

NASA APOLLO 11 LUNAR MODULE PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph of the lunar module Eagle returning to
the command module Columbia from the surface of the Moon, with Earth
visible in the background. The photograph bears the blurred remnants of red
number AS11-44-6643 and is marked on the verso “A Kodak Paper.” The
verso of the photograph also bears a 10-cent “First Man on The Moon”
Airmail stamp and “First Day of Issue” postal cancellation dated September 9,
1969.
8 by 10 inches

$200-400
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811

NASA APOLLO 11 PLANET EARTH
PHOTOGRAPH
An original NASA color photograph of Earth taken
from the command module Columbia. The
photograph bears the red number AS11-36-5355
and is marked on the verso “A Kodak Paper.”
8 by 10 inches

$300-500

812

ALAN SHEPARD SIGNED PHOTOGRAPHS
A group of five vintage original photographs of astronaut
Alan Shepard, the first American in space. Two of the
photos are signed and inscribed by Shepard “To Carla with
love, Alan” and “To Carla, from one space expert to
another and … to our trip to the moon! Alan B. Shepard
9/16/62.” Together with a circa 1964 issue of NASA Fact
Sheet #290 featuring an image of the Mercury astronauts,
including Shepard, on the cover. Accompanied by a
certificate of authenticity from Global Authentics.
10 1/2 by 8 inches (largest)
PROVENANCE Purchased by the previous owner from the
Personal Collection of Carla Beachcomber

$200-400
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813

NASA APOLLO 17 SPACE FLOWN TOOLKIT
The original in-flight toolkit flown into space on the Apollo 17 command module, America (CSM114) in 1972, the last time humans landed on the Moon and the last flight of the Apollo Space
Program. Most of the 16 number-engraved tools have been fitted with Velcro tabs to secure them in
the zero gravity environment. Included is the original Beta cloth case, the parts removal tag (dated
January 11, 1973) with matching serial numbers and official NASA stamps, and extensive
paperwork documenting the testing of individual tools and the status of each tool having been
flown on Apollo 17 for 304 hours, 44 minutes and 20 seconds. Part number V36-601135-501. Serial
number 06362 AAJ1572.
25 by 12 1/2 inches (overall)

$20,000-30,000
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814

NASA APOLLO SATURN ROCKET HELIUM CONTROL TANK
A compressed helium control tank designed for the second or third stage
(depending on application) of the Saturn IB and Saturn V rockets used in the Apollo
program. The tank is printed with a manufacture date of January 6, 1967, and a test
date of May 22, 1967, and is also affixed with NASA decommission stickers dated
October 15, 1970. Assembly number: 4425002-901 “B.” Douglass specification
number: 1A48857-501 “P.” Serial number: 50.
8 1/4 by 5 1/4 by 5 1/4 inches

$100-200

815

NASA APOLLO 11 SATURN ROCKET PHOTOGRAPHS

A pair of original NASA color photographs featuring the Apollo 11 Saturn rocket on
the launch pad prior to launch. The photographs bear the red numbers S-69-38658
and S-69-38660 and are marked on the versos “A Kodak Paper.”
8 by 10 inches (each)

$200-400
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816

AIR FORCE TITAN ROCKET
PROGRAM SIGNED DISPLAY
A commemorative display featuring
photographs and computer chips from the
United States Air Force Titan IV rocket
program, hand signed by numerous team
members. The Titan rockets were used to
launch satellite payloads into orbit.
Framed, 19 by 25 inches

$100-200

817

JOHN F. KENNEDY CAPE
CANAVERAL CLEARANCE BADGE
AND PHOTOGRAPHS

An original Department of Defense clearance
badge for the presidential tour of John F.
Kennedy to Cape Canaveral on November 16,
1963, when Kennedy met with Wernher von
Braun to learn more about the Saturn rockets
that would be used to launch Apollo astronauts
into space. The badge is accompanied by three
original photographs of Kennedy taken during
the tour.
4 by 5 inches (largest)

$100-200
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Launch Control Firing Room 2 (or B) - Instrument Panel was located in 3rd bank near right of pic centre

818

NASA MISSION CONTROL APOLLO CMR OPERATIONS INSTRUMENT PANEL
An original NASA Mission Control instrument panel from console BC6 in the firing room. This panel consists of a
series of remote control switches for the Apollo Command Module Repeater or Receiver (CMR) and was part of the
bank of computers used for angular or azimuth stabilization of the spacecraft. The panel bears stickers and/or tags
from Kennedy Space Center; Marshall Space Flight Center (hand dated April 27, 1966); and George C. Marshall
Space Flight Center. Assembly number 40M09648. Serial number 0005. Images of this panel and its location in the
firing room are available upon request.
5 1/4 by 19 by 19 1/2 inches

$600-800
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819

NASA MISSION CONTROL APOLLO DAC INSTRUMENT PANEL
An original NASA Mission Control instrument panel. This panel consists of a rolling variable
number switch that controlled the Digital Analog Converter (DAC). The panel bears multiple
stickers from Kennedy Space Center.
8 3/4 by 19 by 21 inches

$600-800

820

NASA APOLLO RCS ADAPTER CASE

An original case for holding RCS adapters for the Apollo program under contract number NAS9-150.
The Reaction Control System (RCS) nozzles are responsible for allowing the astronauts to appropriately
angle the command module during re-entry so that it doesn’t burn up in the atmosphere.
15 1/4 by 27 1/2 by 37 1/4 inches

$300-500
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821

NASA SKYLAB WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEVICE
An original waste management system device developed for the Skylab program (the first U.S. Space Station). The device
bears tags from NASA, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, and McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company and
several inspection and/or cleaning tags from Kennedy Space Center with the following handwritten dates: January 11,
1973; July 11, 1973; July 19, 1973; July 27, 1973; and January 27, 1974. Assembly number 1B91385-1. Model number
DSV7-373. Serial number 000001.
14 1/2 by 23 by 20 inches

$1,000-2,000
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822

NASA SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHS AND BADGES
A collection of 30 original NASA color photographs of the Skylab station and orbital images taken from Skylab, together with three original Skylab access badges and
two Skylab stickers and two schematics of the Skylab payload. Photographs – Red Numbers: “A Kodak Paper” – S-72-41118; S-72-41119; S-72-41121; S-72-41123; S-7241126; S-72-41128; S-72-41129; S-72-41133; S-72-41135; S-72-41140; S-72-41143; S-72-41152; S-72-41154; S-72-41487; S-72-41488; S-72-41894; S-72-43158;
S-72-45250; S-72-47384; S-72-47387; S-72-47388; S-72-47389; S-72-47398; S-71-51307 – “This Paper Manufactured by Kodak” – SL2-10-179; SL4-137-3630; SL4-1373646; SL4-138-3756; SL4-139-3966; SL4-139-3994.
8 1/2 by 11 inches (largest)

$300-500

823

NASA SKYLAB SPACEWALK FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 400 feet (7-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color Eastman film stock with 1973 date codes containing extraordinary footage
of a Skylab EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity) spacewalk with two unidentified astronauts performing maintenance on the spacecraft.
7 1/4 inches (overall)

$100-200
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824

NASA SKYLAB CREW QUARTERS TEST FOOTAGE
Approximately 150 feet (5-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color Ektachrome film stock containing footage of several staff members
testing a door design for Skylab crew quarters.
7 1/4 inches (overall)

$50-100

825

NASA SKYLAB TRAINING FOOTAGE
Approximately 500 feet (10-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color Ektachrome film stock containing extraordinary footage of
unidentified astronauts performing zero gravity simulation tests during parabolic flights in the reduced gravity aircraft known as the “Vomit
Comet.” The astronauts are testing the Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA) as well as a penetrometer device.
10 3/4 inches (overall)

$100-200
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826

NASA SKYLAB FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 400 feet (9-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color film stock containing footage of astronaut Owen Garriott exercising
onboard Skylab, together with approximately 900 feet (12-inch reel) of 16mm single-perforated color film stock with magnetic audio track
containing footage of a Skylab rendezvous and docking procedure.
12 1/2 inches (overall, largest)

$100-200

827

NASA UNDERWATER SPACESUIT TESTING FILM FOOTAGE
Approximately 450 feet (9-inch reel) of 16mm double-perforated color Ektachrome film stock containing extraordinary footage of an astronaut
trainee in full EVA (Extra Vehicular Activity) spacewalk suit testing an unknown mechanical device and control panel underwater in the neutral
buoyancy Water Immersion Facility (WIF) tank in Building 5 of the Johnson Space Center in Houston. The unidentified astronaut is wearing a
suit bearing red “Commander’s Stripes,” which were in use beginning with Apollo 13. Film can labeled “Roll Number: S79-020.”
9 1/2 inches (overall)

$100-200
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Pictures of the door in background taken during mission STS-005 in 1982

828

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE COLUMBIA FLOWN DOOR
A metal door (panel MA75J) from the very first operational orbiter, the Space Shuttle
Columbia. The door was located on the aft side of Columbia’s middeck area, next to
the bathroom and adjacent to the shuttle entrance hatch and galley. Numerous
images taken during missions STS-003 (March, 1982); STS-004 (July, 1982); and STS005 (November, 1982) show the door in the background with crew members,
including pilot Charles Fullerton; commander Thomas “Ken” Mattingly (of Apollo 13
fame); commander Vance Brand; mission specialist William Lenoir; and pilot Robert
Overmyer. Some of the images show the Velcro patches on the front of the door
being used to secure a portable food warmer in the zero gravity environment. The
door was later replaced prior to the tragic disintegration of Columbia during reentry in February 2003.
53 1/4 by 15 3/4 inches

$200-400
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Installing RCC panel with insulators to Space Shuttle wing

829

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FLOWN WING
INSULATOR
An original Space Shuttle Orbiter high-temperature wing spar
insulation panel that was fitted behind the shuttle wing’s leadingedge reinforced carbon carbon (RCC) panels in order to protect the
main structure of the wing from the intense heat of re-entry. This
insulator was used behind RCC panel number 11 on the right wing
and shows discoloration due to heat damage. Assembly number
V070-190311-002. Serial number 25167-005.
28 by 14 3/4 by 6 inches

$500-700

830

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER HEAT SHIELD TILES
A group of three green foam “fit check” pattern tiles used in the
placement and sizing of the final thermal heat shield tiles applied to the
outer surface of the space shuttle orbiters to keep them from burning up
during re-entry.
8 1/2 by 6 1/2 by 2 inches (largest)

$200-400
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Conduit installed in Space Shuttle Orbiter Columbia

831

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER FLOWN CONDUIT

An aluminum cable tray flown on the Space Shuttle orbiter Columbia or Challenger.
Accompanied by a decommission sheet dated July 18, 1983.
64 1/2 by 8 7/8 inches

$200-400
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832

NASA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER EARLY PAMPHLET AND CONCEPT PHOTOGRAPHS
A rare early pamphlet titled “Manned Recoverable Booster System” published by Lear Siegler Engineering in January 1964, describing and illustrating the concept
of what would eventually become the Space Shuttle, together with more than 65 original vintage photographs of concept drawings depicting how the Space
Shuttle and orbiter might look and function. Most of the photos are printed on Kodak paper. A number of the images represent works created by Don Mackey, F.
Wright, Jake Ferrell, and others.
11 1/2 by 11 by 2 3/4 inches (overall)

$200-400
345

833

KRAFT FOODS ASTRONAUT ADVERTISING SIGNS
A pair of rare large-scale vintage Kraft Foods brand store advertising displays, one featuring a Mercury
astronaut floating in space and the other a Gemini astronaut floating outside of his capsule. The embossed
metallic paper foil signs were created by the Wonderflex company of Chicago.
Approximately 44 by 26 inches (each)

$200-400

834

COLLECTION OF VINTAGE SPACE-THEMED
COIN BANKS
A metal coin bank shaped like a Mercury space capsule, together
with an Astro Manufacturing brand “Guided Missile” coin bank
with coin firing mechanism (includes original box, rubber nose
tip, and rubber feet) and a Duro Mold brand rocket-shaped
“Satellite Bank” with coin firing mechanism.
11 by 3 by 3 inches (largest)

$100-200
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835

COLLECTION OF VINTAGE SPACE-THEMED TOYS
An Empress Varieties brand inflatable astronaut and satellite ball, sealed in original packaging, together with a General Electric
brand Apollo Command Module Mission Control walkie-talkie (dated July 71 to underside) with original base and a lithographed tin
lunar globe showing the sites of the Apollo 11 Moon Landing and the sites of previous probes and orbiters.
12 by 8 by 8 inches (largest)

$100-200

836

COLLECTION OF SPACE-THEMED
HOME DÉCOR ITEMS

An original Gold Circle Line brand “Astronaut Space
Clock” with rocket, satellite, and Mercury capsule
hands; includes original paperwork and shipping box
(postmarked Aug, 19, 1964). Together with a vintage
65-inch roll of Apollo-themed wallpaper and a vintage
glass space-themed lampshade for a ceiling light.
65 inches (largest)

$100-200
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837

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES GORILLA RIFLE
A static non-firing rifle used by gorilla soldiers in Beneath the Planet of the Apes (20th Century Fox, 1970).
Made of painted wood with painted cast metal section nailed into base, along with metal and canvas strap
screwed into sides at front and rear.

$500-700

838

JAWS POSTER PROJECT SAMPLE
A poster sample for the theatrical release poster for Jaws (Universal, 1975).
The poster sample affixed to artist’s board comes from the collection of Bill
Wallen. According to Wallen, this sample was created for use with
Universal’s legal and executive teams in order for Wallen and The Paper
Pros to create and market these Jaws posters in tandem with the release of
the film. Accompanied by a certificate of authenticity.
Poster, 11 by 8 1/2 inches; overall, 20 by 15 inches

$1,000-2,000
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839

BENEATH THE PLANET OF THE APES WORKING HERO GORILLA RIFLE WITH BAYONET
A working hero gorilla rifle with bayonet from Beneath the Planet of the Apes (20th Century Fox, 1970).
Studio altered .30 caliber M1 carbine by Inland, serial number 5285116, within cast aluminum faux wood grain stock, with
retractable bayonet and prop department sling. This functional gorilla rifle was made for and used in Beneath the Planet
of the Apes, the first sequel to Planet of the Apes (20th Century Fox, 1968). In Beneath the Planet of the Apes, most of the
gorilla army’s rifles are wooden “dummies,” but this is an actual firing carbine rifle used for close-up shots, mainly by the
gorilla actors and co-star James Franciscus during the film’s bloody climax.
The rifles’ retractable stilettos can be seen primarily in the shots of the gorillas’ bayonet practice. The metal shell encasing
the rifle was an improvement on the wooden stocks used for the original rifles used in Planet of the Apes, which would
frequently shatter when the rifles were fired; the earlier rifles are black, but those in the sequel have a faux wood finish.
NOTICE: The firearm must be registered in accordance with state and federal laws through Little John’s Auction Service,
1740 W. La Veta, Orange, CA 92868. Registration forms must be completed at this location or at your local FFL/gun shop,
and the firearms must be picked up from this location or transferred to your local FFL/gun shop. Buyer must provide a
Handgun Safety Certificate or obtain one through Little John’s or in conjunction with your local FFL/gun shop if you do
not already possess one. Also, pickup must be made at Little John’s Auction Service after the 10-day waiting period and
within thirty (30) days after registration, or the lot must be transferred to your local FFL/gun shop as per your state and/or
federal requirements.

$800-1,200
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840

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD MEMORABILIA COLLECTION FROM GEORGE KOSANA
A personal collection of memorabilia owned by production manager and actor George Kosana, who portrayed Sheriff McClelland in George Romero’s Night of
the Living Dead (Image Ten, 1968).
The collection includes the original cartridge belt used by production manager and actor George Kosana in his role as Sheriff McClellandan, an original
invitation to the Night of the Living Dead world premiere on October 1, 1968; a replica hat like the one worn by Sheriff McClelland in the film; a 27 by 34-inch
banner brought to convention appearances; a Sheriff McClelland ball-jointed action figure; a framed 17 by 24-inch black and white illustration of Kosana as
Sheriff McClelland; a vintage Night of the Living Dead VHS release; CD Tracks Original Film Remastered Soundtrack; a framed autographed 8 by 10-inch photo
of cast and crew; and an autographed John Russo book, Night of the Living Dead: Behind the Scenes of the Most Terrifying Zombie Movie Ever.
George Kosana was one of 10 original investors in the groundbreaking and influential horror classic. The film was selected in 1999 by the Library of Congress
for preservation in the National Film Registry as a film deemed “culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant.”
The hat is discussed by Kosana with the banner
in the background in a 2012 interview on
YouTube (https://youtu.be/54Kbo_TMMFM).
PROVENANCE From The Collection of the
Kosana Family

$1,000-2,000
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GEORGE KOSANA “SHERIFF MCCLELLAND” NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD RIFLE
A rifle used by production manager and actor George Kosana in his role as Sheriff McClelland in George Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (Image Ten, 1968).
Custom AFN Supreme High Power Rifle in .300 Win. Mag caliber on a 98 Mauser action. 1950s-60s custom deluxe checkered fancy stock and jeweled action.
Vintage Bauer scope on Bueler mounts. Good used condition showing minor scratches and wear. NSNV. Leather file scabbard included as well.
Kosana discussed details of the rifle in an interview from 2012 published on YouTube (https://youtu.be/54Kbo_TMMFM) in which he states “The only thing I
have left from the film as memorabilia is my high powered rifle. And that is for sale, but it’s a very high-priced item. That was a custom-built rifle made for me by a
gunsmith from West Newton, Pennsylvania by the name of Philip Carnau. And it is a semi-bull sporter. I don’t know how many of you are familiar with firearms, but
its stock is glass-bedded, free floating with 4N pressure. It has a Monte Carlo cheek piece, hand checkering hand piece and forearm. It’s a Douglas stainless steel
barrel, semi-bull sporter barrel, with a Mannlicher Mauser FN 400 action. It’s accuracy from sandbags ... in micro-fine crosshair scope ... 100 yards ... three shot
group inside of a dime. And it’s 300 Winchester magnum in caliber. I can load it down to hunt groundhog or I can beef it up to hunt grizzly.”
Very few props survived the low-budget production, and this functional, screen-used rifle and cartridge belt comes from the family of Kosana.
The rifle in this lot is the one Kosana carries on screen in all of his scenes; he fires the rifle during the film’s final sequence. Later in life, Kosana was a regular
guest at horror conventions.
George Kosana was one of 10 original investors in the groundbreaking and influential horror classic. The film was selected in 1999 by the Library of Congress
for preservation in the National Film Registry as a film deemed “culturally, historically, or aesthetically significant.”
Director George Romero led a group of Pittsburgh-area filmmakers who self-financed the modestly budgeted film and enlisted the help of their co-workers,
friends, and family. One such investor was George Kosana, who famously portrayed Sheriff McClelland onscreen, leading a well-armed posse of locals on a
zombie hunt.
In one key scene, the sheriff is interviewed by a local TV newsman about the marauding ghouls and delivers the much-quoted lines “Beat ’em or burn ’em ...
they go up pretty easy” and “They’re dead — they’re all messed up.”
Kosana’s Sheriff McClelland is also central to the film’s deeply chilling finale, where he and his men find the sole survivor of the previous night’s massacre, Ben
(Duane Jones) and, mistaking him for a zombie, shoot and kill him, then casually toss his body on a zombie pyre. Kosana also delivers the film’s last lines.
Despite its humble origins, Night of the Living Dead became a major hit and a cultural phenomenon, inspiring countless subsequent zombie movies and
television shows.
NOTICE: The firearm must be registered in accordance with state and federal laws through Little John’s Auction Service, 1740 W. La Veta, Orange, CA 92868.
Registration forms must be completed at this location or at your local FFL/gun shop, and the firearm must be picked up from this location or transferred to your
local FFL/gun shop. Buyer must provide a Handgun Safety Certificate or obtain one through Little John’s or in conjunction with your local FFL/gun shop if you
do not already possess one. Also, pickup must be made at Little John’s Auction Service after the 10-day waiting period and within thirty (30) days after
registration, or the lot must be transferred to your local FFL/gun shop as per your state and/or federal requirements.

$1,000-2,000
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BRYAN CRANSTON “WALTER WHITE” BREAKING BAD YELLOW HAZMAT SUIT
A yellow protective hazmat suit worn by Bryan Cranston as Walter White in Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013). Inside collar reads “WALT,” handwritten.
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot 655 Walter White’s
Yellow Hazmat Suit that was on screen in Breaking Bad.”

$1,000-2,000
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843

BRYAN CRANSTON “WALTER WHITE” BREAKING BAD GREEN HAZMAT SUIT
A light green protective hazmat suit worn on screen by Bryan Cranston as Walter White in Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013).
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot 710 Walter White’s
Hazmat Green Suit that was on screen in Breaking Bad.”

$1,000-2,000

353
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AARON PAUL “JESSE PINKMAN” BREAKING BAD RED HAZMAT SUIT
A red protective hazmat suit used by Aaron Paul as Jesse Pinkman in Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013).
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot 711 Jesse Pinkman’s Red
Hazmat Suit that was used in the production of Breaking Bad.”

$500-700

354
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AARON PAUL “JESSE PINKMAN” BREAKING BAD SUPERLAB GAS MASK
A superlab-style gas mask worn by Aaron Paul as Jesse Pinkman in Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013). The 3M brand gas mask has face shield, pink
filters, and gray rubber straps. Similar to the one seen in the Season 4 episode “Face Off.”
9 by 5 by 10 inches
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot 734 Jesse Pinkman’s
Gas Mask that was on screen in Breaking Bad.”

$1,000-2,000

355
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BREAKING BAD COLLECTION OF LAB GLASS ITEMS
A group of four lab glass items featured on Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013): two Pyrex beakers, a Sibata beaker, and two distillation tubes. Beakers in the
foreground of the Season 1 episode “... And the Bag’s in the River” appear similar to the 600 ML beaker in this set. They also are similar to the glass items in the lab
in the Season 4 episode “Salud.”
Largest, 16 by 2 inches
Four (4) certificates of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating:
“For Lot 717 500 ML Erlenmeyer Filtering Flask that was used in the production of Breaking Bad”
“For Lot 618 Condenser that was on screen in Breaking Bad”
“For Lot 719 600 ML Beaker that was used in the production of Breaking Bad”
“For Lot 617 500 ML Graduated Cylinder that was on screen in Breaking Bad.”

$1,000-2,000

847

AARON PAUL “JESSE PINKMAN” BREAKING BAD PIPETTE PROP

A pipette like those used by Jesse Pinkman and as set decoration in Breaking Bad (AMC,
2008-2013). Similar to those seen in the background in the Season 4 episode “Salud.”
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures
numbered hologram stating “For Lot 622 Jesse Pinkman’s Pipet that was on screen in
Breaking Bad.”
356

$300-500

848

“WALTER WHITE” BREAKING BAD STUNT JACKET
A khaki zip-front jacket used for the character Walter White in Breaking
Bad (AMC, 2008-2013). Interior label reads “WALT STUNT,” handwritten.
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with
Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot 660 Walter White’s
“Stunt” Jacket that was used in the production of Breaking Bad.”

$500-700

849

BRYAN CRANSTON “WALTER WHITE” BREAKING BAD
KHAKI PANTS

A pair of Dockers khaki trousers worn by Bryan Cranston as Walter White in
Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013). Interior tag reads “WALT,” handwritten.
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with
Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot 727 Walter White’s Khaki
Pants that was on screen in Breaking Bad.”

$500-700
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BRYAN CRANSTON “WALTER WHITE”
BREAKING BAD BURNER CELL PHONE
A black AT&T flip-style cell phone used Bryan Cranston as
Walter White in Breaking Bad (AMC, 2008-2013).
2 by 4 inches
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9,
2013, with Sony Pictures numbered hologram stating “For Lot
613 Walter White’s AT&T Cell Phone that was on screen in
Breaking Bad.”

$500-700
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BREAKING BAD SUGAR CADDY WITH SUGAR PACKS USED IN LAST
EPISODE
A black restaurant sugar caddy with sugar packets used as props in Breaking Bad (AMC, 20082013). Used in the final episode in which Bryan Cranston as Walter White fatally poisons Lydia with
ricin by replacing the contents of her Stevia.
Certificate of authenticity from Sony Pictures dated October 9, 2013, with Sony Pictures numbered
hologram stating “For Lot 758 LAST EPISODE Sugar Caddy that was used in the production of
Breaking Bad.”
3 by 3 inches

$200-300

852

BREAKING BAD LOS POLLOS HERMANOS STICKER
A “Los Pollos Hermanos” logo sticker from the restaurant featured in Breaking
Bad (AMC, 2008-2013). This style appears to match the type used on the food
trays in the restaurant. Stickers also appear to have been used on the menu
above and behind the registers as well as on the chicken buckets.
5 inches

$200-300
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KITT KNIGHT RIDER 1982 PONTIAC FIREBIRD TRANS AM
A KITT Knight Rider 1982 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am created by Universal Studios and used in tours and appearances promoting the popular Knight Rider (MCA TV,
1982-1987) television series starring David Hasselhoff as Michael Knight and created and produced by Glen A. Larson. This KITT was also used in Hasselhoff’s ”Night
Rocker” concert tour in Austria in 1987 and later exhibited on display at the Siegfried Marcus Automobile Museum in Stockerau, Austria, through 2005.
In the original NBC series, KITT (Knight Industries Two Thousand) was an A.I. computer module inside of the highly advanced robotic vehicle. KITT was voiced by
William Daniels.
Between 1983 and 1986, Hollywood Productions Inc. was contracted by Universal Studios to promote Knight Rider with the appearance of KITT at select car shows
across the United States. These cars were created by Hollywood Productions under a licensing agreement with Universal Studios and were then advertised on local
television stations, newspapers, fliers, and all other media as “KITT from Knight Rider” coming to “a car show in your hometown!”
Example promotional marketing includes“K.I.T.T. is the star of the exciting, action packed NBC TV series Knight Rider. This talking ’82 Pontiac Trans Am is called K.I.T.T. for
‘Knight Industries Two Thousand.’ It was built to wage war on criminals who operate beyond the reach of ordinary law enforcement agencies. The heart of K.I.T.T. is a
computer which gives scores of digital readouts to monitor every aspect of its physical state. It is also equipped with a surveillance scanner on its nose which can detect
activity, interiors of structures, persons in the area, etc. The exterior of K.I.T.T. consists of an indestructible material whose nature is classified. The car has retro-rockets to
boost it over roadblocks and a grappling hook. Other special effects include an ejection seat, a tear gas system, smoke screen and oil slick devices, automatic driving
mode and a collision avoidance system.”
Per a Pontiac Historical Services invoice, this Trans Am came off of the Van Nuys assembly line on June 22, 1982. The vehicle was purchased by Hollywood Productions
in 1983 and subsequently customized as a KITT vehicle and employed on the car show tour.
The Knight Rider Historians have confirmed that this KITT visited many cities across the U.S.
On March 19, 1987, the car was purchased by Peter Malak, Austrian promoter to David Hasselhoff, to be featured and promoted in his David Hasselhoff and the Night
Rockers concert tour in Austria in April 1987. This tour was designed and coordinated by Herbert Fechter of Profil Promotion. A copy of the purchase agreement is
included with this KITT.
The car was subsequently acquired and owned by the Siegfried Marcus Automobile Museum in Stockerau, Austria.
Modifications to this KITT following the U.S. tour include repainting the original dash, replacing some electronics, modifying the center console unit and adding grills
to the front bumper. The hood of the KITT has been autographed by Hasselhoff (see accompanying photos of Hasselhoff signing this KITT) with his signature and
“KITT & Michael” directly below his autograph in silver marker. Also signed by Hasselhoff on the exterior behind driver and passenger side windows.
A true piece of both Hollywood and David Hasselhoff music history spanning three decades, two continents, many countries, around the globe, and back again.
The car includes a certificate signed by David Hasselhoff stating that the KITT “was imported by Universal Studios (USA) to Europe for general exhibition purposes and
for the tour of the show ‘David Hasselhoff and the Night Rockers.’ The car was presented within this tour and also within my comeback tour in the year 2010/2011, as
well as on various TV shows and concerts.”
This car is offered for static display purposes only and cannot be legally or safely driven on public roads or highways. No legal title is offered with this car. Bill of sale
only.
The winning bidder is responsible for pickup or shipping of the vehicle from Germany.
VIN 1G2AW8772CL547699
No odometer is present due to the customizations to the dash.
Certificate signed by David Hasselhoff

$100,000-200,000
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WENTWORTH MILLER “MICHAEL SCOFIELD” PRISON BREAK WRISTWATCH
An Acqua brand wristwatch from Prison Break (20th Century Fox Television, 2005-2009, 2017), worn by
Wentworth Miller while portraying Michael Scofield in the popular series. One of few in existence, this watch was
a key prop and plot point in the series.
Wentworth Miller notes: “A gift from the props department at the end of the first season. Had it ever since. Still has
a little piece of black tape hiding the brand name. The show didn’t have an agreement to promote their product.”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$800-1,200

855

WENTWORTH MILLER GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE TRAY FOR “BEST ACTOR” IN PRISON BREAK
A Golden Globe Nominee tray from Wentworth Miller’s work on Prison Break (20th Century Fox Television, 2005-2009, 2017) portraying Michael Scofield. Miller’s
work earned him a nomination for the Golden Globe Award for “Best Actor - Television Series Drama” in 2005. The tray is engraved in stainless steel.
16 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$800-1,200

362

856

WENTWORTH MILLER COLLECTION OF PRISON BREAK “FOX RIVER 8” MUGSHOT PHOTOS AND SERIES
PUBLICITY PHOTOS
A group of nine 7 by 5-inch color photos used in the production of Prison Break (20th Century Fox Television, 2005-2009, 2017). “In character” mug
shots of the “Fox River 8” used for an on-screen shot of an FBI “Most Wanted” poster. Each photo shows one actor’s mug shot with his character
name below: Michael Scofield, Lincoln Burrows “Sink,” Fernando Sucre, Charles Patoshik “Haywire,” John Abruzzi, David Apolskis “Tweener,”
Theodore Bagwell “T-Bag,” Benjamin Miles Franklin “C-Note,” and Oscar Shales.
Wentworth Miller notes: “Got these from props. For some reason there’s a 9th pic Oscar Shales. Mahone’s first kill (to Michael’s knowledge). Not sure
why it was produced but it came with the set. So I kept it.”
Also included are eight 8 by 10-inch publicity photos for Prison Break, two featuring the full cast for that season and the rest featuring Wentworth
Miller as Michael Scofield.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$300-500
363

857

WENTWORTH MILLER “MICHAEL SCOFIELD” PRISON BREAK ACTOR’S
CHAIRBACK (SEASONS 1, 2, 3, 4 FROM 2005-2009)
A personal chairback from Prison Break (20th Century Fox Television, 2005-2009, 2017) used by
Wentworth Miller while portraying Michael Scofield in the popular series. This chairback was used for
seasons 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the initial series run.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$500-700

858

WENTWORTH MILLER “MICHAEL SCOFIELD” PRISON BREAK ACTOR’S CHAIRBACK (SEASON 5 FROM 2017)
A personal chairback from Prison Break (20th Century Fox Television, 2005-2009, 2017) used by Wentworth Miller while portraying Michael Scofield in
the popular series. This chairback was used for season 5.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$500-700

859

WENTWORTH MILLER “MICHAEL SCOFIELD” PRISON
BREAK PORTRAITS BY FERNANDO ARGÜELLES
A group of three 8 by 10-inch high-gloss prints featuring Wentworth Miller
as Michael Scofield taken on set by Fernando Argüelles, director of
photography on Prison Break (20th Century Fox Television, 2005-2009,
2017). Photos each signed by Argüelles. Also includes one 8 by 10-inch
contact sheet generated by the Prison Break makeup department in 2005
with thumbnail photos of Miller, Sarah Wayne Callies, Robert Knepper,
Robin Tunney and other performers.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$300-500

364
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WENTWORTH MILLER THE HUMAN STAIN ACTOR’S
CHAIRBACK AND PRESS PHOTO COLLECTION
A chairback used by Wentworth Miller from his work on The Human Stain
(Miramax, 2003). Miller portrayed the young Coleman Silk (with the same lead
character played by Anthony Hopkins in the film). The chairback reads “YOUNG
COLEMAN” on the front and “THE HUMAN STAIN” on the back. Also part of this
lot are five 8 by 10-inch black and white photographs of Miller learning to box in
preparation for his work on the film.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$300-500

861

WENTWORTH MILLER PERSONAL COLLECTION
OF EARLY CAREER HEADSHOTS AND PRESS
SHOOT PHOTOS
An assortment of headshots and photos of Wentworth Miller from
early in his career; a mix of color and black and white 8 by 10-inch
prints from his personal collection. 17 photo prints total.
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$500-700

862

WENTWORTH MILLER PRINTED SPEECH WITH NOTES
FOR THE HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN GALA IN
SEATTLE, 2013
A set of Wentworth Miller’s personal printed notes with handwritten notations
for his speech at The Human Rights Campaign Gala in Seattle in 2013. Eight
8.5 by 8.5-inch printed pages with handwritten notations in red.
Wentworth Miller notes: “These are the pages I had with me on stage that
night. If you watch the speech you can see me being careful to turn them
slowly, so you couldn’t see my hands shaking.”
Full speech on YouTube: https://youtu.be/hzURem24MQU
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$300-500
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WENTWORTH MILLER PERSONALLY WORN
BUCKET HAT #2
A bucket hat worn by Wentworth Miller, tan with no labels and
multicolored orange/blue/yellow/green band.
Wentworth Miller notes: “I was known for wearing bucket hats at one
time. Or at least, I was frequently photographed in them. These will be
familiar to many fans, thanks to the paparazzi. (Kidding. F-ck the
paparazzi.)”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$200-300

864

WENTWORTH MILLER PERSONALLY WORN
BUCKET HAT #1
A bucket hat worn by Wentworth Miller, light tan with label present
but washed white and grey band.
Wentworth Miller notes: “I was known for wearing bucket hats at one
time. Or at least, I was frequently photographed in them. These will be
familiar to many fans, thanks to the paparazzi. (Kidding. F-ck the
paparazzi.)”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$200-300

865

WENTWORTH MILLER PERSONALLY WORN
BUCKET HAT #3
A bucket hat worn by Wentworth Miller, light lime with a J . Crew label
(L/XL) and grey band.
Wentworth Miller notes: “I was known for wearing bucket hats at one
time. Or at least, I was frequently photographed in them. These will be
familiar to many fans, thanks to the paparazzi. (Kidding. F-ck the
paparazzi.)”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$200-300

366

866

WENTWORTH MILLER PRINCETON
UNIVERSITY CLASS RING
A Princeton University class ring owned and worn by Wentworth
Miller. 10K gold. Engraved with initials (“WEM III”) and
graduation year (“1995”) inside band.
Wentworth Miller notes: Purchased senior year, not long before I
graduated. I wore this often. And even when I no longer did, kept
it close.”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$500-700

867

WENTWORTH MILLER PERSONALLY WORN #WARRIOR T-SHIRT
A red T-shirt worn by Wentworth Miller in a profile photo used on social media. Imprinted label by The
Mankind Project with an orange “#WARRIOR” across the front and a compass symbol on the back.
Wentworth Miller notes: “The Mankind Project was selling this around 2012? 2013? Back when I was doing
men’s work. Wore it in a profile pic I used on social media. (I have a #MAGICIAN t-shirt too. But I need to
hold onto that one a little longer.)”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$300-500
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868

WENTWORTH MILLER “CAPTAIN COLD” DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW AND THE FLASH PROP GOGGLES
A set of prop goggles worn by Wentworth Miller as Leonard Snart / Captain Cold in The Flash (DC Entertainment and Warner Bros. Television, 2014Present) and DC’s Legends of Tomorrow (DC Entertainment and Warner Bros. Television, 2016-Present). The goggles are a key prop for the character in
both series and part of the character’s signature look. According to Miller, this pair of goggles is one of just a few in existence.
Wentworth Miller notes: “A gift from the Prop Department when I left the show. Looked cool, but they were prone to fogging during stunts/fight
sequences. Not super helpful when you’re trying to kill people.”
6 by 2 by 2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$800-1,200

368

869

WENTWORTH MILLER THE FLASH #150
COMIC BOOK GIFTED BY PRODUCERS
OF THE FLASH TELEVISION SERIES
A personal copy of The Flash #150 by DC Comics
belonging to Wentworth Miller. Featuring the first
appearance of Captain Cold, the comic book was gifted
to Miller by the producers of The Flash (DC
Entertainment and Warner Bros. Television, 2014Present) upon being cast as Captain Cold in the popular
CW series.
Wentworth Miller notes: “A gift from the producers of
THE FLASH when I was cast in the role.”
10 by 7 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$300-500

870

WENTWORTH MILLER “CAPTAIN COLD” DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW PROP RING
A prop ring worn by Wentworth Miller as Leonard Snart / Captain Cold in DC’s Legends of Tomorrow (DC Entertainment and
Warner Bros. Television, 2016-Present). The ring, made in Mexican silver, was sourced by Miller personally, and the prop
department duplicated it.
Wentworth Miller notes: “This is the original ring I bought at a pawn shop in Vancouver. I felt like Captain Cold needed rings. Once I
started wearing it, props made copies in case the original got lost. Then the writers turned it into a plot point between my character
and Heat Wave, played by Dominic Purcell.”
PROVENANCE From the Collection of Wentworth Miller

$800-1,200
369

871

CHRISTOPHER REEVE WIRE AND ZOPTIC “FLYING & MECHANICAL” CAPE WORN IN SUPERMAN, SUPERMAN II
An original cape worn by Christopher Reeve in Superman (Warner Bros., 1978) and Superman II (Warner Bros., 1980) and possibly Superman III (Warner
Bros., 1983). Primarily used for both studio blue screen traveling matte wire flying and studio ZOPTIC front projection flying.
Bright red cape with iconic yellow “S” symbol shield outlined in black, stitched to back. The yellow “S” shield has little to no yellow outside of the outer black
border (consistent with the “Contest” cape sold by Julien’s in December 2019), which would indicate that it is likely a cape that was originally created for the
first two films (filmed simultaneously) and may have also been used in Superman III.
The cape features red cloth ties at neck with padding at top.
Two sets of black snaps on either side of shoulder area with four horizontal silver snaps between. Directly below, two additional rows of four black snaps
with a thick black felt-tip marker “2” written over and a “3” below the snaps (subsequently crossed out) and fainter “2” to the right. Directly below, felt-tip
black ink handwritten costume tag reads “F.2. FLYING CAPE PRETTY GOOD DAMAGE.”
Faint ballpoint writing under the flap below the inside neck area appears to read “M2 FLYING AND MECHANICAL” with another line below that is now
difficult to decipher due to fading.
Two stitched slits closed with Velcro are positioned part way down either side of the cape. Across the entire bottom are seven pouches (one missing;
originally a total of eight) evenly spaced, closed on all sides except open at top.
This is a unique style of cape that was employed for at least two different flying effects and uses across what we believe to be the first three Superman films.
The cape was originally designed for flying scenes, as evidenced by the two Velcro slits at the sides so that two wires could attach to a harness hidden
under the costume.
It appears that the cape was subsequently designed for the radio-controlled “flapper” device that was secured to Reeve’s back. The additional black metal
snaps would have been used to secure the device to his back. The metal rods protruding from the flapper device would fit into the pockets at the bottom of
the cape. An operator could then use the device to manipulate the cape with the rods to create the illusion of the cape flapping and fluttering (even in the
absence of natural or artificial wind) to make a more convincing flying effect.
Based on historical production articles about the Superman films, the cape flapper device was used during front projection ZOPTIC studio flying scenes in
which the actor lays in a horizontal position in a body pan as well as with scenes in which the actor is suspended on wires in front of a bluescreen inside a
sound stage and connected to a harness hidden under the costume (which would utilize the two Velcro slits). The cape flapper may have been used when
Reeve was moving on wires connected to a large crane outdoors, although it is believed to have been an infrequent occurrence.
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Per the Superman cover feature in the January 1979 issue of American Cinematographer:
When wind machines failed to solve the problem of making Superman’s cape swirl realistically while flying in front of the
ZOPTIC front-projection process screen, Les Bowie invented a device with radio-controlled rods to make it happen.
Les Bowie (Creative Supervisor of Mattes & Composites, Superman):
I saw at the very beginning that there was going to be a hell of a problem with Superman’s cape, because it meant that
wherever he went you had to have a huge wind machine, so I thought it would be a very good idea if we made his cape flap
up to look as if it was being blown by the wind, but to do it by means of sort of motorized fishing rods, operated by radio
control. He carried the batteries. Everything went with him, but we could vary the speed by radio control.
Colin Chilvers (Creative Supervisor & Director of Special Effects, Superman):
The problem of making his cape swirl out as though he were flying was one for which Les Bowie finally came up with the
answer. It was basically a mechanical system that Christopher Reeve used to wear in his costume to make the cape flap.
Otherwise, because there were so many attitudes in which you wanted Superman to fly, you would have had to completely rig
his area with wind machines. However, wind machines are something over which you don’t have much control, because a
bladed wind machine tends to turn the air, rather than give you a straight blast. But they are the strongest wind machines; you
cannot get a linear fan that will give you the same sort of output as a bladed fan. In the beginning the problem (using just wind
machines) was that the cape used to swirl underneath Superman’s body, but the refined and radio-controlled rig that we built
(as per Les’s ideas), when combined with the wind, worked out reasonably well.
The cape-swirling device was battery-powered, which meant that it could be used under any conditions, whether he was flying
outside at night on the back lot supported by wires, or on the stage with the hydraulic rig. It was completely self-contained
within the body pack that he wore.
Additional research provided by Jim Bowers, Editor, CapedWonder.com

$20,000-40,000

373
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CHARLIE COX “MATT MURDOCK” NETFLIX DAREDEVIL
FIRST ITERATION VFX COWL
The first iteration of the VFX Daredevil cowl worn by Charlie Cox in Daredevil
(Netflix, 2015-2018) in seasons 1 and 2. This version of the cowl was used for
stunt sequences.
The horned cowl is made of plated flexible urethane, painted crimson red
with additional detailing in black and silver accents; four yellow dots are
positioned at forehead. Built onto a black padded foam rubber and polyester
hood with female snaps stitched in about the neck and going down the front.
10 by 6 1/2 by 7 3/4 inches
Includes Certificate of Authenticity for “Marvel Television Live Auction”, August
12-13, 2019, Lot #131, “Matt Murdock’s First Iteration VFX Cowl”, signed by
Joe Quesada. Producer & Chief Creative Officer, Marvel Entertainment

$6,000-8,000

374

873

CHARLIE COX “MATT MURDOCK” NETFLIX DAREDEVIL BILLY
CLUBS AND HOLSTER
A set of billy clubs used with holster worn by Charlie Cox in Daredevil (Netflix, 20152018) in seasons 1 and 2. Daredevil’s iconic weapon, this pair of clubs (different sizes)
are attached at the top by rope. Both are composed of soft, textured rubber and
metal, painted crimson red with silver and black accents, with matching functional
holster with hardware to attach to the costume.
14 by 1 by 1 inches
Includes Certificate of Authenticity for “Marvel Television Live Auction”, August 12-13,
2019, Lot #146, “Matt Murdock’s Daredevil Billy Clubs”, signed by Joe Quesada.
Producer & Chief Creative Officer, Marvel Entertainment

$4,000-6,000
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BATMAN GOTHAM CITY HALL SIGN
A vintage sign handpainted on Masonite for the “Back
Entrance” to Gotham City Hall. Believed to have been
produced for the classic television series Batman (20th
Century Fox, 1966-1968).
24 by 32 inches

$300-500

875

BATMAN: THE MOVIE CAST SIGNED POSTER
An original U.S. 3-sheet linen-backed poster from Batman: The Movie
(20th Century, 1966) featuring autographs by Batman creator Bob
Kane, Adam West (Batman), Burt Ward (Robin), Cesar Romero (The
Joker), Burgess Meredith (The Penguin), Frank Gorshin (The Riddler),
Lee Meriwether (Catwoman, the movie), Julie Newmar (Catwoman,
the TV series), Yvonne Craig (Batgirl, the TV series) and Jan Kemp
(costume designer). All autographs were personally obtained by film
and television historian John Field, well known in Fandom as an expert
on the classic Superman TV series. Some of the autographs are
personalized to Field.
41 by 81 inches

$3,000-5,000
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PRE-PRODUCTION SKETCH FROM THE SID & MARTY KROFFT TELEVISION SERIES ELECTRA WOMAN
AND DYNA GIRL
ABC Television, 1976-1977. A gouache on paper drawing featuring the two main characters in costume from the short-lived but cult
action/adventure series that starred Deidre Hall and Judy Strangis, signed in the lower right corner “Alex/ Toth.”
Matted and framed, 22 by 19 inches; Work only, 17 by 14 inches

$800-1,200

377
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STAR TREK MAD MAGAZINE MORT DRUCKER ORIGINAL COVER ART
An original pencil, ink, colored marker, and gouache illustration executed by Mort Drucker and used as the cover art for the Mad magazine Super
Special issue from September 1992. The artwork features a spoof of the original Star Trek series crew members, Spock, Captain Kirk, and Bones, in the
transporter room with Alfred E. Neuman at the controls – and Captain Kirk's body having become improperly assembled as a result. The detailed
illustration is signed in the lower center by classic Mad magazine illustrator Mort Drucker, who sadly passed away just a few months ago on April 9,
2020.
Framed, 34 1/4 by 29 1/4 inches; sight, 23 by 19 inches

$3,000-5,000
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LEONARD NIMOY COLLECTION FEATURING
TWO ORIGINAL SERIES STAR TREK SCRIPTS,
PERSONAL LETTERS, CANDID PHOTOGRAPHS,
AND OTHERS
A collection of rare Leonard Nimoy ephemera showcasing the early
portion of his career. This very personal collection was curated by
Dr. Toni Spect, who appears to have been involved in the
burgeoning fan culture at the time. A number of Leonard Nimoy fan
clubs and fanzines in the late 1960s and early 1970s closely followed
Nimoy’s work (in and out of Star Trek) and wrote about his career
and projects in support of the actor.
Highlights of this collection include two original scripts from the
original Star Trek television series (Desilu/Paramount, 1966-1968)
that were gifted to Spect by Nimoy (and as referenced in personal
letters from Nimoy that are part of this massive collection).
The first script has a red cover and is from the episode “Journey to Babel” by D.C. Fontana. This script is stamped “200” on the upper right corner of the cover
with “182” handwritten underneath. It is dated September 19, 1967, on the inside and noted as “2ND REV. FINAL DRAFT.”
The second script has a goldenrod cover and is from the episode “The Enterprise Incident” by D.C. Fontana. This script is stamped “12” on the upper right corner
of the cover with “Roddenberry” handwritten to the left. It is dated June 7, 1968, on the inside and noted as “FIRST DRAFT.”
Also part of this collection are personal letters, handwritten by Nimoy. One is a short, undated note on personalized “Spock” notepaper (with a pen and ink
illustration of Spock in the upper left corner) in which Nimoy writes to Spect, opening, “I am enclosing additional photos etc. that you wanted. The script will
follow.”
Another letter is on official “STAR TREK” letterhead and is dated March 27, 1968. This one-page letter is addressed to Spect and includes within the message, “I
hope the photo and script I sent you where [sic] satisfactory.” Nimoy also talks about an upcoming album release, and he closes by offering that he would like to
come see Spect the next time he returns home to Boston.
A letter on smaller notepaper dated July 27, 1969, has Nimoy again writing to Spect, describing his work on the Allen Ludden show, mentioning his untitled
upcoming album, and highlighting his work on Mission: Impossible (which “has been a ball,” noting that “the people are marvelous, the production is excellent
and the acting is challenging”). Nimoy closes the letter “with love” and in a postscript writes “[e]nclosed are some pix you may be interested in.”
Another personal letter is addressed to “Nan,” in which Nimoy describes his appearance at a convention in New York, his work starting rehearsals for Sherlock
Holmes, upcoming rehearsals for My Fair Lady, a role as host and narrator of a half-hour TV pilot “dealing with the subject of UFOs,” the success of “I am Not
Spock” and more. This letter also closes “with love.”
Also included are a vintage Star Trek William Shatner
autograph and Here Come the Brides Mark Lenard
autograph circa late 1960s as well as a Leonard Nimoy
autograph on fan art of Nimoy as Spock.
The collection also features a vintage frame with 12 original
photos of Spect, her Bengal cat, and Nimoy (on set for Star
Trek as well as other candid photos). Also included are
dozens of publicity photos and press clippings featuring
Nimoy from Star Trek, The Balcony, Deathwatch, Rhubarb,
Francis Goes to West Point, Queen for a Day, Kid Monk
Baroni, Satan’s Satellites, and Fiddler on the Roof as well as
some original album sleeves from Nimoy’s music career
(some of the actual records are missing).
Many of the publicity photos are stamped on the back
“Gloria Lillibridge,” who served as vice president of LNNAF
(Leonard Nimoy National Association of Fans), and there is
an original photo with Nimoy and Linda Stanley, who was
very active with Nimoy fan clubs and fanzines in the late
1960s.
There are also a number of professional headshots from
various stages in Nimoy’s early career. This is a rare
collection of Leonard Nimoy memorabilia, much of it from
around the time of his work on the original Star Trek
television series.

$3,000-5,000
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PRINCIPAL CAST SIGNED PRELIMINARY SCRIPT FOR STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES EPISODE “THE WAY TO EDEN”
A cast-signed preliminary script for the episode “The Way To Eden” from Star Trek: The Original Series (Paramount TV, 1966-1969).
Cover is signed by cast members as follows: William Shatner, DeForest Kelley, Charles Napier as Adam, Mary Linda Rapelye “Irinia”, Deborah Downey Girl #1
(Mavig), Victor Brandt as Bobby Allen AKA “Tongo Rad”, Leonard Nimoy, Majel Barrett Roddenberry, Walter Koenig, George Takei, James Doohan, Nichelle Nichols
Script comes with a “Guarantee of Authenticity” letter from Walt Disney Attractions Inc. that states:
(1) This script was purchased at one of William Shatner’s Hollywood Charity Horse Shows silent auctions with both William Shatner’s and DeForest Kelley’s
autographs already on the script. I then obtained the remaining autographs in person at various Star Trek Conventions.
(2) When Victor Brandt signed the script he asked if he could look at it and when I said yes he thumbed through it and told me it was a preliminary script, that his
character’s name in the script, Bobby Allen, was changed before filming to Tongo Rad because the name Tongo Rad sounded more like a hippy name than did
Bobby Allen. So when he signed the script he signed “Bobby Allen aka Tongo Rad” after his signature.
(3) Majel Barrett also asked if she could thumb through the script when she saw it. She had a kind of nostalgic look on her face as she was doing so. Afterwards, she
signed “Majel Barrett,” hesitated a few seconds and then finished with her married name, “Roddenberry.” She said, “I hope you don’t mind, but I wanted Gene’s
name on it.” I told her I was thrilled that she had signed it that way.
Guarantee of Authenticity letter from Walt Disney Attractions Inc.

$2,000-3,000
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STAR TREK: THE MOTION PICTURE PREMIERE CAST-SIGNED
MEMORABILIA
A personal collection of memorabilia collected at the world premiere of Star Trek:
The Motion Picture.
Included are the following:
An eight-page movie program with cast credits over an in-costume crew photo inside.
Autographs include those of Gene Roddenberry (producer), Robert Wise (director),
William Shatner (Captain James T. Kirk), Leonard Nimoy (Spock), DeForest Kelley (Dr.
McCoy), Nichelle Nichols (Uhura), James Doohan (Scotty), George Takei (Sulu), Walter
Koenig (Chekov), Majel Barrett (Dr. Chapel), Persis Khambatta (Ilia), Stephen Collins
(Decker), and Grace Lee Whitney (Janice Rand).
A letter from the Nation Space Club serving as an invitation to the “black tie” premiere “for the benefit of the National Space Club’s Scientific and Educational
Foundation.” The letter outlines all of the details and logistics for attending the premiere.
One movie handout (with the Star Trek: The Motion Picture main poster image on front) with full cast and crew credits inside.
One set of tickets (one each for the reception, the premiere, and parking), all perforated top to bottom and still attached, each numbered “1219.”
A Star Trek: The Motion Picture napkin from the event.
Letter from the consignor:
In 1979 my friend, Richard Lindsey, found out that the Star Trek: The Motion Picture World Premiere was being held in Washington, D.C. near where we lived. The
event was being sponsored by the National Space Club. Richard called the NSC and somehow managed to get tickets for the both of us. The tickets cost $100
apiece.
The premiere was shown at the MacArthur Theater in Washington D.C. Afterward there was a reception at the Air and Space Museum on Washington Mall.
For trekkers like Richard and Sci-Fi fans like me that was an amazing event. We sat in the front right orchestra section. We watched the movie only feet away from
all the stars! After the movie we went to the Air and Space Museum. The whole Museum was opened exclusively for the reception. Food and drinks were catered
to tables set up around the museum.
There was some press talking to the movie stars, writers and staff. I had this movie premiere program that was given out at the theater so I, very coolly, went around
the reception getting the movie stars, producer, writers and director to sign the program for me. This was so great, chatting with my favorite Sci-Fi stars.
During the reception I was following around Gene Roddenberry waiting for an opportune time to ask him for his autograph. At one point he walked past a table
and pulled two match books out of his pocket and threw them in an ashtray. I went and retrieved them. These are the two match books that are part of this Star Trek:
The Motion Picture Memorabilia collection.
When I got the opportunity to ask Gene for his autograph he was happy to do it. When he handed the program back to me he put his thumb on the wet ink of the
autograph. So, there is Gene Roddenberry’s thumb print included on the program.
The whole night, I never saw anyone else getting their movie premiere program autographed. My friend Richard left his in the car. To my knowledge, this autographed
movie premiere program that I created on premiere night is the only one of its kind

$500-700
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“SLEEP SUIT” FROM STAR TREK: THE ORIGINAL SERIES
EPISODE “THE SPACE SEED”
A gold netted “sleep suit” worn in Star Trek: The Original Series (Paramount TV,
1966-1969) episode “The Space Seed.” This style of full-body costume, made
of metallic gold thread loosely weaved into pattern with hooked back closure
was worn by Khan (portrayed by Ricardo Montalbán) and his crew in the
episode where the iconic character made his debut.

$2,000-3,000
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STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION WHOOPI GOLDBERG GUINAN COSTUME
An original burgundy silk six-piece costume ensemble (pants, tunic, overcoat, sleeves, and hat) worn by Whoopi
Goldberg in her role as the character Guinan on Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount, 1987-1994). Goldberg had
been a lifelong fan of Star Trek since she first saw Nichelle Nichols playing Lieutenant Uhura in the original series, and
actively sought a character role in the sequel. The ensemble was worn by Goldberg in season 2, episode 10, “The
Dauphin” most notably in a humorous scene where Guinan pairs up with Commander Riker to try and show the young
helmsman, Wesley Crusher, how to flatter a potential love interest. Accompanied by a copy illustration of the ensemble
signed by costume designer Durinda Rice Wood.

$3,000-5,000
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STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION ORIGINAL WORF CHARACTER PRESENTATION DRAWING
The original graphite and colored marker costume illustration of the character Worf, son of Mogh, played by Michael Dorn in the
television series Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount, 1987-1994). The presentation drawing depicts several wardrobe
improvements, including a more masculine Klingon Baldric sash and a gold colored tunic to reflect Worf’s promotion to security chief
following the death of Tasha Yar. This original artwork was presented directly to Gene Roddenberry and Rick Berman for final approval
before the design changes were implemented in season 2 of the series and represents the most popular incarnation of the iconic figure
who went on to appear in more Star Trek franchise episodes than any other character. Signed by costume designer Durinda Rice Wood
and artist David Levey to the lower right. Accompanied by volume 7 of Star Trek: The Next Generation Magazine (May 1989) which
features the illustration on the cover as well as on page 14.
Unframed, 16 7/8 by 11 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of costume designer Durinda Rice Wood

$1,000-2,000
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STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION ORIGINAL BORG CHARACTER PRESENTATION DRAWING
The original graphite, colored marker, and gouache costume illustration of a Borg character, designed for Star Trek: The Next Generation
(Paramount, 1987-1994) by Durinda Rice Wood. This presentation drawing was shown directly to Gene Roddenberry and Rick Berman for
final approval. The Borg subsequently made their first appearance in 1989 in season 2, episode 16, “Q Who.” The episode was watched by
more than 10 million viewers, later won two Emmy Awards, and is considered one of the greatest television episodes in the Star Trek franchise.
Signed by Wood and artist David Levey to the lower right. Accompanied by pages from Star Trek: The Magazine, which depicts the illustration
in an article detailing the history of the creation of the classic Star Trek nemesis.
Unframed, 14 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of costume designer Durinda Rice Wood

$500-700
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STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION
ORIGINAL FERENGI CHARACTER
PRESENTATION DRAWING
An original printed and colored marker illustration
(presentation drawing) depicting the new season 2
costume design for the Ferengi characters, designed for
Star Trek: The Next Generation (Paramount, 1987-1994)
by Durinda Rice Wood and shown to Rick Berman and
others for final approval. Signed by Wood to the lower
right.
Unframed, 14 by 8 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of costume
designer Durinda Rice Wood

$300-500
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BATTLE BEYOND THE STARS KELVIN COSTUME
An original four-piece Scotchlite reflective fabric costume ensemble (pants, shirt,
tabard, and collar) designed by Durinda Wood for one of the two Kelvin characters in
the cult-classic science fiction film Battle Beyond the Stars (New World, 1980). The
Kelvin characters Urim and Thummim communicated by radiating heat, and they used
this ability in the fight to overthrow the evil tyrant Sador. The costumes were made
using a reflective material that glowed and changed tone when exposed to strong
light, an in-camera effect developed by the costume designer Durinda Wood and the
art director James Cameron (later of Titanic fame). Accompanied by an original
gouache color illustration signed by the costume designer, with fabric samples
attached.

$300-500
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STAR WARS: RETURN OF THE JEDI PRODUCTION BLUEPRINT FOR IMPERIAL SPEEDER BIKES
An original blueprint used during the production of Star Wars: Episode VI - Return of the Jedi (Lucasfilm, 1983) featuring the
Speeder Bikes (“Scooter”) & Elevations.
30 by 45 inches
PROVENANCE From the Collection of James Schoppe, Art Director, Star Wars: Return of the Jedi

$2,500-3,000
388
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STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK JOHN WILLIAMS "THE ASTEROID FIELD"
A group of 11 full-size xerographed pages of the original musical score "sketches" created by John Williams for “The Asteroid
Field” from Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back (Lucasfilm, 1980).
Believed to have been production used, this set was personally gifted by John Williams to an executive at RSO Records around the
time of the making and release of the film.
RSO Records (Robert Stigwood Organisation), known primarly as a "disco" label, released the soundtrack for The Empire Strikes
Back as a double album featuring two LP ("long-playing") records with 75 minutes of film music. Alternate versions were released
in different formats with differing content.
Both the cover page titling and the copyright information at the footer are handwritten in ink.
"Sketches" for The Empire Strikes Back are featured in the BBC production, Star Wars: Music by John Williams, which was originally
broadcast by BBC Two England on May 18, 1980.
Approximately 16 by 12 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by John Williams to an executive at RSO Records

$10,000-20,000
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STAR WARS: THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK JOHN WILLIAMS "FINALE" SCORE
A group of 10 full-size xerographed pages of the original musical score "sketches" created by John Williams for “Finale” from Star Wars:
The Empire Strikes Back (Lucasfilm, 1980).
Believed to have been production used, this set was personally gifted by John Williams to an executive at RSO Records around the time of
the making and release of the film.
RSO Records (Robert Stigwood Organisation), known primarly as a "disco" label, released the soundtrack for The Empire Strikes Back as a
double album featuring two LP ("long-playing") records with 75 minutes of film music. Alternate versions were released in different
formats with differing content.
Both the cover page titling and the copyright information at the footer are handwritten in ink.
"Sketches" for The Empire Strikes Back are featured in the BBC production, Star Wars: Music by John Williams, which was originally
broadcast by BBC Two England on May 18, 1980.
Approximately 16 by 12 3/4 inches
PROVENANCE Gifted by John Williams to an executive at RSO Records

$10,000-20,000
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THE COLLECTION
OF JACK WARFORD
This collection of photography and prints (Lots 890 through 895) come from The Estate of Jack Warford
(10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018), who lead a successful fine art photography career in Hollywood with his wife Sue
(both Magnum photographers).
Warford had made a mark on Star Wars (20th Century Fox, 1977) with his stunning photography work, shooting
the iconic starship models on set and during production with his 4x5 Linhoff camera for Gary Kurtz. Some of his
work would be very familiar to fans, as it appeared in some of the mass marketing of toys and books for the
original film. However, his story has never been told and credit for his work is unknown to the masses.
In preface of his work that is part of this auction, we have provided Mr. Warford an opportunity to share his story
with fans, which has never been published before, in his own words.

When The Force Was With Me - By Jack Warford
George Mather was a good friend of mine. He was a
general, all-around film person who belonged to
Screen Actor's Guild and the Director's Guild, was
occasionally a non-union cinematographer and usually
had his fingers in more pies than Little Jack Horner.
When he needed a photographer, he called me,
whether it was to shoot a casting portfolio of his current
girlfriend, and he had a lot of those, or to do working
portraits of all the staff members of an entire studio. On
one particular occasion, he called to see if I would be
free on a certain Sunday in 1977 to take some pictures
of some models.
I had photographed many models for their portfolios,
for ads, and I was a staff photographer for the shortlived fashion magazine, California Girl, so I said "Sure."
He told me to call Gary Kurtz, the producer of this
picture he was working on for details. I did. It seems

that the models in question were not the breathing,
posing, photogenic female kind, but models of space
ships for a science fiction movie shooting at this rented
barn near the Van Nuys Airport that had been dubbed
Industrial Light and Magic. The pictures were to be for
publicity and promotion. I calculated a price for that
and agreed at five hundred for the afternoon.
When I arrived at the studio, accompanied by my wife,
Sue, and my next door neighbors, Tom and Peggy
Marks, who had been invited to come and watch by
George, we were given coffee and the grand tour of
the works in progress by John Dykstra, the special
photographic effects supervisor. The model makers
had been having such a wonderful time building the
space ships that they had fallen behind in production
and schedule and were over budget. When George
was hired as production manager and whip cracker,
399

only one shot had been completed, the shot of the pod
with C3PO and R2D2 (named for a roll of magnetic
tape, roll 2, dialog 2) blasting down to the planet below
from the blockade runner. The part of the movie with
the live action had been completed months before and
the actors had all gone home. The Millennium Falcon
that had served for a set in England for the actors, only
showing a quarter of the whole ship, had cost less than
a third of the three foot diameter model used by
Industrial Light and Magic, henceforth referred to as
ILM, for the full-body shots in action. On the day we
arrived, they had just finished what turned out to be the
opening shot of the movie. The three-foot long model
of the Imperial Cruiser was upside down on a
plexiglass pedestal with a blue neon light inside
chasing a two inch model of the blockade runner. For
the reverse shots of the blockade runner, carrying
Princess Leah and the two droids, they used the largest
model they made, being over six feet long. In some
photographic processes, called Blue Screen, blue will
disappear, and it is easy to strip in another piece of
film. It goes back to the dawn of movies, in The Great
Train Robbery when the train comes rolling by the open
window in the telegraph office. If you cover an actor's
face and hands in blue, presto, the invisible man. It
explains why newscasters can never wear blue shirts.
John showed me the setup of the shot they had just
taken. The camera was mounted on a dolly running on
railroad tracks beside the models and the wide angle
lens was only a couple inches above the model as the
computer oozed it by very slowly. Nearby was a
monitor. He turned it on. The picture was in black and
white negative, inverted so you were looking at it from
underneath instead of above. The tiny blockade runner
flashed across the screen and then the imperial cruiser
came by. It kept coming. It still kept coming until it
passed by and the engines were visible I was
completely blown away. "You just got my three bucks,
(the cost of a movie ticket then)" I said. In most, if not
all, of the shots of the ships, it was the camera that
moved in a predetermined path, operated by
instructions from a computer, not the ships.
Backgrounds would be added later along with the
blasts from the engines.
ILM had made a deal with a Japanese model maker to
send them all the rejects of their model cars or
whatever. For example, where the mandibles or jaws of
the Millennium Falcon join the main body between the
upper and lower plates, you can see the oil pan and
transmission of a model Mercedes Benz. The sprues
that held the plastic parts together during the casting
were put to work as piping.
The model makers at ILM had a wonderful time playing,
as evidenced by the missing plate on the Millennium
falcon with a skeleton curled up inside that no one
would ever see - one of the reasons George Mather
was called in as expediter.
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It was time to go to work.
Gary Kurtz showed me
the different models he
wanted shot
It was time to go to work. Gary Kurtz showed me the
different models he wanted shot - the Millennium
Falcon, several different X-wing fighters, some Y-wing
fighters, the set up shot with the tiny blockade runner
and the Imperial Cruiser, the full size blockade runner,
used in reverse shots of the interception, which was the
largest model they had made, being over six feet long,
and some surface shots of various scales of the surface
of the Death Star to use as backgrounds. Whatever
lighting I needed would be provided. Since this was
supposed to be outer space where there is no
atmosphere to diffuse the light, I used one large
floodlight for a single source with no fill, as if the model
were lit by a nearby star. I set up my Linhoff 4 X 5
camera, using a six-inch Golden Dagor lens, about as
fine a photographic setup as is available. After setting
up each shot as if the ships were in action, not merely
static models, I called in Gary to take a look at the
lighting and setup before I tripped the shutter. One
shot I was particularly proud of was of an X-wing
fighter, front on with one laser on a wingtip pointed
right at the camera. This shot was the one that wound
up on lunch buckets, game box covers, and t-shirts as
well as publicity shots and posters and may have been
the most published photograph of 1977. An animated
copy showed up in the Star Wars computer game.
The next day, I took the Ektacolor negatives to Spectra
Color Lab in Burbank. My wife and I were going out of
town on a shoot, so we arranged to have the negs and
the contact proofs picked up. Upon our return, I called
George. He said he was appalled I rushed to his office
to take a look and some of the shots had blue flashes
on them, something I had never seen before.
I found out this was caused by the high degree of static
electricity at the studio that made sparks when the dark
slides were pulled out of the film holders. I called Gary
Kurtz, apologizing and offering to do a reshoot. He said
the pictures were just fine and since the images would
be stripped out and stuck on starfield or Death Star
backgrounds, there would be no problems since most
of the flashes were not on the ships bodies and the
others could easily be taken out. I asked Gary Kurtz if I
could borrow the negatives and make some prints With
Gary's blessing, I made several copies of each of what I
considered to be the best shots, mostly in 16 X 20 with
a few 8 X 10's.

It would be awhile before I heard from Lucasfilm again.
And then when I did it was an invitation to the cast and
crew screening of Star Wars, not THE Star Wars as it was
under the shooting title, at the Director's Guild Theater
on Wilshire Boulevard, lunch to follow at Dr. Munchie's.
George and Marcia Lucas had just finished editing the
film, and no one else had seen so much as a working
print. It was not Episode IV, A New Hope, but just Star
Wars. There was no scene between Han Solo and
Jabba the Hut; that would be added later.
There was a burst of applause from the cast and crew on
the opening shot that I described, another when the
modified elephants made up like bantas appeared and
when the stars took on a Doppler effect as the
Millennium Falcon jumped into faster than light speed.
When the lights came on, it was plain that the audience
was more than pleased with what they had done, Almost
everyone, that is. The feeling was jubilant, Mark Hamil
was surrounded by a heard of friends and relatives, but
as the theater emptied, Harrison Ford, shoulders
hunched, hands in pockets, staring at the floor in front of
him, slouched down the aisle very much the loner
wearing a cloud of gloom. Wearing our "May the Force
Be With You" buttons that had been passed out as we
walked in, we proceeded to Dr. Munchie's where we
were adequately wined and dined. After eating, Sue and
I were sitting on some steps talking to John Dykstra
when Harrison Ford ambled up, still wearing his dark
cloud. He had enjoyed maybe one too many glasses of
wine. I asked him why he was so depressed. He replied
that he hadn't worked as a actor in nine months since
the live action was finished and he didn't know if he
would ever work again. We all tried to cheer him up in
vain. He was convinced this was the bottom point in his
life and his career. We all know he did work again, quite
a few times and the world may have gained a movie star,
but it lost a wonderful carpenter.
A few days later the film opened and was an immediate
smash hit. My pictures, uncredited, were splashed all
over Time magazine that called it "The best film of the
year." The edition of Newsweek put the first thorns in
my side, when my pictures were credited to Richard
Edlund, the special effects cinematographer.

A few days later the film
opened and was an
immediate smash hit.
I wrote a letter to Gary Kurtz suggesting that I put out a
special edition of signed and numbered photographs I
heard from Lucasfilm asking if I thought they should
get a slice of the pie, to which I agreed, and I later
heard from Fox that I should forget the whole idea. At
least I had the prints I had made for myself.

Another thorn appeared when I found my photographs
used on lunch buckets, t-shirts, and games, and all sorts
of ancillary items going along with the movie. Another
was to see a set of three fighters made from the same
image with that tell-tale electric blue splash on their
sides advertising Nikkor lenses. The original agreement
was for publicity and promotion and this was going
way beyond that. Star Wars may have been shot with
Nikkor lenses, but the illustration was not. I called Gary
Kurtz to complain. I was informed that everyone who
worked for ILM was an employee whether for one day
or the whole run and the product of their labors with all
rights was the property of Lucasfilm/Twentieth Century
Fox. Oh, yeah? If I was an employee instead of an
independent contractor, where was my W-2 form? It
was time to call a lawyer.
It would seem that according to copyright laws, while
the image may belong to the creator, the rendering
belongs to the photographer.
In the course of the lawsuit amidst depositions,
questions and answers, there were some numbers
discovered on the edge of the negatives. No one had
the faintest idea what they were for. Richard Edllund
excluded the photos of the surface of the Death Star
and such as had blue static electricity streaks and
claimed all the rest as his. My attorney was not an
intellectual properties lawyer and did not cut me the
best settlement. While the financial settlement was
about what I would have been paid if I had collected
what I should have plus the lawyer's cut, the credits
went to Richard Edlund and all rights went to
Lucasfillm/Twentieth Century Fox. A man who became
one of my closest friends and was an intellectual
properties lawyer and he claims he would have cut a
much more attractive deal, that would have included
penalties for copyright violation.
We did eventually discover the reason for the numbers
on the edge of the negatives, they were placed there
by the photo lab that processed them in the first place.
Those numbers were on the photos Edlund conceded
were mine. They were also on the rest of the photos I
claimed as mine and Edlund claimed as his, proving
rather conclusively that they were mine, but that is not
part of the official settlement.
So, I had the money, but no credits and no rights. I did,
however, have the prints I had made with Gary Kurtz'
blessing. I gave a few away and the rest lay in an
Ektacolor paper box for the next thirty three years.
After over three decades hidden away in storage, Mr.
Warford’s original Star Wars photographs are now
being offered in the following lots 890-895
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STAR WARS “JACK WARFORD” STARSHIP MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION “SET A” (COMPLETE SET OF 19 PRINTS)
A set of 19 full-color original 16x20 prints featuring photos of models used in Star Wars (20th Century Fox, 1977), photographed by Jack Warford on set during the
production of the film.
Warford, a Magnum photographer, was hired by George Mather and Gary Kurtz to photograph all of the principal starship models on set during the production of
the film and was given permission to make prints of his work.
All photography was done by Warford with his 4x5 Linhoff camera, and the prints have been in dark storage since 1977. Some of his work was used in marketing,
promotion, and on merchandise with the release of the original film, and some have never before been published.
This lot is for a full set of all 19 full-color original 16x20 prints from the estate of Jack Warford, photographer. Of the five lots of his Star Wars work offered in this sale,
this is the only complete set of each photo available (including six that are one of a kind to the overall collection from the estate).
The six 16x20 prints that are one of a kind from the estate included in this lot are one unique Darth Vader Tie Fighter print (the only one of this model in the entire
collection), four unique X-Wing Fighter profiles/angles, and one unique Y-Wing Fighter profile/angle.
Additional prints include one Star Destroyer pursuing Blockage Runner, two Millennium Falcon, two Blockade Runner, two Y-Wing Fighter, two Tie Fighter, and four XWing Fighter.
Also included and unique to this lot are the following artifacts from the Jack Warford collection: his original cast and crew invitation to the screening of Star Wars on
May 21, 1977, at the Academy Award Theater; a copy of The Star Wars Album; a copy of The Art of Star Wars; and a 500-piece Star Wars jigsaw puzzle.
As the most personal and complete of all lots, also included are a framed photo, taken by Sue Warford, of Jack Warford with Roy Rogers (7x6 framed dimensions), a
4x5 B&W portrait of Warford, two 8x10 B&W portraits of Warford, an 11x14 color portrait of Warford, and a 10.5x14 color portrait of Warford.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jack Warford (10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018)

$8,000-10,000

402

403

404

405
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STAR WARS “JACK WARFORD” STARSHIP MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION - “SET B” (SET OF 14 PRINTS)
A set of 14 full-color original prints featuring photos of models used in Star Wars (20th Century Fox, 1977), photographed by Jack Warford on set during the
production of the film.
Warford, a Magnum photographer, was hired by George Mather and Gary Kurtz to photograph all of the principal starship models on set during the
production of the film and was given permission to make prints of his work.
All photography was done by Warford with his 4x5 Linhoff camera, and the prints have been in dark storage since 1977. Some of his work was used in
marketing, promotion, and on merchandise with the release of the original film, and some have never before been published.
This lot is for a set of 14 full-color original prints from the estate of Jack Warford, photographer.
Prints (all 16x20 unless noted otherwise) include two Millennium Falcon, two Blockade Runner (one 18.5x10), five X-Wing Fighter (one 8.5 x 14), one Star
Destroyer pursuing Blockage Runner, two Y-Wing Fighter, and two Tie Fighter.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jack Warford (10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018)

$8,000-10,000

406
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STAR WARS “JACK WARFORD” STARSHIP MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION - “SET C” (SET OF 9 PRINTS)
A set of nine 16x20 full-color original prints featuring photos of models used in Star Wars (20th Century Fox, 1977), photographed by Jack Warford on set
during the production of the film.
Warford, a Magnum photographer, was hired by George Mather and Gary Kurtz to photograph all of the principal starship models on set during the
production of the film and was given permission to make prints of his work.
All photography was done by Warford with his 4x5 Linhoff camera, and the prints have been in dark storage since 1977. Some of his work was used in
marketing, promotion, and on merchandise with the release of the original film, and some have never before been published.
This lot is for a set of 9 full-color original prints from the estate of Jack Warford, photographer.
Prints (all 16x20) include one Millennium Falcon, one Blockade Runner, three X-Wing Fighter, one Star Destroyer pursuing Blockage Runner, one Y-Wing
Fighter, and two Tie Fighter.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jack Warford (10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018)

$8,000-10,000

407
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STAR WARS “JACK WARFORD” STARSHIP MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION - “SET D” (SET OF 4
PRINTS)
A set of four 16x20 full-color original prints featuring photos of models used in Star Wars (20th Century Fox, 1977), photographed by Jack Warford
on set during the production of the film.
Warford, a Magnum photographer, was hired by George Mather and Gary Kurtz to photograph all of the principal starship models on set during the
production of the film and was given permission to make prints of his work.
All photography was done by Warford with his 4x5 Linhoff camera, and the prints have been in dark storage since 1977. Some of his work was used
in marketing, promotion, and on merchandise with the release of the original film, and some have never before been published.
This lot is for a set of 4 full-color original prints from the estate of Jack Warford, photographer.
Prints (all 16x20 ) include one Millennium Falcon, two X-Wing Fighter, and one Tie Fighter.
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jack Warford (10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018)

$8,000-10,000

408
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STAR WARS “JACK WARFORD” STARSHIP MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY COLLECTION - “SET E”
One 16x20 print depicting an original X-Wing Fighter model photographed by Jack Warford on set during the production of Star Wars (20 th
Century Fox, 1977).
Warford, a Magnum photographer, was hired by George Mather and Gary Kurtz to photograph all of the principal starship models on set during
the production of the film and was given permission to make prints of his work.
All photography was done by Warford with his 4x5 Linhoff camera, and the prints have been in dark storage since 1977. Some of his work was
used in marketing, promotion, and on merchandise with the release of the original film, and some have never before been published.
This lot is for one 16x20 mounted photographic print depicting an X-Wing Fighter in attack position.
16 by 20 inches
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jack Warford (10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018)

$1,000-2,000

409
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STAR WARS COLLECTION OF RICHARD EDLUND ON SET PROTOTYPE AND FILMING MODEL PHOTOGRAPHY
ORIGINAL 1977 PRINTS (SET OF 148 PRINTS)
A massive archive of on-set photography done by Richard Edlund, gifted to Jack Warford as reference and as part of his arrangement with Lucasfilm in his own
photography work on Star Wars (20th Century Fox, 1977). The archive of 148 4x6-inch color photos depicts multiple angles of all of the principal prototype and
filming starship models used in the original film, many never before published.
Edlund was First Cameraman: Miniature and Optical Effects Unit. Warford was brought in subsequent to Edlund’s photography to take more artistic shots of the
filming models for marketing use.
Edlund’s photos, all alpha/numerically coded, show the various prototype models (created by Colin Cantwell) and filming models at a variety of angles as follows:
Colin Cantwell Prototype Tie Fighter (x5)
Colin Cantwell Prototype Star Destroyer (x9)
Colin Cantwell Prototype Y-Wing Fighter (x9)
Colin Cantwell Prototype Y-Wing Fighter (x12)
Filming Model X-Wing Fighter (x11)
Filming Model Millennium Falcon (x10)
Filming Model Darth Vader Tie Fighter (x9)
Filming Model Star Destroyer (x13)
Filming Model Y-Wing Fighter (x19)
Filming Model Blockade Runner (x24)
Filming Model Tie Fighter (x27)
PROVENANCE From the Estate of Jack Warford (10/27/1932 - 04/25/2018)

$5,000-7,000
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412
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414
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SIR IAN HOLM BILBO BAGGINS TOBACCO PIPE FROM THE LORD OF
THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING WITH PETER JACKSON
BIRTHDAY CARD AND RANDALL WILLIAM COOK LOA WITH DVD
An original tobacco pipe used by Sir Ian Holm Cuthbert CBE (Ian Holm) as the hobbit Bilbo Baggins
in director Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (New Line, 2001).
Jackson personally gifted this production artifact to animation supervisor Randall William Cook in
celebration of Cook’s 50th birthday during the making of the film. Cook has won three Academy
Awards for his work on the Lord of the Rings trilogy.
Included with the prop is the original birthday card from Jackson to Cook when the gift was
presented to Cook on his birthday, which includes this personal note:
Happy Birthday, Randy!! Another 61 years to go until you reach the grand old age of EleventyOne, and Bilbo has made a “donation” to help you get there... enjoy! Love Peter & Fran
The prop includes a letter of authenticity from Cook that reads as follows:
I met Peter Jackson in the early 90s. I was a cartoonist and movie animator, and he liked the
stop motion animation I had been doing and the creatures I had created and the sequences I
had directed in a couple small films.
I wanted to be a movie director, and was working toward that goal. He was ten years younger
than I, and already was a movie director.
He wanted me to leave Los Angeles for New Zealand, to help him on the effects work of a film
he was preparing. I had a life in Los Angeles, and New Zealand’s on the other side of the planet,
practically, so I declined.
But he was so personable and intelligent and creative that I kept in touch and, a few years later
after he had a couple films under his belt and was well on his way to becoming the Peter
Jackson we now all know, he announced that he was going to do THE LORD OF THE RINGS
and in 1998 I contacted him.
Well, he offered me a job designing action sequences for the films, which would allow me to
do something which was the next best thing to being a movie director. And based upon my
faith in his talent and convinced that he was uniquely qualified to pull off this particular
production and without even seeing a script or creature design I flew to New Zealand.
What followed was a wonderful seven-year creative collaboration with Peter (and his partner,
Fran Walsh). While I wound up as the trilogy’s Animation Director, I did design sequences and
direct the odd moment here and there, and was consulted by Pete and Fran on any number of
creative decisions.
On my fiftieth birthday Pete and Fran gave me a very generous, and very appropriate, gift:
Bilbo Baggins’ pipe-weed Pipe. A longtime pipe smoker myself (tobacco, if you must know),
this was a perfect present: for display, of course, I never smoked it myself. It hasn’t been used,
to my knowledge, since Ian Holm played his last scene with it, all those years ago.
A treasured gift, for sure.
But, having given up tobacco recently, and divesting myself of 47 years’ worth of pipes and
accessories, I figured it was also time to let this rare memento of a beloved film trilogy find its
way to a new, loving home.
Randall William Cook Animation Designer and Supervisor: Weta Digital
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001)
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002)
The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003)
Academy Award: Best Visual Effects
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001)
The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers (2002)
The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King (2003)
Includes a copy of the DVD: The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring (2001)
PROVENANCE

• Letter of Authenticity from Randall William Cook, Animation Designer and Supervisor: Weta Digital, The Lord of The Rings: Fellowship of the Ring

• Birthday card from Peter Jackson to Randall William Cook about the gifted Bilbo Baggins tobacco pipe prop from the film

$20,000-40,000
416

417
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2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY SPACESUIT WITH ICONIC
MULITI-SCENE/COLOR HELMET AND MGM SHIPPING CRATE
Please refer to separate catalog for full listing

$200,000-300,000
BIDDING ON THIS LOT REQUIRES SPECIAL REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
Please contact info@juliensauctions.com or call 310.836.1818 for additional information to
bid on this lot
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The artist KAWS (aka Brian Donnelly) viewing large-scale creations of his work in the Macys Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York City,
and at his first ever museum show in the UK (from the Bloomberg financial network series Brilliant Ideas).

898

KAWS (American, 1974)
Four Foot Companion (black) – 2007
Cast vinyl figure
From a limited edition of 100
A life-sized sculpture by the artist KAWS depicting his famous “Companion” character (a shadowy skull & crossbones
interpretation of Mickey Mouse) with moveable head, hands, arms, and feet. The first of his creations to be produced in 3D
form in the late 90s “Companion” created immediate worldwide interest in the artist and his career has since skyrocketed.
Height: 50 inches

$80,000-100,000
421
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MEDICOM: HYPEBEAST BE@RBRICK
Hypebeast: Topographical Be@rbrick Capsule (1000%) – 2019
Cast resin figure with cartographic detailing
Accompanied by original display box, packaging and
shipping crate
Height: 28 1/2 inches

$800-1,200

422
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KAWS (American, 1974)
Be@rbrick: (Original Fake) Dissected
Companion (grey – 400%) – 2010
Cast vinyl figure
Accompanied by original box
Approximately 12 inches

$1,500-2,500

901

KAWS (American, 1974)
BFF (MoMA Exclusive
Edition – blue) – 2017
Cast vinyl figure
Sealed in original packaging
Height: 14 1/4 inches

$400-600

423

Fairey speaking on the origins of the NWO design in 2012

London mural by Fairey implementing the NWO design

Close-up of aerosol and collage elements

902

SHEPARD FAIREY (American, 1970)
New World Odor – 2005
Aerosol and collage on paper (unique)
Signed and dated in pencil lower right
Captioned: I Do Not Want My Taxes To Pay For The New World Odor
EXHIBITION
Manufacturing Dissent: New Work by Shepard Fairey (Merry Karnowski Gallery) September 24, 2005
This exact work is featured on Shepard Fairey’s website TheGiant.org
The corresponding print is part of the Shepard Fairey collection at the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC
Framed: 50 1/4 by 35 1/4 inches; Sheet: 46 by 31 1/2 inches
PROVENANCE Purchased by the current owner directly from the artist at his Wiltern Theater studio

$25,000-35,000

424

425

AVERAGE HUMAN HEIGHT 5’9”

903

SHEPARD FAIREY (American, 1970)

Zapatista Woman (KarmaloopTV Mural) – 2010
Wheatpaste collage on wood
Two panels from a large-scale mural by Shepard Fairey created as part of the KarmaloopTV exhibit at the 2010 NCTA
Convention in Los Angeles. The mural features a unique version of Fairey’s “Zapatista Woman.” Over the years Fairey
has produced a number of artworks depicting Zapatistas in an effort to bring attention to the plight of the indigenous
people of Chiapas, Mexico, who have for decades been the victims of hostile suppression by the Mexican government.
As quoted on the website thegiant.org “Without the media, the Zapatistas would have been violently eradicated
without the rest of the world even knowing.”
KarmaloopTV is an internet video channel dedicated to the promotion of streetwear and streetwear culture. The station
was produced in part by Pharrell Williams and in 2009 began broadcasting a program called Globaloop which focused
on raising awareness about social and political issues worldwide. Shepard Fairey supported the company and was
featured and interviewed multiple times.
An example of this mural in its original location is available upon request.
Approximately 92 1/2 inches high; 107 inches wide; and 3 inches thick

$30,000-40,000

426

Additional motifs used from Fairey’s
"Guns and Roses"

Shepard Fairey during Karmaloop interview
wearing Zapatista Woman T-shirt

Close-up of hand-torn collage elements
427
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TAKASHI MURAKAMI (Japanese, 1962)

Mr. Wink, Cosmos Ball - 2000
Cast resin figure
Created from an edition of 3,000 - includes mini compact disc
inside with music by Zakyumiko
Produced by Peter Norton for his Norton Family Christmas Project
of 2000
“Every year, Peter Norton would send out artist-created holiday gifts.
They were always special, and, it turns out, collectible. This elaborate
whimsy by Murakami was outstanding. It opens to discover a miniCD inside that I assume is playable.”
-Steve Martin
10 1/2 by 7 1/4 inches
PROVENANCE From the Personal Collection of Steve Martin as
consigned by him directly; proceeds to benefit The Motion Pictures
Retirement Home in Honor of Roddy McDowall.

$1,000-2,000

428
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TAKASHI MURAKAMI (Japanese, 1962)
Amitabha Buddha
Offset lithograph on paper
Signed and numbered from an edition of 300
Sealed in original factory packaging
Approximately 27 by 27 inches

$800-1,200

906

TAKASHI MURAKAMI (Japanese, 1962)
Agama
Offset lithograph on paper
Signed and numbered from an edition of 300
Sealed in original factory packaging
Approximately 27 by 27 inches

$800-1,200

429
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BANKSY / ROBIN GUNNINGHAM BRISTOL
SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPH
A panoramic inkjet photograph on Fujicolor paper showing the student body of
Bristol Cathedral School in 1989 (taken by the Gillman & Soame). Included among
the students is Robin Gunningham - believed by many to be the true identity of the
mysterious street artist Banksy.
Unframed: 29 3/4 by 12 inches

$200-400

908

BANKSY (British, 1974)
Di-Faced Tenner
Offset lithograph on paper
Unframed: 3 by 5 5/8 inches
PROVENANCE Acquired by the current owner directly
from Banksy’s former agent, Steve Lazarides

$1,000-2,000

430
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CHRISTOPHER WOOL (American, 1955) and FELIX GONZALEZ-TORRES (Cuban, 1957-1996)

The Show Is Over – 1993
Offset lithograph on paper
Unframed: 54 1/2 by 37 inches
PROVENANCE Acquired by the current owner from Galerie Max Hetzler, Berlin

$1,500-2,500
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ENJOY WORLDWIDE VIP STATUS
FOR THE NEXT 5 YEARS
Our exclusive Preferred Membership offers you access to the
exciting world of celebrities and their collections.

PLUS
You will receive one copy of each of our printed full color auction catalogues*
Receive special VIP treatment for each of our high proﬁle auctions
Enjoy access to our world-class receptions, events, and exhibitions

A sample of auction catalogues received by our Preferred Members in the past.

5 YEAR MEMBERSHIP AT A COST OF ONLY $2,000
You will save approximately $5,000 dollars over a 5 year period.
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*This catalogue subscription excludes enhanced editions of the traditional edition catalogue (such as special editions and signature editions
produced to beneﬁt a charity, organization, or other fundraising cause); the subscription includes traditional editions only for each auction event.

SIGN UP NOW
and receive your Julien’s Auctions
Preferred Member card.

For More Information
Email: info@juliensauctions.com
or call 310-836-1818
Please note that Preferred Membership is not a substitute for auction registration, which you must continue to do on a per-auction basis. If you wish to bid in
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an auction, you are still required to complete a Bidder Registration Form, and to set up a Member Account in connection with online auction bidding.

Don’t forget!
You can now download
our latest Julien’s Live App,
view our upcoming auctions
and experience a whole lot
more...
Julien’s Auctions can now be accessed from the
palm of your hand with our latest Julien’s Live App.
Now you can enjoy all these great features:
• View Upcoming Auctions
• Browse Lots
• Place Absentee Bids
• Bid in the Live Auction
• View My Items
• Set Alerts
• View Invoices
• Edit Profile

Download the latest
Julien’s Live App today!

Visit the Apple App store, type in
Julien’s Live and download.
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BI DDER RE GISTRATI ON FORM
Julien’s Auctions invites you to complete and submit this Bidder Registration Form. You acknowledge your proposed registration to bid in the aboveidentified Auction is subject to verification of the information that you provide, and approval of your registration is at the sole and complete discretion
of Julien’s Auctions. We will provide you with written confirmation if and when your application is approved.
This auction sale will be conducted in accordance with Julien’s Auctions’ Auction Terms and Conditions (“Terms and Conditions”) in the form set out in
our auction catalogue, which are incorporated herein by reference. You should read the Auction Terms and Conditions which describe the charges
payable by you on the purchases you make and other terms relating to bidding and buying at the auction, which you accept by signing this form. You
should ask us any questions you have about the Terms and Conditions before signing this Bidder Registration Form.

PLeASe CheCk ONE OF the FOLLOwIng:
o I will be attending the live auction o I will be placing absentee bids o I will be phone bidding
name: _____________________________________________________ Company: ________________________________________________
email: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ______________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: ________________________________________ Country: _____________________________________________________
Day Phone: _______________________________ Cell Phone: _______________________________ Fax: ____________________________
o Check here if different billing address

o Absentee Bid(s)

o Phone Bid(s)

Absentee Bidders: Please state your MAXIMUM bid in United States Dollars (USD$) for each Lot
(excluding Buyer’s Premium, Online Fee, taxes, shipping fees or other charges):
Please list your lot numbers in chronological order (lowest to highest lot number) on the form or your bid(s) could be missed.
Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________
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Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Lot #:__________ Maximum Bid: $:__________

Special Note Regarding COVID-19: Please allow for additional time for packaging, shipping and delivery in the event that 1) federal, state, and/or local governments
and municipalities impose business operating restrictions and/or 2) any other unforeseen circumstances arise related to COVID-19 that may affect our ability to
prepare and ship items within our standard timeframes.
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Billing Address (if different than previous page):
name: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________________________________ State/Provence: ____________________________________
ZIP/Postal Code: _______________________________________ Country: ___________________________________________________
type of Credit Card:
o Visa
o MasterCard
o American express
Card number: ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Upon credit card verification, if you are approved for registration as a Bidder, you hereby authorize Julien’s Auctions to charge the above listed card for any
purchases you make at Auction pursuant to the Auction terms and Conditions.

Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: _______________________________________________
Payment Options: we accept payment by check, bank wire, Mastercard, VISA, and AMeX.
Credit Card authorization: All invoices under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged to the credit card on file unless prior
arrangements are made. All invoices over five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) as a deposit to the credit card on file unless prior arrangements are made. A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added to the total of all
invoices ten thousand United States Dollars ($10,000.00) or higher which have payment made by credit card.
Shipping: Please review the shipping terms for your items. Shipping is not included in the hammer Price of your auction items, and winning Bidders are
responsible for all shipping costs. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the delivery of your Lot(s) to you; delivery time is dependent upon the size of the Auction, the
destination address of the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the Lot. Julien's Auctions and Shippers are not responsible for returned or
undeliverable shipments.
Buyer’s Premium: I hereby request approval for registration to bid in this auction sale with Julien’s Auctions (“the Auctioneer”). I acknowledge that I have read,
understood and agreed to the Auction terms and Conditions applicable to the Auction for which I now register and request the Auctioneer to approve such
registration as an authorized participant as a Floor Bidder (Bidder at live event), Absentee Bidder (Bidder by phone or proxy) or Online Bidder. A Buyer’s Premium
will be added to the successful bid price and is payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. Successful online bids are subject to the Buyer’s
Premium, plus an additional service fee of three percent (3%) of the hammer Price, payable by the Purchaser as part of the total Purchase Price. I acknowledge
and agree that Buyer’s Premium will be added to the hammer Price on each individual lot as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00: twenty-five United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and including $200,000.00: twenty-five percent (25%).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above: twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s
Premium of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount above $200,000.00.
I further acknowledge that I am responsible to pay Julien’s Auctions the aggregate of the hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium for such lot(s), as well as additional
applicable fees as stated in the Auction terms and Conditions. All invoices must be paid within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction. I authorize Julien’s
Auctions to charge my credit card listed on this form for all items purchased (including shipping) at this auction, and any future Julien’s Auctions I may participate in,
if not otherwise paid in full within 10 calendar days after the close of the auction.
Representations, Warranties And Acknowledgements: I, the undersigned, represent and warrant to Julien’s Auctions that (i) the information I have provided on
this Bidder registration Form is truthful, complete and accurate; (ii) I have full power and authority to execute and deliver this Bidder registration Form; (iii) this
Bidder registration Form is a legally valid and binding obligation; and (iv) the execution, delivery and/or performance of this Bidder registration Form and the Auction
terms & Conditions does not conflict with any agreement, understanding or document to which the proposed registered bidder is a party. I acknowledge receiving
a copy of the Auction terms and Conditions attached hereto, and agree to comply with all provisions therein. I understand that each and every Bid that I place in
the Auction creates a binding obligation to purchase the Lots for which I am the winning Bidder, and that all purchases are subject to additional fees as detailed in
the Auction terms and Conditions.
By registering to bid, you hereby agree that the copyright, and any and all associated intellectual property and other rights for the nolan Miller artwork are exclusively
retained by Mark Zunino and/or nolan Miller Inc. Buyers of the Property will not receive copyright or any related reproduction rights in the Property and all intellectual
property rights are explicitly reserved by Seller and are freely exploitable by Seller in perpetuity.
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Company (if applicable): ________________________________________ title: _________________________________________

Please return completed forms via fax at (310) 388-0207 or e-mail to Bidding@JuliensAuctions.com

Forms must be received by 12:00 pm (noon) Pacific time on the day prior to the auction day in order for your registration information to be timely reviewed and verified.

MAIL OnLy: Julien’s Auctions | 8630 hayden Place | Culver City, CA 90232
phone: (310) 836-1818 | fax: (310) 388-0207 | email: info@juliensauctions.com
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Bidder Registration Form

Auction terms and Conditions
Julien entertainment.com, Inc., a California corporation
d/b/a Julien’s Auctions ( “Julien’s Auctions”,
“Company”, “we”, “our”, or “us”) hereby provides the
following terms (“Auction terms and Conditions”) to
apply to sales by Bids conducted by Julien’s Auctions
(each an “Auction” and collectively, the “Auctions”). By
completing a Bidder registration Form, you agree that
you have read, understood and agree to be bound by
these Auction terms and Conditions.
PLeASe reAD theSe AUCtIOn terMS AnD
COnDItIOnS CAreFULLy. theSe AUCtIOn
terMS AnD COnDItIOnS InCLUDe An
AgreeMent tO MAnDAtOry ArBItrAtIOn,
whICh MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO SUBMIt Any
DISPUte ArISIng UnDer, reLAteD tO, Or In
COnneCtIOn wIth the AUCtIOn tO BInDIng
InDIVIDUAL
ArBItrAtIOn
rAther
thAn
PrOCeeD
In
COUrt.
the
DISPUteS/ArBItrAtIOn
PrOVISIOn
ALSO
InCLUDeS A CLASS ACtIOn wAIVer, whICh
MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO PrOCeeD wIth
Any DISPUte InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt
OF A CLASS ACtIOn. thIS AgreeMent ALSO
InCLUDeS A JUry wAIVer.

1. aUCtIONS.
each Auction conducted is of a designated set of items
(each a “Lot”) on a designated date. Lots are provided
by the party that wishes us to sell property on their
behalf (each such party a “Consignor”). we will provide
the pertinent information for each Auction, including:
date, start time of auction, each Lot to be sold, and
location. Auctions may be conducted live in-person,
online via http://www.julienslive.com (the “Service”), or
both. All Auctions conducted by Julien’s Auctions, and
these Auction terms and Conditions, are governed by
the laws of the State of California. Julien’s Auctions
maintains a bond on file with the California Secretary of
State as required by California Civil Code §1812.600.

2. REgIStRatION.
In order to participate in an Auction, registration is
required for all persons wishing to Bid (“Bidders”). Any
person registering to Bid by phone, absentee, or in
person will complete a Bidder registration Form. Online
Bidders will submit a completed electronic form through
the Service, where they may also establish an online
account (“Member Account”). each Auction requires a
separate registration; Bidders with a Member Account
may register for Auctions via their account.
(a) Information Required. to register, Bidders are
required to submit their name, physical address,
telephone number, email address, and credit card
information. you hereby represent that all information
you submit in connection with registration is truthful and
accurate. By submitting your information, you consent
to have your personal information processed by Julien’s
Auctions in the United States. Julien’s Auctions has
implemented commercially reasonable technical and
organizational measures designed to secure your
personal information from accidental loss and from
unauthorized access, access, use, alteration or
disclosure. however, we cannot guarantee that
unauthorized third parties will never be able to defeat
those measures or use your personal information for
improper purposes. you acknowledge that you provide
your personal information at your own risk.
(b) First time Bidders. For verification purposes,
Bidders who have not participated in an Auction are
required to submit a copy of their (A) official
government-issued identification (driver’s license /
passport / state identification card), and (B) credit card.

Copies of such documents may be submitted in person,
via facsimile to 310-388-0207 or via email to
bidding@juliensauctions.com. Failure to do so may
inhibit your ability to register.
(c) Credit Card authorization. we (and/or our thirdparty payment processor) may verify credit card
information in order to register. to verify your card, we
will charge $1.00 to it. After the card is verified, we will
immediately refund the card. your card issuer will
credit your card balance within thirty (30) days from
the date of the refund. In the event you add or
replace a credit card, we may also verify such new or
replacement credit card.
(d) Minors. Bids will not be accepted from those
persons under eighteen (18) years of age (i) without
written consent of said person’s parent or legal
guardian, or (ii) unless such person is an emancipated
minor. written consent must acknowledge the terms
and conditions of sale. this written consent constitutes
an agreement to be bound thereby on behalf of the
Bidder. If you are under 18 years of age you may
participate in Auctions only if you are either an
emancipated minor, or possess legal parental or
guardian consent, and are fully able and competent to
enter into the terms, conditions, obligations,
affirmations, representations, and warranties set forth in
these Auction terms and Conditions, and to abide by
and comply with these Auction terms and Conditions.
IF yOU Are A PArent Or gUArDIAn AnD yOU
PrOVIDe yOUr COnSent tO the regIStrAtIOn
OF yOUr ChILD, yOU Agree tO Be BOUnD By thIS
AgreeMent wIth reSPeCt tO, thrOUgh, AnD In
COnneCtIOn wIth SUCh regIStrAtIOn AnD
AUCtIOn PArtICIPAtIOn.
(e) Online Member accounts. Bidder can elect to
set up a Member Account on the Service in accordance
with the policies set forth on the Service. Bidder
acknowledges and agrees that all Bids placed under a
Member Account are considered to be placed by the
Member or with Member’s authorization.
(f) approval of Registration. Julien’s Auctions, in its
sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to
approve or reject Bidders for its Auctions at any time.
we are under no obligation to accept your application
for registration.
(g) term of Registration. Upon approval by Julien’s
Auctions, your registration is effective throughout the
applicable Auction for which you registered and any
post-Auction obligations you incur in connection with
Bids you placed during such Auction.

3. BIDDINg.
Upon completed and approved registration, Bidders
may submit a binding offer to purchase a Lot at a
specified price (a “Bid”) in an Auction.
(a) Placement; Payment authorization. when a Lot
at the Auction goes live, you are free to place bids on
such Lot (i) if an in-person Auction, or if an Auction
conducted both in-person and online, until the individual
conducting the sale for Julien’s Auctions (the
“Auctioneer”) determines that bidding on such Lot has
closed, or (ii) if an online-only Auction, in accordance
with the parameters set forth on the Service for such
Lot. As bids are placed, Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to authorize your credit card for any bid amount
placed. If an authorization was made on a Bid and you
are subsequently outbid, Julien’s Auctions will release
that authorization.

(b) Notifications. If you are placing Bids via the
Service or by proxy, each time you are outbid Julien’s
Auctions will send you an email message notification
advising you of such. If you are a telephone or inperson Bidder, it is your responsibility to monitor the
Lot(s) for which you placed Bid(s) in the event you are
outbid. If you are the winning Bidder for a given Lot,
Julien’s Auctions will send you an email message
confirmation.
(c) Bid Conditions. Julien’s Auctions reserves the
right to accept or decline any Bid. Bids must be for an
entire Lot. each Lot constitutes a separate sale. All
Bids are per Lot unless otherwise announced at a live
sale by the Auctioneer. All winning Bids are subject to a
Buyer’s Premium (as defined herein). Live auction Lots
will be sold in their numbered sequence unless the
Auctioneer directs otherwise. Julien’s Auctions may
cancel any Lot and have it removed from an Auction
prior to acceptance of a winning Bid. In the event a Lot
is removed from an Auction, notice will be provided (i) if
an online Auction, by a posting on the Service and by
email to Bidders who placed their Bid on such Lot via
the Service, and (ii) if the Auction is an in-person
Auction, at the physical location of the Auction. In such
instance of Lot removal from an Auction, any Bids
previously placed on such Lot prior to its removal from
the Auction shall be cancelled, and Julien’s Auctions will
not receive any further Bids on such Lot.
(d) Purchase Obligations.
In connection with
making Bids, Bidders agree that the registered Bidder
with the highest Bid at the close of the Auction will be
obligated to purchase the Lot. By bidding on any Lot,
you agree to purchase the Lot at the price you have Bid.
you agree that should you Bid on a Lot and that Bid is
the winning Bid, that you are bound to pay Julien’s
Auctions the winning bid amount for the Lot. All sales
are final and winners cannot cancel. no exceptions will
be made. you further acknowledge and agree that the
winning Bid you submit for each Lot is subject to: (i)
additional fees, including the Buyer’s Premium and
Online Service Fee (if applicable), and (ii) additional
costs, including taxes, shipping (if applicable), storage
(if applicable), and customs (if applicable), and that you
are obligated to pay such fees and costs in connection
with your winning Bid.
(e) Conduct. It is unlawful and illegal for Bidders to
collude, pool, or agree with another Bidder to pay less
than the fair value for Lot(s). Bidders participating in
both live and online auctions acknowledge that the law
provides for substantial penalties for those who violate
these provisions.
(f) Disputes Between Bidders. For live auctions the
Auctioneer will have final discretion in the event that any
dispute should arise between Bidders. the Auctioneer
will determine the successful Bidder, cancel the sale, or
re-offer and resell the Lot or Lots in dispute. Julien’s
Auctions will have final discretion to resolve any
disputes arising after the sale and in online auctions. If
any dispute arises our sale record is conclusive.
(g) absentee Bids. Julien’s Auctions will execute
order or absentee bids, and accept telephone bids as a
courtesy to clients who are unable to attend the live
auctions. notwithstanding the foregoing, we take no
responsibility for any errors or omissions in connection
with this courtesy.
(h) Online Bids. Our online auction Service is
provided “As Is” and “As Available.” high speed
internet access is required to access the Service
effectively. the Service is subject to limitations, delays
and other problems inherent in the use of the Internet
and electronic communications. Julien’s Auctions is not
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responsible for any delays, delivery failures, or other
damage resulting from such problems.
(i) Reserve. All of the Lots offered at Auction are
subject to a confidential minimum price acceptable to
the Consignor at which the Lot will be sold (the
“reserve”). Julien’s Auctions is not obligated to sell the
Lot unless the reserve is met. A Lot or Lots may be
withdrawn from an Auction if there is no Bid equal to or
above the reserve.
During a live auction the Auctioneer may open any Lot
by bidding on behalf of the Consignor and may bid up
to the amount of the reserve, by placing successive or
consecutive bids for a Lot or Bids in response to other
Bidders. Online sales may do the same by employing
the use of a starting Bid which will commence bidding
at or below the reserve price agreed to by the
Consignor.

4. WINNINg BIDS.
At the close of the Auction, the highest Bid for a Lot will
be considered the “hammer Price”, and the successful
Bidder shall be informed by email (the “winning Bidder”
or the “Purchaser”). the winning Bidder is responsible
for paying to Julien’s Auctions the hammer Price,
Buyer’s Premium, and all applicable taxes, plus shipping
costs (if applicable), insurance costs while in transit (for
items not picked up in person), Online Service Fee (if the
winning Bidder placed the Bid online via the Service)
and any applicable customs and/or duties (such
amounts collectively, the “total Purchase Price”). Upon
conclusion of the Auction, we will provide the winning
Bidder with an accounting statement of the total
Purchase Price by email.
(a) Risk of loss; Release of lots.
Upon
establishment of the hammer Price for the purchase of
the Lot (the “Sale”), the winning Bidder immediately
thereafter assumes full responsibility for all risk of loss
or damage (including, without limitation, liability for or
damage to frames or glass covering prints, paintings,
photos, or other works) and will immediately pay the
total Purchase Price or such part as Julien’s Auctions
may require. All Sales are final. Lots will be released to
you (or the shipping company, as applicable) upon our
receipt of payment of the total Purchase Price in full
from you.
(b) Buyer’s Premium. winning Bidder agrees that in
addition to the hammer Price, the Lot will be subject to
an additional charge on the hammer Price as part of the
total Purchase Price (the “Buyer’s Premium”). the
Buyer’s Premium is as follows:
Lots with a Hammer Price of up to $100.00. For
individual Lots with a hammer Price of up to and
including one hundred United States Dollars and zero
cents ($100.00), the Buyer’s Premium is twenty-five
United States Dollars and zero cents ($25.00).
Lots with a Hammer Price of $100.01 up to and
including $200,000.00. For individual Lots with a
hammer Price of one hundred United States Dollars and
one cent ($100.01) to two hundred thousand United
States Dollars and zero cents ($200,000.00), a Buyer’s
Premium of twenty-five percent (25%) will be added to
the hammer Price.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is one hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($150,000). the
winning Bidder would pay a Buyer’s Premium of 25%,
i.e., thirty-seven thousand five hundred United States
Dollars ($37,500.00) on such Lot.
Lots with a Hammer Price of $200,000.01 and above.
For individual Lots with a hammer Price of two hundred
thousand United States Dollars and one cent
($200,000.01) and above, a Buyer’s Premium of twentyfive percent (25%) will be added to the hammer Price
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up to $200,000.00, and an additional Buyer’s Premium
of twenty percent (20%) will be added to any amount
above $200,000.00.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00).
the winning Bidder would pay a total Buyer’s Premium
of sixty thousand United States Dollars ($60,000.00) on
such Lot, calculated as follows: 25% of the first
$200,000.00, i.e. fifty thousand United States Dollars
($50,000.00), plus 20% of the remaining $50,000.00, i.e.
ten thousand United States Dollars.
(c) Online Service Fee. For all Lots where the
winning Bid is submitted online via the Service, an
additional three percent (3%) of the hammer Price (the
“Online Service Fee”) will be added to the Buyer’s
Premium amount detailed immediately above.
Example: the hammer Price on a Lot is two hundred
and fifty thousand United States Dollars ($250,000.00),
with the highest Bid being placed online via the Service.
the winning Bidder would pay, in addition to the Buyer’s
Premium, an Online Service Fee of seven thousand five
hundred United States Dollars ($7,500.00).
(d) taxes. winning Bidder agrees that he/she is
responsible for the payment of any and all applicable
taxes due in connection with such Lot, including but not
limited to sales tax, use tax, and value-added tax (VAt).
All items picked up in California will be charged
California state sales tax, as will all items sent to
California residents. All items sent to new york
residents will be charged new york state sales tax.
(e) lot Retrieval. All Lots must be removed from our
premises by the winning Bidder within thirty (30)
calendar days of the conclusion of the Auction at the
winning Bidder’s own expense.
In-person Pick-up; Storage Fees. If you intend to pick up
your items as the winning Bidder, arrangements must be
made upon payment of the total Purchase Price for the
Lot. Pick-ups are by appointment only, Monday-Friday
between 10:00am and 4:00pm. If, after thirty (30) days
following your payment of the total Purchase Price, the
Lot is not removed: (A) a handling charge of eight dollars
($8.00) per day or one percent (1%) of the total
Purchase Price per month, whichever is greater, will be
payable to us by the winning Bidder, with a minimum of
five hundred dollars ($500.00) or five percent (5%) of the
total Purchase Price for any Lot not so removed within
sixty (60) calendar days after the Sale, whichever is
greater (the “Storage Fees”); and (B) we may send the
Lot to a public warehouse or storage facility, at winning
Bidder’s sole risk and expense. If winning Bidder fails
to remove the Lot within one hundred and eighty (180)
days following the Sale, then, in addition to the Storage
Fees, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right (but not the
obligation) to dispose of or retain any such Lot. All costs
incurred by Julien’s Auctions in connection with the
removal or disposal of any such Lot shall be paid by
winning Bidder within ten (10) days of our demand
therefor.
Shipping. winning Bidders are responsible for all costs
to ship their items. Shipping is not included in the
hammer Price of your auction items. Please review the
shipping terms for your items. Some items may be
shipped directly by Julien’s Auctions, or we may
contract with an outside shipping company (“Shippers”),
to ship your Lot to you. Please allow 2-12 weeks for the
delivery of your Lot to you; delivery time is dependent
upon the size of the Auction, the destination address of
the Lot, and the method of transportation to deliver the
Lot. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not responsible
for returned or undeliverable shipments.
International. Julien’s Auctions will provide you with a
customs document detailing the value of items
purchased. Julien’s Auctions and Shippers are not

responsible if there are any delays in customs.
Purchasers are responsible for compliance with all laws
and regulations applicable to the international purchase
and shipment of items. Purchaser understands that the
shipment of Lots internationally is subject to United
States export controls and trade and economic
sanctions laws, and agrees to comply with all such laws
and regulations, including the export Administration
regulations maintained by the United States
Department of Commerce, and the trade and economic
sanctions maintained by the United States treasury
Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control.
(f) Invoices and Payments. All invoices must be
paid within ten (10) calendar days after the close of the
Auction.
Payments. Julien’s Auctions accepts payment by
cashier’s check, personal check, wire transfer, American
express, MasterCard, and Visa. winning Bidders who
wish to pay by check may do so by making checks
payable to: Julien’s Auctions, 8630 hayden Place,
Culver City, CA 90232.
Credit Card Authorization. Bidder authorizes Julien’s
Auctions to charge Bidder’s credit card provided at
registration for all items purchased at any Auction that
Bidder may participate in, if not paid in full within ten (10)
calendar days after the close of the Auction. Processing
fees for credit card payments may apply. All invoices
under five thousand United States Dollars ($5,000.00)
will automatically be charged to the credit card on file
unless prior arrangements are made.
All invoices over five thousand United States Dollars
($5,000.00) will automatically be charged five thousand
United States Dollars ($5,000.00) as a deposit to the
credit card on file unless prior arrangements are made.
A 2% credit card processing fee is assessed and added
to the total of all invoices ten thousand United States
Dollars ($10,000.00) or higher which have payment
made by credit card.
Lot Rights. In the event Julien’s Auctions has agreed in
writing prior to the auction to provide payment terms or
an extended period of time for payment to you, you
acknowledge and agree that you shall have no right,
title, or interest in and to any property purchased by you
until all amounts owed by you are paid in full.
If you fail to comply with the terms of the payment plan
or extended payment period, upon your default, Julien’s
Auctions shall have the unequivocal right, at its sole
discretion, to sell some or all of the property on which
you were the winning Bidder, and to apply the proceeds
toward the balance of any monies owed by you to
Julien’s Auctions. If the monies received through the
sale of the items do not meet your outstanding
obligations, Julien’s Auctions shall have the right to
pursue any and all remedies available under the law
against you pursuant to the provisions set forth herein.
If the monies received through the sale of the items
exceed your outstanding obligations, the excess, minus
any fees or costs incurred by Julien’s Auctions in
connection with and arising out of the sale of the
properties, shall be refunded to you.
Late Payment Fees. Commencing with the tenth day
following the Sale, payments not received by Julien’s
Auctions will incur a late charge of one-and-a-half
percent (1.5%) per month (or the highest rate allowable
by law, whichever is lower) on the outstanding total
Purchase Price.
Excess Fund Return. In the event you are the winning
Bidder on a Lot and prior to an Auction you provided us
with a deposit for your Bid which exceeds the total
Purchase Price, we will return any such excess within
thirty (30) business days of the conclusion of the
Auction, unless delay is compelled by (A) legal
proceedings, or (B) our inability, through no fault of our

own, to transfer title to the Lot or comply with any
provision of California Civil Code Section 1812.6001812.609, the California Commercial Code, the
California Code of Civil Procedure, or other provision of
applicable law.
(g) Defaults; Company’s Remedies. If winning
Bidder does not comply with the conditions herein, such
winning Bidder will be in default. In addition to any and
all other remedies available to Julien’s Auctions and the
Consignor by law and at equity, including, without
limitation, the right to hold the winning Bidder liable for
the total Purchase Price, including all fees, charges and
expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option,
may: (a) cancel the Sale of the subject Lot, or any other
lots sold to the defaulting Purchaser at the same or any
other Auction, retaining as liquidated damages all
payments made by the Purchaser; (b) resell the
purchased property, whether at public auction or by
private sale; or (c) effect any combination thereof. In any
case, the Purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any
and all costs, handling charges, late charges, expenses
of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our
regular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees
and incidental damages.
we may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of
sale then due or thereafter becoming due to the
Purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any
payment made by the Purchaser to us or any affiliated
company, where or not intended to reduce the
Purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid Lot
or Lots, to the deficiency and any other amounts due to
us or any affiliated companies. In addition, a defaulting
Purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security
interest of first priority in any property or money of our
owing to such Purchaser in our possession or in the
possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we
may retain and apply such property or money as
collateral security for the obligations due to us or to any
affiliated company of ours. Payment will not be deemed
to have been made in full until we have collected good
funds. In the event the purchaser fails to pay any or all
of the total Purchase Price for any Lot and Julien’s
Auctions elects to pay the Consignor any portion of the
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that
Julien’s Auctions shall have all of the rights of the
Consignor to pursue the Purchaser for any amounts
paid to the Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under
these Auction terms and Conditions.
Julien’s Auctions further reserves the right to prohibit
defaulting Purchasers from being approved for
registration at future Auctions.

5. lIMItatION OF lIaBIlIty.
(a) Exclusion of Consequential Damages. tO the
MAXIMUM eXtent PerMItteD By APPLICABLe LAw,
In nO eVent ShALL JULIen’S AUCtIOnS, ItS
AFFILIAteS, OFFICerS, DIreCtOrS, eMPLOyeeS,
AgentS, Or ItS LICenSOrS Be LIABLe FOr Any
DIreCt, InDIreCt, PUnItIVe, InCIDentAL, SPeCIAL,
COnSeQUentIAL Or eXeMPLAry DAMAgeS,
InCLUDIng wIthOUt LIMItAtIOn DAMAgeS FOr
LOSS OF PrOFItS, gOODwILL, USe, DAtA Or
Other IntAngIBLe LOSSeS, ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO theSe AUCtIOn terMS AnD
COnDItIOnS, regArDLeSS OF the theOry OF
LIABILIty, eVen IF ADVISeD OF the POSSIBILIty OF
SUCh DAMAgeS. thrOUghOUt the AUCtIOn,
JULIen’S AUCtIOnS IS nOt reSPOnSIBLe FOr the
COnDUCt (whether OnLIne Or OFFLIne) OF Any
BIDDer,
COnSIgnOr,
Or
nOn-COMPAny
PerSOnneL.
(b) liability Cap.
COMPAny’S MAXIMUM
AggregAte LIABILIty ArISIng OUt OF Or
reLAtIng tO thIS AgreeMent, regArDLeSS OF
the theOry OF LIABILIty, wILL Be LIMIteD tO the

greAter OF FIVe hUnDreD DOLLArS ($500) AnD
the tOtAL PUrChASe PrICe PAID Or PAyABLe By
yOU tO JULIen’S AUCtIOnS. the eXIStenCe OF
MOre thAn One CLAIM ShALL nOt eXPAnD SUCh
LIMIt. the PArtIeS ACknOwLeDge thAt the FeeS
AgreeD UPOn Between yOU AnD JULIen’S
AUCtIOnS Are BASeD In PArt On theSe
LIMItAtIOnS, AnD thAt theSe LIMItAtIOnS wILL
APPLy nOtwIthStAnDIng Any FAILUre OF Any
eSSentIAL PUrPOSe OF Any LIMIteD reMeDy.
the FOregOIng LIMItAtIOn OF LIABILIty ShALL
APPLy tO the FULLeSt eXtent PerMItteD By LAw
In the APPLICABLe JUrISDICtIOn.

6. INDEMNIty.
you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless
Julien’s Auctions and its subsidiaries, agents, and other
affiliated companies, and the employees, contractors,
agents, officers and directors of each, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses,
liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but not
limited to attorney’s fees) arising from your violation of
any term of these Auction terms and Conditions,
including without limitation, (i) your breach of any of the
representations and warranties herein; (ii) your violation
of any law, rule or regulation of the United States or any
other country.

7. lOtS.
(a) Warranty; Disclaimers.
Julien’s Auctions
warrants the authenticity of Attribution (as defined
below) of property listed in the catalogue or online as
stated in the Attribution warranty in Section 8 below.
except for the Attribution warranty, all property is sold
“As Is”. we make no warranties, nor does the
Consignor, as to the merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose, the correctness of the catalogue or
other description of the physical condition, size, quality,
rarity, importance, medium, provenance, exhibitions,
literature or historical relevance of any property. no oral
or written statements made in the catalogue, online
listing, advertisement, Condition report, bill of sale, and
announcement or elsewhere made by employees
(including affiliated and related companies) shall be
considered a warranty. we and the Consignor make no
representations and warranties, express or implied, as
to whether the purchaser acquires any Intellectual
Property rights, including but not limited to, any
reproduction rights of any property. we and the
Consignor are not responsible for errors and omissions
in the catalogue, online listings or any other
supplemental material.
(b) Evaluation; Item Descriptions. It is the sole
responsibility and risk of prospective Bidders to make
the determination of whether a Lot is suitable for Bid.
(c) Catalogues. while Julien’s Auctions customarily
produces printed catalogues of all Lots available for an
Auction, such catalogues are for illustrative purposes
only.
Descriptions of Lots therein are not
comprehensive and may contain errors. we do not
warrant any aspect of content in our catalogues other
than the Attribution of Lots.
(d) Condition Reports. Bidders may request a written
report of the Lot’s repair and restoration history (a
“Condition
report”)
by
emailing
info@juliensauctions.com for a Condition report. Other
than Attribution, we do not make any representations or
warranties, express or implied, concerning any content
in a Condition report. we will customarily provide
Condition reports so long as we receive a written
request from you at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to
the Auction. you agree that any Condition report(s) we
provide to you are the confidential information of Julien’s
Auctions, are to be utilized for your personal purposes
only, are to be treated by you with the same degree of
care that you utilize to protect your own confidential

information (provided, however, that you must at least
use reasonable care), and are not to be disclosed to
third parties unless mandated by law. If you breach any
obligations in this Section, Julien’s Auctions shall be
entitled to seek equitable relief to protect its interest
therein, including but not limited to injunctive relief as
well as money damages.
these confidentiality
obligations will survive the conclusion of any Auction.
(e) Pricing. All Lot pricing is listed in United States
Dollars. we may offer certain programs, tools, and site
experiences of particular interest to international users,
such as estimated local currency conversion and
international shipping calculation tools, but these are
offered for convenience only.

8. attRIBUtION WaRRaNty.
(a) attribution. “Attribution” is defined by Julien’s
Auctions as the creator, period, culture, or source of
origin, as the case may be as stated in the (i) heading
set forth in bold type of a Lot in a live auction catalogue,
as amended by any statements by the Auctioneer
and/or written salesroom notices and announcements
(“Bold type heading”) or (ii) the lot title of an online
auction, as amended by any online notices and
announcements (“Online Lot heading”) (Bold type
heading and Online Lot heading collectively,
“headings”).
(b) attribution Warranty. Subject to the exclusions
below, we make no warranties to information not
contained in headings. Subject to the exclusions listed
below, Julien’s Auctions warrants the Attribution of a Lot
for a period of one (1) year from the date of Sale and
only to the original Purchaser on record at the auction.
If it is determined to our satisfaction that the Attribution
is incorrect, the Sale will be rescinded if the Lot is
returned to the Julien’s Auctions warehouse facility in
the same condition in which it was at the time of Sale.
In order to satisfy us that the “Attribution” of a lot is
indeed incorrect we reserve the right to require the
Purchaser to obtain, at the Purchaser’s expense, the
opinion of two experts in the field, mutually acceptable
to Julien’s Auctions and the Purchaser, before we agree
to rescind the Sale under the warranty. this warranty is
not assignable and applies only to the original Purchaser
on record with Julien’s Auctions. this warranty does not
transfer to any subsequent owners of any purchased
property (this includes without limitation, heirs,
successors, beneficiaries or assigns).
(c) Remedies. Should a Sale be rescinded and the
total Purchase Price paid, it is specifically understood
that this will be considered the sole remedy. It is
exclusive and in lieu of any other remedy available as a
matter of law, or in equity.
(d) Exclusions. exclusions will be made and this
warranty does not apply to Attribution which on the date
of sale was in accordance with the then generally
accepted opinion of scholars and specialists, or the
identification of periods or dates of execution which may
be proven inaccurate by means of scientific processes
not generally accepted for use until after publication of
the catalogue or listing online, or which were
unreasonably expensive or impractical to employ.

9. INtEllECtUal PROPERty.
Julien’s Auctions retains all right, title, and interest
(including, without limitation, all Intellectual Property
rights) in and to the items outlined in this Section, and
all derivatives, modifications, or enhancements thereto.
you agree to take any action reasonably requested by
Julien’s Auctions to evidence, maintain, enforce or
defend our Intellectual Property rights. you shall not take
any action to jeopardize, encumber, limit or interfere in
any manner with Julien’s Auctions ownership of and
rights with respect to the items outlined in this Section.
All rights not expressly licensed to you in these Auction
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terms and conditions are expressly reserved by Julien’s
Auctions.
(a) Definition. “Intellectual Property right” means any
patent, copyright, trade or service mark, trade dress,
trade name, database right, goodwill, logo, trade secret
right, or any other intellectual property right or
proprietary information right, in each case whether
registered or unregistered, and whether arising in any
jurisdiction, including without limitation all rights of
registrations, applications, and renewals thereof and
causes of action for infringement or misappropriation
related to any of the foregoing.
(b) Content. the Auction, the Service, and all
materials, including, without limitation, software, images,
text, graphics, illustrations, logos, catalogues, Condition
reports, patents, trademarks, service marks,
copyrights, photographs, audio, videos and music (the
“Content”), and all Intellectual Property rights related
thereto, are the exclusive property of Julien’s Auctions
and its licensors. except as explicitly provided herein,
nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to create a
license in or under any such Intellectual Property rights,
and you agree not to sell, license, rent, modify,
distribute, copy, reproduce, transmit, publicly display,
publicly perform, publish, adapt, edit or create derivative
works from any materials or Content made available to
you by Julien’s Auctions orally or in writing regardless of
form of media. Use of the Content for any purpose not
expressly permitted by these Auction terms and
Conditions is strictly prohibited.
(c) trademarks. “Julien’s Auctions”, “the Auction
house to the Stars”, “Julien’s Auctions the Auction
house to the Stars”, and other logos and service names
are trademarks, registered trademarks or trade dress of
Julien entertainment.com, Inc. Julien’s Auctions
trademarks and trade dress may not be used in
connection with any product or service that is not ours,
in any manner that is likely to cause confusion among
customers, or in any manner that disparages or
discredits Julien’s Auctions.
(d) Data. Julien’s Auctions owns the aggregate,
statistical, and sales data related to, derived from, and
concerning its Auctions, and reserves all Intellectual
Property rights to utilize such data for its own business
purposes.
(e) Ideas and Comments. you may choose to, or we
may invite you to, submit comments or ideas about our
Auctions, including without limitation about how to
improve our operations, our Service, and/or our
products (“Ideas”). By submitting any Idea, you agree
that your disclosure is gratuitous, unsolicited and
without restriction and will not place Julien’s Auctions
under any fiduciary or other obligation, that we are free
to disclose the Ideas on a non-confidential basis to
anyone or otherwise use the Ideas without any
additional compensation to you. you acknowledge that,
by acceptance of your Idea submission, Julien’s
Auctions does not waive any rights to use similar or
related ideas previously known to Julien’s Auctions, or
developed by its employees, or obtained from sources
other than you.

10. DISPUtES.
PLeASe reAD thIS SeCtIOn CAreFULLy. It
InCLUDeS A MaNDatORy aRBItRatION
PROVISION, whICh MeAnS thAt yOU Agree tO
SUBMIt Any DISPUte reLAteD tO yOUr USe OF
Any OF the SIteS tO BInDIng InDIVIDUAL
ArBItrAtIOn rAther thAn PrOCeeD In COUrt.
thIS PrOVISIOn ALSO InCLUDeS A ClaSS
aCtION WaIVER, whICh MeAnS thAt yOU
Agree tO PrOCeeD wIth Any DISPUte
InDIVIDUALLy AnD nOt AS PArt OF A CLASS
ACtIOn. thIS SeCtIOn ALSO InCLUDeS A JURy
WaIVER.
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you and Julien’s Auctions agree that any dispute,
controversy, or claim that has arisen or may arise
between us relating in any way to your use of or access
to the Auction, the Service, any interpretation, breach,
enforcement, or termination of these Auction terms and
Conditions, or otherwise relating to Julien’s Auctions in
any way (collectively, “Covered Matters”) will be
resolved in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this Section 10.
(a) Informal Resolution. If you have any dispute with
us, you agree that before taking any formal action, you
will contact us at info@juliensauctions.com, provide a
brief, written description of the dispute and your contact
information (including your username, if your dispute
relates to an account) and allow sixty (60) days to pass,
during which we will attempt to reach an amicable
resolution of your issue.
(b) applicable law. the laws of the State of
California, and applicable federal law, will govern all
Covered Matters. California conflicts of law rules shall
apply.
(c) arbitration. Subject only to the optional
exceptions in Paragraph 10(e) below, you and
Julien’s auctions each agree that any and all
disputes, claims, or controversies that have arisen,
or may arise, between you and Julien’s auctions
relating in any way to or arising out of this or
previous versions of the auction terms and
Conditions or the breach, termination, enforcement,
interpretation or validity thereof, your use of or
access to our services, or any products or services
sold, offered, or purchased through Company’s
services shall be resolved exclusively through final
and binding arbitration, rather than in court. Any
claims arising out of, relating to, or connected with these
Auction terms and Conditions not resolved through
Informal resolution pursuant to paragraph 10(a) above
must be asserted individually in a binding arbitration to
be administered by JAMS in Los Angeles County,
California
pursuant
to
the
JAMS
Comprehensive Arbitration rules and Procedures.
Both parties further agree that the arbitration shall be
conducted before a single JAMS arbitrator who is a
retired California or federal judge or justice. the
arbitrator shall strictly apply California substantive law
and the California rules of evidence. By AgreeIng tO
ArBItrAte, yOU wAIVe Any rIght yOU hAVe tO A
COUrt Or JUry trIAL. the arbitrator shall not
conduct any form of class or collective arbitration nor
join or consolidate claims by or for individuals.
the arbitrator, and not any federal, state, or local court
or agency, shall have exclusive authority to resolve any
dispute relating to the interpretation, applicability,
enforceability or formation of these Auction terms and
Conditions, including, any claim that all or any part of
these Auction terms and Conditions is void or voidable
or that a particular claim is subject to arbitration.
Judgment on the award rendered by the arbitrator may
be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction.
(d) award. you agree and acknowledge that in any
award to be granted by the Arbitrator, your rights and
remedies against us or any distributor of financier or
other party related to the Auction or Service shall be
limited to an action at law for money damages, and you
hereby waive all other rights and remedies you may
have at law or in equity (including, without limitation,
injunctive relief, rescission, cancellation, and termination
of this Agreement or the right to enjoin or restrain the
advertisement, promotion, marketing or exploitation by
Julien’s Auctions or any third party in connection with
the Auction and/or any rights or activities hereunder in
any and all manner of media whatsoever, whether now
known or hereafter devised). For matters where the
relief sought is over $5,000, the arbitrator’s decision will
include the essential findings and conclusions upon

which the arbitrator based the award. the arbitrator will
decide the substance of all claims in accordance with
applicable law, including recognized principles of equity,
and will honor all claims of privilege recognized by law.
the arbitrator’s award of damages must be consistent
with the terms of the “Limitation of Liability” section as
to the types and the amounts of damages for which a
party may be held liable. the arbitrator shall not be
bound by rulings in prior arbitrations involving different
users, but is bound by rulings in prior arbitrations
involving the same Julien’s Auctions user to the extent
required by applicable law. the arbitrator’s award shall
be final and binding and judgment on the award
rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court
having jurisdiction thereof. the ArBItrAtOr MAy
AwArD
reLIeF
(InCLUDIng
MOnetAry,
InJUnCtIVe, AnD DeCLArAtOry reLIeF) OnLy In
FAVOr OF the InDIVIDUAL PArty SeekIng reLIeF
AnD OnLy tO the eXtent neCeSSAry tO PrOVIDe
reLIeF neCeSSItAteD By thAt PArty’S InDIVIDUAL
CLAIM(S). Any reLIeF AwArDeD CAnnOt AFFeCt
Other USerS.
(e) Exceptions. there are only two exceptions in
which the parties may elect to seek resolution outside of
Arbitration before JAMS:
(i) First, if we reasonably believe that you have in any
manner infringed upon or violated or threatened to
violate or infringe any of our Intellectual Property rights,
privacy rights, publicity rights, or data security, in which
case you acknowledge that there may be no adequate
remedy at law and we may seek injunctive or other
appropriate relief in any court of competent jurisdiction,
without any attempt at informal resolution pursuant to
paragraph 10(a) above.
(ii) Second, any claim of $500 or less may, at the
option of the claiming party, be resolved in small claims
court in Los Angeles County, California, if the claim and
the parties are within the jurisdiction of the small claims
court and so long as the matter remains in such court
and advances only on an individual (non-class, nonrepresentative) basis.
(f) Costs of arbitration. Payment of all filing,
administration, and arbitrator fees will be governed by
JAMS rules, unless otherwise stated in this agreement
to arbitrate. If the value of the relief sought is $5,000 or
less, at your request, Julien’s Auctions will reimburse
you for all filing, administration, and arbitrator fees
associated with the arbitration following the earlier of the
arbitrator’s decision or settlement. In the event the
arbitrator determines the claim(s) you assert in the
arbitration to be frivolous, Julien’s Auctions is relieved of
its obligation to reimburse you for any fees associated
with the arbitration. the prevailing party shall be entitled
to an award of all attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses
incurred by it in connection with the dispute.
“Attorneys’ fees and expenses” includes, without
limitation, paralegals’ fees and expenses, attorneys’
consultants’ fees and expenses, expert witness’ fees
and expenses, and all other expenses incurred by the
prevailing party or its attorneys in the course of their
representation of the prevailing party in anticipation of
and/or during the course of the litigation, whether or not
otherwise recoverable as “attorneys’ fees” or as “costs”
under California law; and the same may be sought and
awarded in accordance with California procedure as
pertaining to an award of contractual attorneys’ fees.
(g) Future amendments to the agreement to
arbitrate. notwithstanding any provision in the Auction
terms and Conditions to the contrary, you and we agree
that if we make any amendment to this agreement to
arbitrate in the future, that amendment shall not apply to
any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against
Julien’s Auctions prior to the effective date of the
amendment. the amendment shall apply to all other
disputes or claims governed by the agreement to

arbitrate that have arisen or may arise between you and
Julien’s Auctions. If you do not agree to these amended
terms, you may close your account within thirty (30)
days of the posting or notification and you will not be
bound by the amended terms.
(h) Judicial Forum for legal Disputes. Unless you
and we agree otherwise, in the event that the agreement
to arbitrate above is found not to apply to you or to a
particular claim or dispute, either as a result of your
decision to opt out of the agreement to arbitrate, as a
result of a decision by the arbitrator or a court order or
because of an election pursuant to Paragraph 10(e)
above, you agree that any claim, controversy, or dispute
that has arisen or may arise between you and Julien’s
Auctions must be resolved exclusively by a state,
federal, or small claims court located in Los Angeles
County, California. you and Julien’s Auctions agree to
submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction of the
courts located within Los Angeles County, California for
the purpose of litigating all such claims or disputes.
(i) Opt-Out. IF yOU Are A new JULIen’S
AUCtIOnS USer, yOU CAn ChOOSe tO reJeCt
the AgreeMent tO ArBItrAte PrOVISIOn (“OPtOUt”) By eMAILIng US An OPt-OUt nOtICe tO
ArBItrAtIOnOPtOUt@JULIenSAUCtIOnS.COM
(“OPt-OUt nOtICe”) Or VIA US MAIL tO: Julien
entertainment.com, Inc., 8630 hayden Place, Culver
City, CA 90232. the OPt-OUt nOtICe MUSt Be
reCeIVeD nO LAter thAn thIrty (30) DAyS AFter
the DAte yOU ACCePt theSe terMS FOr the
FIrSt tIMe. IF yOU Are nOt A new JULIen’S
AUCtIOnS USer, yOU hAVe UntIL thIrty (30) DAyS
AFter the POStIng OF the new terMS tO
SUBMIt An ArBItrAtIOn OPt-OUt nOtICe.
(j) Procedure. In order to opt-out, you must email
your name, complete address (including street address,
city, state, and zip code), and email address(es)
associated with your Member account(s) to which the
opt-out applies and an unaltered digital image of a valid
driver’s license or valid government issued photo ID
which matches the name on your account
to:
arbitrationoptout@juliensauctions.com.
this
procedure is the only way you can opt out of the
agreement to arbitrate. If you opt out of the agreement
to arbitrate, all other parts of these Auction terms and
Conditions and its Disputes Section will continue to
apply to you. Opting out of this agreement to arbitrate
has no effect on any previous, other, or future arbitration
agreements that you may have with us.
(k) WaIVER. By AgreeIng tO theSe AUCtIOn
terMS AnD COnDItIOnS, yOU hereBy
IrreVOCABLy wAIVe Any rIght yOU MAy hAVe tO
A COUrt trIAL (Other thAn SMALL CLAIMS
COUrt AS PrOVIDeD ABOVe), A JUry trIAL, Or tO
SerVe AS A rePreSentAtIVe, AS A PrIVAte
AttOrney generAL, Or In Any Other
rePreSentAtIVe CAPACIty, Or tO PArtICIPAte AS
A MeMBer OF A CLASS OF CLAIMAntS, In Any
LAwSUIt, ArBItrAtIOn Or Other PrOCeeDIng
FILeD AgAInSt US AnD/Or reLAteD thIrD
PArtIeS.
(l) StatUtE OF lIMItatIONS aND WaIVER OF
ClaIMS. regArDLeSS OF Any StAtUte Or LAw
tO the COntrAry, Any CLAIM Or CAUSe OF
ACtIOn ArISIng OUt OF Or reLAteD tO USe OF
the SIte, SerVICe, Or thIS AgreeMent MUSt Be
FILeD wIthIn One (1) yeAr AFter SUCh CLAIM Or
CAUSe OF ACtIOn ArISeS Or It wILL Be FOreVer
wAIVeD AnD BArreD.

11. MISCEllaNEOUS PROVISIONS.
(a) governing law. these Auction terms and
Conditions will be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of California and
the applicable federal laws of the United States of

America. California conflicts of law rules shall apply.
(b) Force Majeure. except for the obligation to pay
money, neither party will be liable for any failure or delay
in its performance under these Auction terms and
Conditions due to any cause beyond its reasonable
control, including acts of war, acts of god, earthquake,
flood, weather conditions, embargo, riot, epidemic, acts
of terrorism, acts or omissions of vendors or suppliers,
equipment failures, sabotage, labor shortage or dispute,
governmental act, failure of the Internet or other acts
beyond such party’s reasonable control, provided that
the delayed party: (i) gives the other party prompt notice
of such cause; and (ii) uses reasonable commercial
efforts to correct promptly such failure or delay in
performance.
(c) Counterparts; Facsimile. these Auction terms
and Conditions may be executed in any number of
counterparts and in facsimile or electronically, each of
which shall be an original but all of which together shall
constitute one and the same instrument.
(d) Entire agreement. these Auction terms and
Conditions contains the entire understanding of the
parties in respect of its subject matter and supersedes
all prior agreements and understandings (oral or written)
between the parties with respect to such subject matter.
(e) Modifications. Any modification, amendment, or
addendum to these Auction terms and Conditions must
be in writing and signed by both parties.
(f) assignment. you may not assign these Auction
terms and Conditions or any of your rights, obligations,
or benefits hereunder, by operation or law or otherwise,
without our prior written consent.
(g) No third Party Beneficiaries.
the
representations, warranties and other terms contained
herein are for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and
their respective successors and permitted assigns, and
they shall not be construed as conferring any rights on
any other persons.

(l) Survival. Sections of the Auction terms and
Conditions intended by their nature and content to
survive termination of the Auction terms and Conditions
shall so survive.

I HaVE REaD aND UNDERStaND tHESE
aUCtION tERMS aND CONDItIONS aND
agREE tO COMPly WItH tHEM.
BIDDER
By: ____________________________________________
(signature)
name: _________________________________________
(please print)
Date: ___________________________________________

aCKNOWlEDgED By JUlIEN’S aUCtIONS
By: ____________________________________________
(signature)
name: _________________________________________
(please print)
title: ___________________________________________
Date: ___________________________________________

(h) Severability. If any provision of these Auction
terms and Conditions is held by a court or arbitrator of
competent jurisdiction to be contrary to law, such
provision shall be changed by the court or by the
arbitrator and interpreted so as to best accomplish the
objectives of the original provision to the fullest extent
allowed by law, and the remaining provisions of these
Auction terms and Conditions shall remain in full force
and effect.
(i) Notices. Any notice or communication required or
permitted to be given hereunder may be delivered by
hand, deposited with an overnight courier, sent by email
or mailed by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid to the address for the other
party first written above or at such other address as may
hereafter be furnished in writing by either party hereto to
the other party. Such notice will be deemed to have
been given as of the date it is delivered, if by personal
delivery or email; the next business day, if deposited
with an overnight courier; and five days after being so
mailed.
(j) Headings. the headings of the sections of these
Auction terms and Conditions are for convenience only
and do not form a part hereof, and in no way limit,
define, describe, modify, interpret or construe its
meaning, scope or intent.
(k) No Waiver. no failure or delay on the part of either
party in exercising any right, power or remedy under
these Auction terms and Conditions shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise of any
such right, power or remedy preclude any other or
further exercise or the exercise of any other right, power
or remedy.
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